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ON ASSUMING ONESELF OUT OF THE PROBLEM 

It has long been held that paramount among the sins which the military student can 
commit is drawing up assumptions which effectively solve the problem he has been 
assigned to study. 

Looking over manuscripts, as well as published articles, we are forced to the 
conclusion that this trait is not exclusive to those who pursue wisdom at service 
schools. For instance, all too many authors at lea~t tacitly assume that future battle 
will take the forms of World War II, Korea, Vietnam or some combination thereof. 
The fabric of their narrative is woven from two sides maneuvering over terrain 
which IS obviously open and rather rural. There is no combat in cities. What the 
civilian population is doing meanwh1le is left somewhat, if not absolutely, vague. 
No one disrupts essential services even to the extent that we have observed this 
having been done in peacetime. 

And on both sides all citizens loyally support their governments-there are no 
dissidents, no vo1ces urgmg caution. no politicized mobs in the streets in this 
assumed arena. There 1s no battle for men's mmds. Conflict is between two 
monolithic. easily identifiable forces-frequently labelled clearly "good" and "bad" 
or "us" and "them." 

This same sort of clear-cut tidy structure often flows over into discussions of 
strategy and international relations other than armed conflict. Complex economic 
arrangements transcending political and geographic boundaries are ignored. There 
are no shades of gray nor true dilemmas. 

What we all need 1s to have our thmkmg stimulated by some new, and perhaps 
unnerving, assumptions. Most of all, 1t seems that there is more to be gained by 
assumptions which create problems for authors and readers to wrestle with than by 
those which solve perplexities 

Let's unleash our minds and pens from the tyranny, or the comfort, of unwarranted 
assumptions some of which have been ennobled with titles such as fact, truth or 
(Heaven forfend!) doctrine. 

(An ageless editorial from the February 1973 Mzluary Review.) 
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The indirect approach is a practical strategy for the US 
Army, regardless of the enemy or location of the battlefield. 
The United States must identify enemy strengths and avoid 
them while identifying and exploiting enemy weaknesses. 
US forces must do the unexpected and seek victory through 
maneuver. The United States as the smaller force must avoid 
attrition battles, for that spells ultimate defeat. Instead, US 
forces must seek victory through offensive actions like 
flanking attacks, air and ground envelopment, attacking 
along the least obvious routes away from enemy strengths, 
counterthrusts and retrograde operations. US commanders 
must anticipate enemy reactions and prepare countermeas
ures. The margin for error is small, but history bears out 
the success of the indirect approach as a successful strategy 
which allows a smaller force to engage and defeat decisively 
a larger opponent without suffering unacceptable losses. 
The US Army might do well to adopt this approach as the 
cornerstone of its tactics. 

The· Indirect 

Major Robert F. Helms II, US Army 

IN A RECENT article, the offense requirement for successful military 
was described as an imperative for campaigns. Without it, there is no ijght 

the successful army. 1 The discussion to guide commanders in prepahng 
focused primarily on the tactics in- their forces for battle, and confusion 
volved in conducting a successful and wasted effort often will result. 
attack. Because of space constraints, This article attempts to correct the 
there was no attempt to include a acknowledged shortcoming of the 
battlefield strategy for guiding the previous article. It advocates and de-
development and application of tactics. scribes the indirect approach as a 
A coherent battle strategy is a basic practical strategy for the US Army-
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regardless of the enemy and location of 
the battlefield. 

A man who permits himself to be 
drawn willingly into an unfavorable 
situation is not so bright, not thinking 
or perhaps both. The same holds for 
armies. The primary goal of battle 
planning should not be to seek battle. 
Rather, it should be to develop a 
strategic situation that is so advanta
geous that battle becomes unnecessary 
for victory. There will be times when 
this is not possible and combat is 
required. When it occurs, the object 
should be to produce a situation in 
which victory through battle is a 
foregone conclusion. 

It is assumed that the enemy is 
following similar logic in his 
approach-that he is attempting to use 
sound principles of war to maximize 
his advantages and achieve a decisive 
victory in the described manner. The 
problem for the US Army is first to 
identify the approach being used by 
the adversary and then develop coun
termeasures. These must be active. The 
initiative has to be taken from an 
enemy who may be numerically su
perior and armed with equally combat 
effective weapon systems. 

This is best accomplished by identi
fying and avoiding enemy strengths 

INDIRECT APPROACH 

during battle. The enemy will attempt 
to exploit his strengths; therefore, it is 
reasonable to expect his battle plan to 
be constructed around them. If he is 
permitted to follow his plan, the op
ponent should anticipate battle under 
unfavorable circumstances. 

The problem becomes one of dis
rupting his battle plan, thus denying 
him the opportunity to use his 
strengths. This is best accomplished by 
identifying and attacking enemy weak
nesses. When weaknesses are not ap· 
parent, positive actions are taken to 
create exploitable situations. The 
greatest area of weakness for highly 
mobile forces is normally located in the 
rear-lines of communications, supply 
dumps and command/control facil: 
ities. The smaller force usually can 
attack these targets to distract the 
enemy from his original plan and 
cause dislocations of his forces. Both 
are desirable and often will create new 
battlefield opportunities which can be 
used for advantage. · 

The critical issue to be resolved is 
that of determining how a smaller 
force can get at and exploit weaknesses 
once they have been identified. The 
frontal assault is not a feasible option. 
Advanced technologies are producing 
weapon systems of such lethality that 

MaJor Robert F Helms II LS asstgned to 
the 2d Rattalwn. 82/st Fteld Arttllery. 82d 
Azrborne Dwtswn, Fort Braf?ff, N.C He re 
cewed an M.A. {rom the Unwersity of LoUls· 
vllle. an M A and a Ph.D. from the Um
uerslty of Kansas and an M.M.A.S. from the 
USACGSC. He has served m Vtetnam and 
Germany. as an mstructor at the USACGSC. 
and wtth the Combmed Arms Trammg Devel
opmPnts Actwzty, Fort Leavenworth, ,Kan. 
Ills arttcle "The Offense" appeared in the 
February 1978 Military RevieW. 
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frontal assaults are rapidly becoming 
past tense." The smaller force must 
avoid situations where "blood is the 
price of victory." Even a battle of equal 
attrition is unsatisfactory, for, by defi
nition, it dooms the smaller force to 
ultimate defeat. 

The solution is to be found in the 
indirect approach. This strategy seeks 
to locate or create favorable situations 
for exploitation. It seeks to avoid 
enemy strengths and attack weak
nesses. The force using this approach 
does the unexpected. It seeks victory 
through maneuver. Audacious actions 
are taken to distract, dislocate and 
defeat the enemy. It provides numeri
cally smaller forces a proven means of 
defeatin~; much larger opponents. 

Application of the Indirect Strategy 

When we are conducting offen~ive 
actions, the enemy normally defends. 
He can be expected to select and 
uccupy the best defensible terrain 
available. If the battle is being fought 
against forces using Warsaw Pact doc
trine, the defense will consist of forces 
echeloned in depth-perhaps as many 
as three defensive belts. 

Field Manual 100-5, Operations, 
describes the advantages that a force 
can accumulate through skillful defen
sive actions. 3 The manual also states 
that generals must maneuver their 
forces "so that in the attack they have 
concentrated combat power of about 
6:1 superiority."' The 6-to-1 ratio as
sumes that the enemy has prepared 
good defenses. It is not meant to be 
absolute and is provided as a genera( 
guideline. The central problem being 
addressed is: How can a smaller force 
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go about achieving a force ratio that 
permits it to engage the enemy with 
a reasonable chance of success? 
Several options are available. Some are 
more apparent than others. 

Whenever the enemy has an as
sailable flank, some type of flanking 
maneuver is usually preferred. This is 
a proven method that is well-known to 
most. Stripped to its basics, it involves 
fixing the enemy in his defensive posi
tions with a holding attack and using 
indirect maneuver to move a strong 
combat force around to attack these 
positions from either a flank or the 
rear. With characteristic directness 
and simplicity, General Patton de
scribed this maneuver in the following 
manner: 

When you have bumped, hold him 
at the point of contact with fire with a 
third of your command. Move the rest 
m a wide envelopment so that you can 
attack him from his rear flank. The 
envelop.{ng attack should start first. 
The initial nose attack starts to move 
forwartl only when the enemy has 
properly reacted to the enveloping 
attack. Then the direct attack can go in 
easily and fast. 5 

Ground envelopments were the 
norm during World War II. Vertical 
envelopments were limited to airborne 
assaults. The development and wide
spread use of helicopters have made 
the vertical envelopment a much more 
attractive option. Commanders 
fighting on the modern battlefield 
should look for opportunities to use a 
combination of vertical and ground 
envelopments as an indirect approach 
to battle. Heliborne forces are ideally 
suited for striking critical points along 
routes used for movement. The capture 
and holding of these points can be used 
to assist the rapid advance of the 



ground envelopment. It also can be 
used to block enemy attempts to use 
maneuver in countering the ground 
envelopment, his attempt to withdraw 
endangered forces and isolate enemy 
units. 

A favorable situation has been 
created whenever it is possible to iso
late enemy forces and sequentially 
destroy his combat strength. This 
permits the smaller force to "whittle'' 
away the advantages of a larger op
ponent until a manageable combat 
power ratio is obtained. Further, iso
lation frequently induces panic and 
often enables the attacker to achieve a 
decisive victory without having to 
"slug" it out. 

This is a highly desirable situation 
and must be actively sought. Ag
gressive actions should be taken to 
mold enemy dispositions, terrain and 
friendly force capabilities into an ex
ploitable ·situation. Airmobile forces 
can be used for advantage in creating 
these situations. However, there are 
certain dangers associated with their 
use against armored and mechanized 
forces. 6 The commander and his staff 
have to be aware of these, consider the 
advantages and disadvantages and 
take calculated risks. 

The smaller force cannot afford a 
frontal assault; therefore, when the 
enemy is occupying good defensible 
terrain and does not have an as
sailable flank, positive actions are 
required to entice him out of his advan
tages. He should not be expected to do 
this willingly. Actions taken must be 
sufficiently alarming that he considers 
it necessary to abandon the advan
tages of the defense. 

Commanders, armed with modern 
weapons and using conventional 
tactics, can be expected to design their 
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defense in a way that counter& the 
anticipated attack plan of the op
ponent. Armies normally attack along 
the route of least resistance, al).d the 
defense is usually constructed to place 
maximum strength against the "per
ceived" intent of the opponent. 
Therefore, what appears to be the most · 
obvious route of least resistance will 
often become the more difficult as a· 
result of enemy defense preparations. 

If the attacker proceeds along the 
obvious route into the "teeth" of pre
pared defenses, he should anticipate a 
bloody battle and possess the 6-to-1 
combat power ratio discussed earlier. A 
more preferable solution is to upset the 
defensive plan of the enemy-to dis
tract and dislocate his preparations. 
Suitable maneuvers that a smaller 
force can use for this include the diver
sionary approach march, counterthrust 
and retrograde. 

Field Marshal Rommel attempted to 
use a diversionary approach march to 
distract the British defenses of Tobruk 
during the June 1942 battle. After 
failing to overcome British resistance 
during the first battle for Tobruk, 
Rommel decided to move his main 
assault forces eastward past the for
tress. The movement was designed to 
cause a redisposition of the British 
defense. Once a favorable dislocation 
had been achieved, his forces: 

... were to switch back suddenly to 
the south-eastern front of the fortress, 
deploy for assault during the night and 
... launch their assault at dawn and 
overrun the surprised enemy. 7 

Highly mobile formations obviously 
are required for this maneuver. 
However, Rommel did not i:ely on 
mobility alone, but also attempted to 
gain surprise with night movements 
and concentrate overwhelming combat 
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power at the time and place of his 
choice. 

The counterthrust is another means 
of drawing the enemy out of prepared 
defenses. The maneuver involves at
tacking a target that is sufficiently 
sensitive to the enemy's well-being, 
that he is confronted with the choices 
of either abandoning the defense and 
responding or suffering a decisive 
defeat in place. Usually, these targets 
at the battlefield level consist of those 
things considered to be the life line of 
an army-its jugular-for example, 
fuel, ammunition, linE's of communi
cation and command/control. At a 
higher level, these may be industrial, 
economic, resource-producing, popu
lati<;ln and political centers. 

Generally, battlefield targets are 
located closer to the area of the fight 
and are more important for ongoing 
combat. Strikes against these will 
often produce more immediate results 
on the battlefield but may have_ less 
effect on the total campaign. Con· 
versely, attacks against higher level 
stratE-gic objectivE's can bE> E>ipected to 
have a greater impact on the overall 
battle, but, since these are not usually 
as critical to the enemy for the imme· 
diate fight, battlefield results may not 
be forthcoming as rapidly. The smaller 
force mm;t consider the involved time 
and space factors when determining 
the nature of the target to be attacked. 

The decision must be made quickly 
and accurately. There may not be time 
or resources to correct mistakes. Often, 
it will become necessary to forsake 
long-term advantages for short-range 
expediency. While this is undesirable, 
real-wor!J conditions may dictate the 
course to be followed. 

Once the enemy has been distracted 
and abandoned the advantages of the 
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defense, vulnerabilities will occur 
which the smaller force can exploit. 
These could be such things as flanking 
attacks or strikes from the air. 'It also 
may be in the form of forcing the 
enemy to conduct an attack under 
unfavorable circumstances. 

During the conduct of counter
thrusts, the smaller force should antic
ipate the reaction of its opponent and 
prepare countermeasures. One of the 
more desirable is the occupation of 
good defensible terrain and forcing the 
enemy to attack these positions. When 
this becomes possible, the smaller force 
has transformed the recommended 
combat power ratio requirement from 
6-to-1 to 3-to-1-a much more desirable 
situation. Further, unlike the normal, 
the initiative in this situation actually 
belongs to the defending force. The 
attacker may choose the time, place 
and method, but he has no choice. He 
has to accept the disadvantages of the 
situation and attack. 

When the enemy does not have an 
assailable flank and a counterthrust is 
not possible, the smaller force should 
consider a retrograde as a way -of 
drawing the enemy out of his defenses. 
The enemy can be expected to attack 
along the route of least resistance and 
will normally advance whenever his 
opponent moves away. In this maneu
ver, the smaller force should attempt 
to delay into and occupy terrain which 
lends itself to an active defense. Wheh 
this is possible and the opponent at
tacks, it can use the "defensive shield" 
to reduce the enemy's numerical superi
ority to an acceptable ratio and, subse
quently, its "offensive sword" to 
destroy him. 

There may be situations when the 
enemy has concentrated his forces in a 
strong defense and does not have an 
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ACTIONS OF A US CORPS TO DISPERSE ITS OPPONENT 

CD ENEMY OCCUPYING 
GOOD DEFENSIBLE TERRAIN 

@ CORPS CONDUCTS RETROGRADE 

@ ENEMY ADVANCES 

apparent weakness. When this is the 
situation and it is not possible to entice 
him into abandoning the defense, the 
indirect approach can be used to create 
dispersion of the enemy and thus an 
exploitable situation (see accom
panying figure). 

This is essentially a sequential 
maneuver. Both forces are concen
trated initially. The attacking force 
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@ CORPS COUNTERATTACKS 

starts the maneuver by accepting cal
culated risks and dispersing its combat 
power across a relatively wide front. 
Deception measures such as feints, 
demonstrations, limited objective at· 
tacks and economy-of-force activities 
can be used to minimize the risks that 
must be taken. 

These actions deceive the enemy 
and lead him to believe that he is being 
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opposed by a very strong force de
ployed over a wide front. This per
ception reinforces his desire to 
maintain a defensive posture-and often 
will cause him to spread his forces to 
counter the expected attack. The 
thinning of his forces should create 
situ·ations that the smaller force can 
exploit witp aggressive offensive ac
tions." 

A smallrr,force also can attempt to 
confuse the enemy by attacking along 
a route that contains a number of 
potential objectives. The enemy will 
not know,

1
which of the possible targets 

that he should defend. This places him 
on the "horns of a dilemma." He 
cannot concentrate sufficient forces to 
defend one of the potential objectives 
properly without leaving the others 
vulnerable. If he attempts to disperse 
his force in order to provide some 
measure of defense for all targets, none 
will be adequately defended. 

This is a desirable situation .. All 
attack plans should include alterna
tives. This not only places the enemy 
in a dilemma, but it also builds flexi
bility into the offense. If the defender 
has created strong defenses to protect 
the intended target, the attack can be 
quickly switched to an alternate that is 
vulnerable. This increases the proba
bility of a successful attack. 

The successful commander does not 
react habitually to changing battlefield 
situations. Neither does he selectively 
use certain advantages and ignore 
others. More often, he is like a man 
possessed as every possible edge is 
searched out and exploited during his 
anticipation and creation of favorable 
situations. No stone is left unturned. 

To this point, the indirect approach. 
has been explained in terms of army 
maneuver. It is much more. It also 

includes psychological operations to 
degrade the combat effectiveness of the 
enemy by reducing his morale and 
mentally "setting him up" for the 
attack. Civic actions are used to enlist 
the assistance of the local population. 
Deception operations are used 
whenever possible, and, of course, the 
US Air Force plays a major role in 
each of the maneuvers described. 

Conelus10n 

The US Army is primarily oriented 
for battle against a technologically 
advanced enemy using conventional 
tactics. Should the future battle be 
against this type of opponent, it will be 
the focal point where advanced scien
tific achievements and the skills, 
courage and endurance of the soldier 
are fused in a dynamic interaction. It 
will consist of violent clashes by 
mobile forces armed with long-range, 
highly accurate and extremely lethal 
weapon systems. The battle will be 
continuous. It will involve both day 
and night operations-in all types of 
climatic conditions. 

The battle may be of short duration. 
Indeed, the first battle could be the 
last, and it must be won-even if the 
opponent has numerically superior 
forces. It must be won by offensive 
actions. The defense may blunt the 
enemy's jlword, but it will not deci
sively ·defeat him. This is the task of -
offensive operations. Yet a smaller 
force cannot afford to indiscriminately 
use the offense. The margin of error is 
small, and the blood and courage of 
soldiers must not become the price of 
victory. Other means· have to be used. 

These are to be found in the indirect 



approach. This is a historically proven 
method. It enables a smaller force to 
engage and decisively defeat a larger 
opponent without suffering unac
ceptable costs. It is ideally suited for 
imaginative and bold commanders. 
The US Army would do well to adopt 
the approach as the cornerstone of its 
tactics. It should be the foundation of 
tactical thought and deeply engrained 
in each officer. 

1 MaJor Robert F Helms II The Offense M,f,tar'l Rev,evv 
February 1978 pp 56 66 

'} F•eld ManualiFMJ 100 5 Operatmns Department of the Army 
Wash,ngton DC July 1976 Chapter 2 diSCusses lethahtv of the 
modern batllef•eld 1n a very clear and con\IJnc,ng rrtanner 

3 lblf1 Ch-apter 0 descnl)es these 
4 tb•d Chapter 3 p 3·5 
5 George S Patton Jr Wor as I Knew It The Rwers•de Press 

Cambrodge Boston Mass 1947 p 348 
6 These are developed and dtscussed rn FM 100 15 Corps 

Operattons Department of the Arll'y VVash,ngton DC Chapter '.) 
wh1ch •S scheduled tor pubtrcatoon on 1978 

7 Erw1n Rommel The Rommel Papers Ed•ted DY 8 H Liddell 

NOTES 

INDIRECT APPROACH 

This article has outlined some of the 
ways that the indirect approach can be 
used by the US Army during offensive 
operations. It has merely scratched the 
tip of an iceberg. It is hoped that the 
reader's curiosity has been sufficiently 
aroused to seek an expanded and 
deeper understanding of the subject. If 
this is so, there are several sources 
recommended as a starting point.9 

Hart Harcourt Bra{.e & Co NY 1953 p 225 
8 Ho"" th1S can be accompliShed 1S the subJeCt of Helms op crt 

9 Among the more useful are 8 K Ltddell Kart Strategy 
Praeger Publrcattons NV 1967 Th1s book IS often cons.dered the 
{.Ornprstone for present day applications of the md1rect apprqach 
Although theoretrcal m nature 11 uses long•tudH•at analyses to 
substant•ate the authors conclus•ons A real ""orld apphr.at1on of 
Lrddell Harts wr1t1ngs can be found 1n a study of F1eld Marshal 
Rommel s bailie planmng One of the best 1S Ftommel op ot Patton 
op ''' also prov1des the reader With real ""orld apphcatlon of the 
•ndrrea approach- part•culartv Chapter 1 of Part Three Fteflect•ons 
and Suggest1ons 

Freedoms Foundatiog Awards. The Freedoms Foundation at Valley 
Forge IS now accepting entries 1n its annual letter awards program. The 
theme selected for this year IS "'Why Am I in the Uniform of My 
Country?"' The program is open to all members of the Armed Forces of 
the United States, to include the Reserve, National Guard and Reserve 
Officfrs' Training Corps. Entries in the contest need not be a letter as 
suc~ut may be in essay or poetry form and should be limited to not 
more than 500 words. 

The dead/JOe for submission is 1 October 1978. Ma11 all entnes to: 
· Freedoms Foundation, Valley Forge, 'PA 19481. 

Northern Great Plains History Conference. The session in military 
history is being continued at the conference which will be held this year 
in Fargo, N.D. Dates for the conference will be 26 October through 28 
October. North Dakota State University has issued a call lor papers on 
military history, with no restrictions on topics. 

For further information on the conference, please get in contact with 
Professor Arch.er .Jones, Department of History, North Dakota State 
University, Fargo, N.D. 58102. 
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The rapid socioeconomic development of Brazil over the past 
10 years has enabled that nation to upgrade its conventional 
security capabilities without impacting adversely on the civil 
sector. lts modernized military arm, although sizable and 
powerful by Latin American standards, is relatively weak 
when compared to regional powers in other parts of the 
world. As an emerging military and economic power in the 
region, Brazil is in the process of transformation and is 
rethinking its role both in the Western Hemisphere and as an 
international actor. The special US-Brazil relationship is 
undergoing change. Although Brazil will remain a close 
friend of the United States, the client-sponsor relationship 
with the US is a thing of the past. As Brazil becomes more 
self-reliant, the relationship must become one of moral 
equals. Brazil's armed forces provide flexibility in military 
policy, add to national stability, assist in economic devel
opment and are increasingly capable of implementing their 
country's military policy as an emerging regional power. 

10 



Introduction 

UP TO NOW, ihe bulk of academ1c 
attention devoted to the Brazilian 

military has been addressed to its do
mestic political role. In the past, some 
concern has been ev1denced m the m
ternal secunty pol1c1es of the Braz11ian 
armed forces More recently, consid
erable mterest has been generated w1th 
regard to the m1l1tary potential of the 
Brazilian nuclear program. The substance 
and 1mplicat1ons of Braz1l's conventional 
military polic1es, however. have been 
almost completely ignored 

In Brazil, the term "secunty" IS gen
erally employed broadly to embrace not 
only matters wh1ch North Amencans 
would cons1der m the realm of nat1onal 
defense, but also quest1ons of public 
order, political matters-and even the 
w1der course of national development. It 
1s not the mtent1on of th1s article to treat 
e1ther the domestic pol1t1co-secunty role 
of the Braz1lian armed forces or the1r 
involvement m the process of nat1onal 
development 1 Ne1ther IS 1t the author's 
aim to approach the military implications 
of the the Braz1l1an nuclear program nor 
prov1de a comprehensive summary of 
Braz11's mternat1onal security relations. 
Rather, 1t 1s the more lim1ted goal of th1s 
article to trace the polic1es of recent 
Braz11ian governments toward the devel
opment of the nat1on"s conventional mil· 
1tary capabilities and bnefly adduce the 
implications of trends m th1s area for the 
evolution of Braz11's mternat1onal rela
tionshipS. Thus, for purposes of th1s 
article, terms like "military" and "secu· 
nty" are employed in the sense of con
ventional not1ons of national defense. 

For the past half-century, Brazilian 
policymakers have considered the1r con· 
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vent1onal secunty mierests as best 
served by. 

• The mamtenance of broad panty 
w1th the modest military capab11it1es of 
the nation's more substantial neighbors 
(most particularly Argentma). 

~ Unswerv1ng allegiance to the re
gional and broader mternat1onal security 
pol1c1es of the Un1ted States. 

In the South Amencan security, 
context, Brazil appeared as an awkward 
g1ant. Although 1ts bulk alone provided 
rough equal1ty w1th the other pnncipal 
states of the contment, the qualitative 
def1c1encies of 1ts m1l1tary establishment 
(closely related to the relat1ve debility of 
1ts social and economic Institutions) pre
vented the nat1on from aspiring to more 
than panty w1th Argentina m the Platma 
Basm or pro1ectmg much m the way of 
mfluence to other port1ons of the con
tment 

On the world stage, Braz1l1an security 
capabil1t1es were negligible To bolster 1ts 
contmental pos1t1on, however, and as a 
guarantee agamst abuse by extracont1· 
nental powers, Brazil allied Itself closely 
to the Un1ted States For a vane.ty of 
reasons, th1s relationship was unusually 
mt1mate and went considerably beyond 
the nommal mvolvement of most Latin 
Amencan states m the secunty arrange- · 
ments attendant to membership 1n the 
"lnter-Amencan system. " 2 

Brazil seconded US declarations of 
belligerency m both world wars, and a · 
S1gn1f1cant Braz11ian contmgent served 
(after ref1ttmg from US stores) m the 
Italian theater dunng the latter conflict. 
Brazilian governments also were gen
erally amenable to Washmgton-backed 
secunty mit1at1ves on other occas1ons, 
prov1dmg the Western contingent for 
several UN peacekeepmg act1v1t1es and 
collaboratmg closely w1th the United 
States in the Domimcan mtervention of 
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1965 The two governments were also 
linked by a number of security-related 
arrangements, unusual even m the 
context of US secunty reli'll1ons w1th 
Latm Amenca,3 and Braz1l was, m 
general, a favored rec1p1ent of Amencan 
m1)itary ass1stance.4 

The course of rec~nt events, however, 
has gone far to mod1fy this traditional 
situation In general terms, the rapid 
pace of Brazilian development has pro
Vided the nat1on w1th markedly enhanced 
m1lltary potentialities while the steady 
evolution of the international envi
ronment has altered considerably the 
dommant Braz1llan v1ew of how its m
creasmg capabilitieS ought to pe em
ployed. Brazil now disports the economic 
and soc1al base to contemplate a signif
Icant and autonomous mll1tary capacity 
Meanwhile, there has occurred on the 
South Amencan contment a considerable 
upset of trad1t1onal power relat1on~h1ps 

and a proliferation of potent mtlltary 
technology wh1ch may presage a renaiS
sance of power pol1t1cs among the 
pnnc1pal reg1onal actors. 

In the w1der world, the dnft of Inter
natiOnal politiCS IS toward a system m 
wh1ch stnct h1stoncal or ideolog1cal 
alignments are no longer perceived to be 
of cnt1cal importance5 In add1t1on, the 
steady emergence of Brazil as an Im
portant mternatlonal actor predictably 
has been accompanied by a proliferation 

of differences with 1ts North American 
patron. In combination, these trends have 
substantially undercut the basis for the 
traditional secunty policies of Brazil. 

Braz1lian secunty thinking (particu
larly as represented by the intellectual 
output of the highly influential Escola 
Superior de Guerra (ESGJ is both sophis
ticated and highly sensitive to evolving 
c1rcumstances. 6 Thus. the 1mpact of 
recent domestic and mternational trends 
has been quickly reflected m the polic1es 
of the agenc1es responsible for the main
tenance of national security. There is no 
master plan (at least in the public 
domain) for this process, and, clearly, 
particular policy departures are often 
precipitated by unforeseen events. None
theless. general outlines of the evolving 
strategy are discernible from the writmgs 
and pronoun,cements of responsible offi
Cials and, more importantly, from the 
mcreasmgly clear trends emergmg in the 
nation's secunty policy. 

Basically, the secunty policy of con
temporary Brazil is geared toward the 
remedy of certam qualitative defects 
wh1ch have precluded Brazil from exer
CISing conventional military capabilities 
"competitive" w1th other important na
tions and the steady enhancement of the 
nation's autonomy in military affa1rs. It 
should be recognized that pursuit of 
these goals IS severely constramed by the 
prudent respect of the nation's lead-

w,/l,am Perry IS asststant dtrector, Center of 
Braz1ban Stud1eS. School of Advanced lnterna 
t10nal Studies. The Johns ftopkms Umverstty, 
Washmgton. D C He receJv&d a 8 A from the 
Untverstty of Vermont and an M.A from the Uni
versity of Pennsylvanta He IS a vtsrtmg fellow. 
Fore1gn Poltcy Research Institute, and co-author 
of Brazd, the Un1ted States and the Southern 
Cone 
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ership for the resource requirements of 
soc1oeconom1c development. 

In the official vie~!!, a solid foundation 
of secunty IS requ1red to promote Braz11's 
development effectively. But, ultimately, 
a substantial enhancement of the na
tion's . le.vel of soc1oeconom1c devel
opment is requ1red to guarantee Braz1l's 
long-term secunty interests. Despite this 
constraint, considerable advances m the 
nation's conventional security capabil
ities can be seen through exammation of 
patterns emergmg m the cr1t1cal areas of 
commsnd and composition, deployment, 
expenditure and procurement, as well as 
by changes m Brazil's trad1t1onal interna
tional security relat1onsh1ps. 

Command and Composition 

Under the president, cabinet-level 
mmisters of the army, navy and a1r force 
(normally the sen1or off1cers of their 
respective serv1ce) and an embryonic 
Joint Chiefs of Staff contmue to head the 
Br'azil1an military establishment. As yet 
there is little in the way of funct1onal 
integration between the services, and 
each remains quite independent and 
jealous of its own prerogatives. 

Reflecting 1ts governmental role,. the 
army IS the predominant power but re
spects the spheres of competence of the 
other two services, as well as their 
relat1vely modest pos1t1ons m the nation's 
political system. The efficacy of military 
decisionmakmg, and perhaps the stability 
of the government as well, rests upon the 
continuation of th1s workmg relationship 
amQng the three services. And, in 
practice, th1s makes fundamental alter
ation of the existing orgamzational 
structure f!Xlremely unlikely. 

Nevertheless, there are numerous 
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areas of military policy on which the 
three serv1ces can easily agree. Smce 
1964, for example, there has been a 
steady trend toward central1zat1on of 
respons1bil1ty for security matters in the 
hands of the national military. The trad1-· 
t1onally potent stat.!l mil1t1as have been 
lim1ted, pollee forces expanded, wh1le the 
efficiency of both and the1r attachment, 
through the army m1nistry, to central 
government has been mcreased 7 

Attempts to centralize and reform 
lmes of authority w1thm the national 
mil1tary have been approached w1th more 
circumspection. Nevertheless, there have 
·been notable attempts to rationalize 
procedures, root out trad1t10nal forms of 
meff1c1ency and Improve the technical 
and admm1strat1ve performance of per
sonnel From t1me to t1me, there has 
even been d1scuss1on of consolidation of 
all secunty funct10ns under a ministry of 
defense · 

Dunng the years since 1964, the 
absolute s1ze of the nat10nal m1l1tary 
establishment has mcreased gradually 
but steadily Braz1l currently mamta1ns 
approximately 257.200 men under arms 
Army strength 1.s authomed at 170,000 
men wh1le naval personnel (mcludmg the 
naval mfantry) stand at 45,800 and the 
air force numbers 41 ,400 The Brazilian 
forces thus s1gn1flcantly outnumber those 
of any other South Amencan state and 
are equ1valent to those of any two (Table 
1 ). Moreover, the Braz11ian armed forces 
have recourse to a manpower pool which 
1s greater than that of all other South 
Amencan states combmed. 

Thus, the quantitative military supen
onty of ,Brazil within the regional envi
ronment· is ach1eved with a very low rate 
of manppwer mobilization m comparison 
to 1ts neighbors. 8 Population proJeCtions 
1nd1cate that th1s advantage will be 
maintained and even increased 
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somewhat over the course of the next 
decade 

The Brazilian armed force)>, however, 
have long enJoyed such numencal ad
vantage w1thm the reg1onal env1ronment. 

These factors, in combination w1th the 
relat1vely attractive nature of military 
serv1ce m recent years, mean that the 
Braz11ian armed forces now have little, if 
any, mcentive to take Illiterates or other 

Armed Forces of the Major South American States, 1976• 

Total Forces Army Navy A1r Force 

Brazil 257,200 170,000 45,800 41,400 
Argentrna 132.800 83,50G 32.300 17,000 
Chrle 79,600 45,000 23,800 10,800 
Peru 63,000 46,000 8,000 9,000 
Colombra 54.300 40,000 8,000 6,300 
Venezuela 42.000 28,000 8.000 6,000 

*frgures lrom The Mlhtary Balance. 19761977 The lnternatronal lnstrtute lor Strategrc Studres, London, Eng, 1976 

Table 1 

The problem. htstoncally, has been that 
the low level of the nation's soc1al devel
opment (most parttcularly poor health 
and educatronal standards) and an msuf
ftctent rat1o of mll1tary expenditure per 
military man (1mplymg defiCiencies m 
trammg and equipment) have compro
mlsea the qual1ty of the Braz1l1an armed 
forces In recent years, however, the 
Illiteracy rate in Brazil bas fallen steadily, 
and, although there remains a sub
stantial underdeveloped stratum m the 
soc1ety, the pool of relatiVely high-quality 
manpower has expanded in corre
spondmg measure Th1s group is already 
far larger than the nation's nommal 
selective service system can begm to 
accommodate. 

14 

soc1ally disadvantaged elements 9 In ad
dillon, the slow numencal growth of the 
armed forces 1n comparison to rapidly 
riSing expenditures and the traming pro
grams attendant to the acqu1sition of 
more technologically advanced hardware 
Imply substantial Improvement of man
power quality 

Deployment 

Operattonal control of the Brazilian 
land forces IS exercised by four num
bered arm1es w1th headquarters located 
respectively m R10 de Jane~ro, Sao Paulo, 
Porto Alegre and Rec1fe. There also are 



subordmate commands for the Amazon 
and the Federal D1stnct Naval and air 
forces are organ1zed on a Similar, but not 
analogous, regional basis • 

Historically, the overwhelmmg bulk of 
the Brazilian armed forces have been 
concentrated around the pnnc1pal popu
lation centers and adjacent to the mili
tanly Slgn1f1cant southern front1er. The 
outlymg areas of northern and western 
Brazil, in contrast, have remained quite 
sparsely garrisoned. Although th1s 
pattern bas1cally still persists, there 1s 
clearly 1n evidence a growmg attention to 
the vast Brazilian mtenor 

For the present. the goals appear to 
be only the effect1ve occupat1on of ter
ritory and the prov1S1on of soc1al serv1ces 
in remote areas rather than m111tary 
functions as such. Exact f1gures are 
difficult to come by, but the m111tary 
presence in these areas has Increased 
substantially 1n recent years.' 0 G1ven the 
immense dimensions of the area, the 
gamsons are still relatively sparse, but 
the1r mobility IS bemg enhanced by the 
progress of the road-buildmg program 
and an augmented aenal network. 

.Ihis sharpened emphasis on northern 
and western Brazil has been reflected 1n 

admmistrat1ve readjustments. For ex
ample, the Amazon naval command was 
moved in the late 1960s from Belem. on 
the Atlantic coast. to Manaus. 1n the 
heart of Amazonas 

These army Initiatives are being paral
leled by the Braz11ian naval and a1r 
forces. The navy, bolstered by the acqui
sition of modern vessels especially de
signed for the task, is rapidly establishing 
a more substantial presence throughout 
the nat10n's extensive npanan network. 
Likew1se, the air force is constructing 
numerous new airfields to assist in the 
maintenance of transportation and com
munications networks in these remote 
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areas The two lesser serv1ces have taken 
on impo[tant new patrol and surveillance 
dut1es 1n connection with Brazilian 
cla1ms to a 200-mlle temtorial sea." The 
Brazilian armed forces are bein9 relo
cated 1n more advanced and strategically 
located bases such as the new complex 
at s·anta Maria 1n Rio Grande do Sul' 2 

The scientifically onented m1ssile base at 
Barreira do Inferno IS also a scene of 
heightened m111tary activity-undoubtedly 
a harbmger of future trends. 13 

Expenditures 

Improving the quality of the armed 
forces and expandmg the scope of its 
operat10ns necess1tate the steady and 
substantial appl1cation of fmancial re
sources And, 1n th1s area, the thrust of 
governmental pol1cy IS quite clear Dunng 
the dozen years followmg the revolution, 
the military budget more than 
quadrupled-nsmg (In constant dollars) 
from under $.5 b1ll1on 1n 1963 to more 
than $2.2 billion 1n 1975.' 4 Th1s f1gure IS 
particularly S1gn1f1cant 1n the reg1onal 
context smce it 1S roughly equivalent to 
the military spending of all the other 
substantial powers of South Amenca 
combmed. (Argentina. Ch1le, Colombia, 
Peru and Venezuela together expended 
$2.3 b1ll1on in the same year.) 

On the other hand, trends in Braz1l1an 
defense spending should not be thought 
of as a particularly precipitous or eco
nomically debilitating diversion of re
sources to military purposes. As a per
centage of the gross national product, 
Brazilian military spending (at 1 44 
percent for 1963) was the lowest of any 
significant South American state-a con
tinent which, in turn, has histoncally 
spent very little on defense by world 
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standards. Th1s percentage rose rapidly 
1n the 1mmed1ate wake of the revolutiOn 
(to 2.61 percent in 1964) but declined 
thereafter and has remaine-d relatively 
steady dunng the 1970s at a level 
broadly comparable to other 1mportant 
Latin American states (Table 2). 

·clearly then, the bulk of the burden IS 
be1ng borne by the extraord~nanly rap1d 
growth of the Brazil1an economy s~nce 
1968 The percentage of nat1onal re
sources devoted to the defense estab-

services such as mapping, road con
struction. transport, navigational a1d and 
communication-particularly in the more 
remote areas of the country. 

Although Brazilian military spending 
has been mcreasmg steadily, the division 
of these resources among the armed 
serv1ces rema1ned relatively constant 
until recently. F1gures for 1973 noted 51 
percent of the federal military budget 
was expended on the army while the a1r 
force and the navy received 25 and 24 

latm American Military Expenditures as a 
Percentage of the Gross National Product. 1963, 1975' 

1963 
1975 

Argentma 

2 30 
2 23 

Brazil 

144 
2 21 

Ch1le 

2 33 
4 32 

Peru 

2 84 
4.80 

Colombia 

161 
122 

Venezuela 

I 92 
2 08 

'World Mthtary fxpend•tures and Arms Transfers 1966 1975 1963-1973. US Arms Conlrol and D>sarmament Agency. 
Washmgton D C 

l1shment has not mcreased apprecmbly. 
But the developmental process that has 
already made Brazil a S1gnif1cant ec
onomiC power m the world w1ll soon 
transform 11 mto a m11itary power as well. 

lt should be noted, however. that. m 
both relat1ve and absolute terms, Bra
zilian mll1tary expenditures do not yet 
approach the levels supported by such 
states as Iran, lnd1a or Saudi Arabia
much less the pnmary or secondary 
military powers m the mternat1onal 
system Moreover, these expenditures 
tend to conceal certam types of soc1al 

Table 2 
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percent respect1vely.' 5 These percentages 
seem to have held steady s1nce the 
1950s and probably reflect an under
standmg of sorts among the services. The 
recent pattern of expens1ve hardware 
acquiSitions by the more technological 
services (that IS, the air force and the 
navy) has unsettled this pattern 
somewhat m more recent years. But this 
1s probably only a temporary phe
nomenon which w1ll be evened out as 
replacement of hardware for the land 
forces gets underway in earnest. 

In other ways, however, there have 



been marked shifts m the destmation of 
Braz1l1an defense allocations. Tradi
tionally, Braz1llan spending has bMn 
largely devoted to personnel expenses 
(salary, pensions, and so forth). In the 
past several years, however, much more 
attent1on has been given the moderni
zation of all three serv1ces through 
grow1ng capital expenditures. From 1950 
to 1969, personnel expenses consumed 
83.5 percent of the armed forces budget 
Dunng that same penod, 55 percent of 
the budget was allocated to "cap1tal 
investment" and 11 percent to "other 
costs" (mcluding mamtenance and 
training). 16 

The 1n1t1al nse m m1li!ary spendmg 
after the 1964 RevolutiOn can be attnb
uted princ1pally to salary mcreases. 
During the Quadros-Goulart era, rampant 
inflation, as well as more rap1d pay h1kes 
m other sectors, severely eroded the 
military's real wages The years between 
1964 and 1967, therefore, constituted a 
penod of budgetary readjustment in 
which military salanes could be restored 
to a satisfactory plateau Even now, 
however, the ioss of promising young 
officers attracted by h1gh salanes of 
Brazilian inuustry poses something of a 
problem. Since the late 1960s, greater 
attention has been pa1d to the moderm
zat10n of the armed forces and weapons 
acquisition. By 1971, personnel expenses 
were scheduled to be reduced to 61 
percent of the budget allowing capital 
expenditures and other costs to rise to 21 
percent and 18 percent respect1vely. 17 

Until the mid-1960s, the equipment m 
use by the Brazilian military (as in the 

·case of all other Latin American armed 
forces-save those of Cuba) was anti
quated and most rudimentary. Land, air 
and sea forces possessed only limited 
amounts of materiel and weaponry
almost mvariably surplus US equipment 
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of World War II or Korean War vintage. 
Clearly, full remedy of the traditional 
def1c1enc1es of the Brazilian military 
establishment would requ1re particular 
attention to the question of hardware. 

Smce that time, and most particularly 
since 1968, concrete measures con
gruent w1th such concern have been in 
steadily mcreasing evidence. A growmg 
percentage of markedly augmented mil--
1tary expenditures has been allocated to 
"capital equipment" -the vast bulk of 
these sums to the acquisition of more 
modern and technologically sophisticated 
m1lltary hardware. This tendency has not 
been restricted to Brazil and, m fact, is 
mextricably related to a general regional 
trend, particularly among the more sub
stantial states of Latm America. In ad
ditiOn, this trend has been accompanied 
by a marked shlit in the source of supply 
for Lat1n Amenca's military hardware 

Bas1cally, the United States enjoyed a 
near monopoly in the supply of military 
equipment to Latin Amenca during the 
immediate postwar penod. For a combi
nation of altruiStic and more self
interested reasons, Washmgton gen
erally employed this pos1t10n to l1mit the 
war-makmg capac1ty of the reg1onal 
actors and balance the1r capab1lit1es VIS
a-vis potential antagonists. 

By the late 1960s, however, this .. 
policy was coming into increasing con
flict with the growing capabilities and 
aspirations of the principal Latin Amer
ican nat1ons. Efforts to secure techno
logically sophisticated weaponry from the 
United States were almost mvariably 
rebuffed, and, in fact, strict and onerous 
new conditions were placed on the 
transfer of arms to the Latin American 
nations. As a result, the states of the 
rdgion simply turned to extra hemispheric 
sources of supply to upgrade their arse
nals.'" In addition, those states with the 
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techmcal and economtc capactty to do so 
(mcludmg Braztl) have gone far toward 
the establishment of a domestic arms 
mdustry to sattsfy thetr needS'. Thts latter 
course has the addtttonal advantages of 
upgradtng local technologtcal capactty, 
provtdmg domesttc employment, de
fraymg tmport costs and bolstenng na

' Ilona! pnde and mdependence 
Havmg the same expenence as other 

Latin Amencan states, and more capactty 
to overcome the obstacles. Braztl has 
taken a strong posttlon in forging a more 
dtverstfted and self-suffictent pro
curement poltcy ' 9 And. over the course 
of the past decade. the atr, sea and land 
forces of the natiOn have been almost 
completely re-equtpped with a modest 
but respectable number of modern 
weapons systems 

In the atr, the Amencan monopoly 
was broken (and Braztl's ftrst modern jet 
ftghter-bombers acqutred) wtth the de
ltvery of 16 MJrage atrcraft durtng 1972 
and 1973 Modern atr defense and trafftc 
control equtpment also was later ac
qutred from France Subsequent Amer
tcan reconstderatton of tts posttton on the 
supply of jet atrcraft to Lattn Amencan 
nations allowed Braztl to obtam 48 
modern Northrop F5E Tiger II f1ghters.2o 
Together. the Mlfage and F5 atrcraft 
provtde Braztl wtth a reasonable number 
of relattvely sophtsttcated front-line atr
craft 

Braztltan procurement poltcy also has 
been very acttve below the level of front
line atr defense systems And tt ts m thts 
area the most tmpressive strtdes have 
been made in the nat10nalizat1on of 
atrcraft productton. Founded in 1969, the 
national atrcraft company (Empresa Bra
stletra de Aeronautica SA or EMBRAER) 
has made truly spectacular progress ovet 
the course of the past seven years. 11 

Beginnmg with the fabncation of ftve 
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small agricultural aircraft in 1971, EM
BRAER rapidly diversified its product line, 
to include 1 0 different designs for agri
cultural. transport. passenger and mil
ttary use, and expanded production to 
more than 500 planes in 1976. . 

From the purely mtlitary standp~int, 
the most signtftcant of these is the 
Bandetrante, whtch has been adapted 
(from tts ongmal commercial purpose) to 
mtlttary and patrol activtttes. and the 
EMB326 GB Xavante, whtch serves as a 
tramer and ground support atrcraft. Bllilt 
under a ltcensmg agreement wtth Aero
nauttca Maccht of Italy, the Xavante has 
been a parttcularly successful example of 
stmultaneous expansion of nattonalt
zatton of milttary aeronautical capabil
tttes. More than 100 of these aircraft 
have been produced during the past 
several years, allowing for replacement 
of an old lme of US-butlt atrcraft previ
ously employed for such purposes. 

Plans for the expanston of aircraft 
productton factltties tn both civilian and 
mtlitary areas are equally ambitious The 
begmning of spare parts productton for 
the F5 atrcraft mdicates the mtentton to 
upgrade as well as expand EMBRAER 
acttvtttes. In addttlon, the recent sales of 
EMBRAER products to foreign govern
ments (Uruguay, Chile, Ltbya and Togo) 
may presage the emergence of Braztl as 
a stgntficant exporter. 

At sea, the Braztltan navy ts moving 
raptdly to supplement a fleet whtch previ
ously 'was composed almost exclusively 
of World War II surplus units obtained 
from the Untted States Plans recently 
approved reaffirm a 10-year development 
program atmed at the acquisition of a 
relattvely small. but htghly sophisticated, 
fleet tatlored to Brazil's particular de
fense needs. 21 As in other areas of 
procurement. there is in evidence a 
strong propensity to nattonaltze and di-



vers1fy sources of supply to the greatest 
extent possible. 

Brazil is presently in the process of 
acquiring six new frigates (Vosper class) 
and three new submarines (Oberon 
class) fr-om Great Br1tam. These frigates, 
m turn. are being equipped with modern 
surface-to-surface. surface-to-air and an
tisubmarine missile systems from 
France, the Umted Kmgdom and Aus
tralia respectively. Plans recently an
nounced also indicate that these miss1le 
fr1gates soon w1ll be furnished with 
Br1t1sh advanced-des1gn WG13 Lynx hell
copters. In additiOn, s1x mmesweepers of 
German construction (Schiitze class) 
were added 'to the Brazilian fleet. 

Advances m the scope and sophiSti
cation of local construction are integral 
elements of the Brazilian naval program. 
And this process. m turn, IS inextricably 
related to an across-the-board Im
provement of ship-building capac1ty 
(which 1s presently a1med at doubling the 

EMB326 GB Xavante 
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Bande1rante 

ex1stmg 5 m1ll1on gross tons of the 
national merchant marine) 

In the military sphere. a set of SIX 
coastal patrol craft of the Piratini class 
were constructed locally dur1ng the past 
several years. as well as f1ve craft de
signed expressly for r1par1an operations 
m the Amazon Support craft such as 
light sh1ps, tugs, landmg boats and 
trammg vessels are now w1thin the 

-capac1ty of local mdustry In add1t1on, 
steady improvement m the technological 
sophistication of Brazilian naval archi
tecture may be expected as the Vosper 
purchase agreements w1th the United 
Kmgdom mandate the construction of 
several of these sophisticated miss1le 
frigates m Braz11ian yards. As m other 
areas. Braz11ian naval craft are begmnmg 
to demonstrate a fore1gn market as indi
cated by the recent Chilean purchase of 
Piratini patrol craft. 

On land, somewhat less need has 
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Guppy class 

been percetved by Braztltan authortttes 
for the prompt acqutsttton of htgh
technology hardware. And, for the 
present, the backbone of Braztltan land 
forces remains anttquated (but well
maintatned) tanks and artillery acquired 
from the Untted States during the mtd· 
1960s. Nevertheless, tmportant advances 
have been made tn procurement of ma
tenels for the army, including, mo5t 
notably, the German Cobra and Franco· 
German Roland mtssile systems. The 
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lower technologtcal requirements in this 
area imply that nattonal self-sufficiency 
may be a more readily attainable goal. 

The Braztltan techntcal-tndustrial 
plant is sufftctently advanced to produce 
ample quantities of such support matenel 
as wheeled vehicles, electronic commu
nicattons gear and construction 
equipment. In addition, the recently con
solidated state armaments industry (In
dustria de Material Belico SA or IMBEL) 
is capable of productng, on its own or 



,, 

Cascavel 

through licensing agreements, most of 
the nat1onal requirements for small arms 
and ammun1t1on, machmeguns and light 
artillery. 

Modern tanks, heavy art1llery and 
sophisticated rocketry are presently 
beyond the capac1ty of Braz1lian industry. 
Th1s S1tuat1on, however, IS obv1ously in 

··-
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the process of transition. Successful local 
production of several types of armored 
cars for both land and amph1b1ous opera
tions (notably the Urutu and the Cas
cave/) provides strong indication of 
rapidly mcreasing technical capacity. The 
advanced des1gn and spec1alized capabil
Ities of these vehicles have excited con-

Urutu 
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siderable interest abroad and give clear 
mdtcatton of considerable export poten-
ttal 23 t 

In addttton, there has been consid
erable dtscusston of European firms 
setting up Braztllan operations in part
nership with the nattonal armaments 
mdustry Such a development would 
allow for the productton of front-line 
weapons systems m Brazil, includmg 
advanced rocketry, anttatrcraft defense 
systems and -modern ba'ttle tanks. {In the 
latter regard. the powerful Leopard 
destgn from West Germany IS most 
frequently menttoned.) Almost all specu
latiOn along these lines IS accompanted 
by assertton that such production would 
be undertaken for export as well as to 
sattsfy domestic requtrements. 24 

International Security RelatiOns 

Changes m Braztlian conventiOnal 
secunty poltcy have been m evidence not 
only m the accelerated development of 
the natton's mtlltary capabilities, but also 
m an evolvtng relattonship between 
those capabtlittes and the mternational 
environment In the past, Braztl generally 
played a deferenttal role to the Untted 
States m hemtsphenc and wtder mterna
ltonal secunty affatrs Regionally, Brazil's 
secunty posture was relatively mert. 
atmed only at the mamtenance of broad 
panty m capacity and mfluence wtth 1ts 
more stgntftcant netghbors {particularly 
Argentma). The rapid growth of Brazilian 
capabtltttes, however. in combinatton 
wtth other evolvmg domestic and inter
natiOna I circumstances, has wrought a 
remarkable alteratton in these tradttlonal 
relattonshtps. 25 

The demise of the United States as 
the principal supplier of Brazil's military 
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equipment has already been mentioned. 
In addition, the turn of recent events has 
led to the termmation of Washington's 
dtmmishing, and, of late, rather insignif
icant, program of military assistance and 
to the cancellation of other longstanding 
agreements linking Brazilian security 
strategy wtth that of the United States. 
The ortgins of thts abrupt departure from 
tradttton lie 1n the tension inherent be
tween Brazil's mcreasingly credible aspi
rations to "great power status" and the 
deferential aspects of its historically pro
Amencan policies. 

These events were precipitated, 
however. by the increasmgly frequent 
clashes between the two governments 
{over human nghts and nuclear prolifer
atiOn quest10ns) evident during the ftrst 
months of the Carter admmtstratlon The 
submtsston by the State Department of 
human rights assessments in connectiOn 
wtth congressional constderation of the 
secunty assistance appropnation was 
vtewed by the Braztlian government as 
mtolerable mterference m the nation's 
domestic affatrs. 

Thus, the ·Military Asststance 
Agreement between the two nations was 
denounced {according to terms contamed 
therem) by the Braztltan government m 
March 1977. Subsequently, m Sep
tember, several attendant arrangements 
were also canceled. The official Brazilian 
notes on the subject went out of thetr 
way to stress that these steps have been 
taken Without maltce and that close 
secunty cooperation between the two 
governments IS expected to continue on 
both a bilateral and a multilateral basis. 26 

Nevertheless, notice has been served 
that secunty relations between the two 
nations are now on a fundamentally. 
different basts and that any future coop
eration would have to be grounded on 
the mutual interest of moral equals. 



The Brazilian security posture within 
Latin America has changed considerably, 
but the result is far more ambiguous. 
Basically, Brazil has emerged as the 
indisputably prem1er regional actor but 
has yet to unveil any comprehensive new 
des1gn for relations w1th 1ts neighbors. 

Alarmist charges m some quarters 
regarding Brazil1an "imperialism" are 
qu1te unjuStified 1f th1s epithet is in
tended to imply a centrally orchestrated 
plan of concerted aggression. Brazil's 
conventional security pol1cy in no way 
contemplates the timely acquisition of 
military capabilities necessary for the 
conduct of such a pol1cy. On the contrary, 
substantial mob1l1zation of military capa
bilitieS would be seen by Brazilian policy
makers as an unjustifiable diversiOn of 
resources from the all-important process 
of socioeconomic development-and, in 
any event, counterproductive from a 
security standpoint smce it would un
doubtedly stimulate a countervailing 
pattern of arms acqUISitions among 
neighboring states 

On the other hand, the very trajectory 
of Brazilian development relative to 1~s 

neighbors mev1tably implies grow1ng m
fluence among those states and esca
latmg involvement in their affairs. The 
more or less natural growth of Brazil's 
military capabil1t1es is in the process of 
elevatmg the nat1on from Simple peer 
status in the regional security balance to 

, a position of conventional mil1tary pre-
ponderance commensurate w1th its geo
political potential. 

At the same time, increasmg Brazilian 
mvolvement in the affa1rs of its reg1onal 
ne1ghbors and the latent resistance of 
former peers to the emergence of a 
regional paramount lend increased sa
lience to local security questions. If not 
"imperialist." Braz1l certainly can be seen 
as an organically dynamic nation in the 
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process of institutionalizing a regional 
pnmacy m security as well as in eco
nomic and political terms. 

In recent years, the impact of this 
trend has been most obvious in the 
affairs of the Platina Basm. In this area, 
Brazil has been rapidly consolidating a 
pos1!ion of predommant influence among 
the lesser states along its southern 
border. The spread of Brazilian mfluence 
in Paraguay, Uruguay and Bolivia is· 
manifest through a growing Brazilian role 
in the trade and domestic econom1es of 
these nat1ons and by a generally close 
political understanding w1th the1r 
conservative mil1tary governments T1es 
also are increasmgly close in the secunty 
sphere where patterns of mil1tary coope(
ation, sales and a1d are begmnmg to 
make the1r appearance. 

At the same time, these developments 
have placed serious strain upon the 
trad1t10nally suspicious Argentine
Brazilian relationship. Although its 
current weakness encourages Buenos 
Aires to assume a conciliatory posture, a 
bnef glance at the Argentme publications 
on security affa1rs betrays a deep-seated 
trepidation over the current trajectory of 
events. 27 Moreover, the recent con
troversy over the ltaipu and Corpus dams 
demonstrates that, even in 1ts enfeebled 
state, Argentma cannot be pushed 
beyond a certam point Without elic1tmg a 
strong react1on. 

This case IS only illustrative of the 
new regional security Situation m wh1ch 
Brazil now fmds itself. As a dynamic 
state, 1! w1ll mevitably fmd itself increas
mgly mvolved m the affairs of its 
ne1ghbors. And, as an emerging regional 
paramount, 1t will almost certainly be 
resisted by 1ts former peers. Such a 
situation possesses considerable vola
tility and must be accurately appreciated· 
and judiciously managed by national 
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policymakers if senous complication of 
Braz11's reg1onal secunty posit1on IS to be 
avo1ded. 

The growth of Brazilian m1!1tary capa
bilities IS in the process of providing the 
nation w1th an emerging pos1t10n m the 
w1der International secunty balance. Al
ready, Braz1ilan conventional military 
capabilities allow the nat1on to contem
plate a more act1ve role in adJacent seas 
and contments (notably the South At
lantic, Afnca and Antarctica). In the 
future, the gradual but progressive reali
zation of Brazil'S military potential un
doubtedly will prov1de the nat1on w1th a 
growmg role at the highest level of 
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for 

Reserve 
Survival 

Colonel Daniel Gans, US Army Reserve, Retired 

Reserve component strength has declined significantly since 
the end of the draft in 1973. Since it is unlikely that massive 
infusion of funds for an all-out recruiting program is forth
coming, more emphasis on .the recruit retention program is a 
must. Low morale and lack of meaningful training are the 
two most often cited reasons for low retention in the Re
serves. Reserve unit reorganizations and consolidations are 
another pressing problem. With retention, morale and esprit 
so intertwined with leadership, our efforts must be concen
trated on the grass roots level-the company. With the 
soldier mentally and physically {it and MOS and weapons
qualified, he will derive job satisfaction that accompanies 
dynamic training. This s-oldier is the best possible recruiter 
among his peers as a result. 

S INCE the termination of draft 
calls in January 1973, the paid 

strength of the Army Reserve 
components-the Army National 
Guard and Army Reserve-has fallen 
from 94 percent of the objective 
strength (660,000) to 84 percent as of 
August 1977. With strength 108,000 
short of the objective and recruit 
retention ranging from 15 to 20 
percent, increased recruiting will have 
to be funded and stepped up to 120,000 
per year to come up to strength within 
five years. 1 If not, and that is most 
likely, recruit retention will have to be 
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improved significantly. This is the 
only cost-effective approach. 

To have a viable Reserve mission, 
we cannot depend on our dwindling 
Individual Ready Reserve or our moth
balled Selective Service System to fill 
our ranks on mobilization. Rather, it is 
the responsibility of the Congress, 
together with the Reserve unit com
mander, to improve retention and unit 
strength to the· point that selected 
combat service support units can be 
deployed immediately following mobili
zation, and that selected combat and 
combat support units can be ready for 
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deployment by M+30 days. 2 

The Reserve Component Readiness 
Improvement Package (RCRIPJ, if 
fully funded by Congress,· will go a 
long way to provide the unit com
mander with the support he needs by 
giving him more qualified full-time 
recruiters and career counselors, of
fering enlistment and re-enlistment 
bonuses and by establishing educa
tional and financial assistance pro
grams. In addition, since it is recog
nized that the key to retention is to 
provide job satisfaction through real
istic, purposeful training, RCRIP au
thorizes additional Army Reserve 
Technicians (ARTs) to handle duties 
that are performed at the expense of 
training; officer training assistants at 
battalion headquarters; and, most im
portant, a training/readiness noncom
missioned officer (NCO) with each 
company.' 

These are key building blocks to a 
retention program that works, but the 
keystone and magic glue that make the 
program work are still the company 
commander and his team of officers 
and NCOs. They make the retention 
cycle work (see accompanying figure). 
It is their spirit, hard work and at
tention to detail that pay off-these are 
the retention aspects this article ad
dresses. 

As I have been away from troop 
duty since 1970, there was a reticence 
to tread among company command 
problems again. However, I recently 
reread a 1968 report to the com
manding g~neral, !87th Separate In
fantry Brigade (US Army Reserve), 
which reported on the results of some 
80 interviews with men who had com
pleted their military obligation and 
were about to be mustered out.' The 
report's recommendations were based 
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on the criticisms obtained. Believing 
these criticisms were outdated, a 
review by several active reservists 
revealed that all of them are still 
valid-the report's findings had been 
ignored. This gave me the initiative to 
proceed with what we perceived the 
problems to be. The reader can be the 
judge if they pertain to his unit. This is 
what the report established: 

Morale Aspects1 

• The morale of the enlisted re
servist is almost directly proportional 
to the effectiveness of the training 
program. The single, most-mentioned 
complaint was that training is inade
quate, unimaginative and poorly pre
sented. Its pervasive effects destroy 
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efforts to develop interest in the 
program, individual responsibility and 
the unit's esprit de corps. • 

• Many of the better educated men 
believed their talents were being 
wasted, that no attempt had been 
made to correlate their military and 
civilian education with their job in the 
unit. Some suggested they were treated 
like children. 

• The men with two years of active 
duty all commented unfavorably on 
Reserve military courtesy and disci
pline; rank means very little, and eve
rybody is "buddy-buddy" and 
"cliquey." 

• Poorly prepared food was attri· 
buted to the lack 0f qualified cooks and 
food management supervision. 

• Failure to clothe and equip en· 
listees properly soon after assignment 
was disillusioning and reflected poorly 
on Reserve efficiency. 

• Advancement to NCO ranks de
pends more on whom you know rather 
than what you know; 'a merit rating 
system is needed. 

Training Aspects6 

• Too much "sit around and wait." 
• Poor organization, planning and 

instruction. 1 
• Unqualified and uninspired 

NCOs and junior officers ruined 
training. 

• Improper military occupational 
specialty (MOS) screening and careless 
job assignments impaired training effi. 
'ciency. 

• MUT A·4s (weekend training) 
were much preferred to single weekly 
drills because of a better chance to 
accomplish a mission. All men re· 
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garded the single drill at night a· com· 
plete waste of time. 

• Almost to a man, they were 
pleased with annual training (AT) 
(summer camp) wherein the brigade 
moved directly into the field; stayed 
there and engaged in a brigade-size 
exercise in a combat environment even 
though unit tactics did not exceed 
platoon level. The men worked hard 
and believed they had accomplished 
far more than before. The training 
received had a tremendous uplifting 
influence on morale. Moreover, the 
overwhelming consensus was that the 
primary objectives of military training 
are more quickly and efficiently 
achieved living in the field rather than 
commuting from the cantonment area. 

In the following discussion, I have 
treated the two areas I consider vital: 
morale 'lnd training and how they lead 
to improved retention. Although 
treated separately, they are, of course, 
inseparable. 

Most corrective actions are self
evident from the criticisms received. 
This critique focuses on those ac~ 
not readily identified. , 

First priority must be given to 
equipping and uniforming initially 
every new soldier complete with unit·· 
crests and shoulder patch; assigning 
him to a mutually acceptable position 
vacancy after an in-depth interview; 
briefing him on the unit history
preferably with a colorful and infor· 
mative brochure; introducing him to 
his new leaders; and establishing a 
tentative date for basic combat 
training with his choice of MOSs for 
advanced training. Command followup 
will assure that these actions are taken 
responsively. Simple techniques which 
make the soldier believe he is part of a 
team include: 
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• Adding his name to a current 
manning chart or vehicle manning 
chart that is displayed prominently. 

• Forming squads/teams in 
identified ranks with an assigned file 
for each member by MOS. 

• During inspections, asking each 
soldier two or three questions per
taining to his ·assignment, wJapon, 
Soldiers' Manual, and so forth. Pride 
and self-confidence are essential ingre
dients of physical and military qualifi
cations. 

Set high standards for: 
• Military appearance and be

havior. Start with fit of the uniform; 
spit and polish only when appropriate; 
and executing simple formations for 
inspection or roll call with snap and 
precision like a drill team. Carry the 
precision into battle drill. 

• Many re-enlistments have been 
lost on the single account of 
"haircuts." The unit should set a rea
sonable standard for appearance and 
then stick to it. Be objective and weigh 
the options; remember the Egyptian 
general who said of his captors, "They 
looked exactly like a band of robbers."' 

• Care of individual and crew
served weapons and operator-assigned 
equipment. Use by assigned serial 
number only; knowing it's "your own" 
develops a better appreciation of value 
and concern. 

• Qualification with individual and 
crew-served weapons. This single 
aspect has a powerful effect on job 
satisfaction. Post individual/team/ 
unit scores on known distance and 
field ranges to increase competition. 

• Make the Skill Qualification Tests 
and Soldiers' Manuals work to qualify . 
the soldier in his MOS. Support this 
activity with close, personalized at
tention by immediate superiors-don't 
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give it lip service. This is an ideal 
opportunity for the pl'ivate first class 
to help an El, a corporal or sergeant to 
help a team member-all leading to 
mutual respect and job satisfaction. 
Concentrate effort on the slow ones so 
everyone has the feeling that he can 
carry his share of the load. 

• Make the soldier feel that he is 
mentally and physically fit for combat. 
He must believe he is the equal to any 
Soviet soldier-and know the Soviets 
are not tO feet tall. 

Core Issue 

The core issue of self or job satis· 
faction is good training. Simple things 
like training schedules should be 
firmed up early and distributed to 
everyone so that business and personal 
arrangements can be planned with 
assurance. Limit schedule changes to 
real emergencies. Have the cooks 
prepare every meal-catering service 
isn't available in the foxholes. 

Much has been said and will be said 
about "dynamic" training. We need 
more inspiring trainers to "lift training 
out of the dull, repetitive routine of the 
official manuals and to make it varied, 
competitive, and exciting."" Dynamic 
training leads to job satisfaction, doing 
an important job and doing it well. 
However, this is probably the weakest 
link in the retention cycle. Most of our 
instructors at the company level don't 
have the time to prepare good training 
or lack the imagination or enthusiasm 
to do so. This subject requires 
command emphasis throughout the 
chain of command, and pampering 
troops isn't a way to do it. 

For some combat support and 



combat service support units, "doing 
an important job" may be an occa
sional local civic help program using 
unit MOS skills and equipment. Im
proving individual and unit self-image 
not only improves retention, bui re
cruiting as well. During a recent Re
serve reorganization, it was strong 
community support for a local combat 
engineer battalion that finally con
vinced the Department of the Army not 
to relocate the battalion. Remember, 
"People don't quit the Guard and Re
serve because they're overworked; they 
quit because they're bored."9 

Improving troop receptiveness for 
training is related, in part, to rest and 
personal hygiene. With company and 
battalion exercises continuous, as in a 
combat environment, training must 
become more intense and tough if the 
Reserve is to achieve higher readiness 
objectives. 10 Because of less than 
optimum physical conditioning, full 
use must be made of compensatory 
time during annual training to prepare 
the troops for the next exercise phase. 
This is not to be taken as a weakness 
in-command. The Israelis are acutely 
sensitive to the physical limits of their 
reserve army. The Sinai Campaign 
offers many examples of commanders 
pausing in the crisis of action to rest 
their. troops.l 1 

Several techniques have effectively 
refreshed[ troops mentally and physi
cally: 

• Provide field showers during ad
ministrative periods and warm 
shaving water every morning. 

• Provide laundry service for fa
tigues and underwear; just letting a 
soldier clean up revitalizes him. 

• Don't forget the amenities of the 
PX truck during meal times on some 
rotating basis during administrative 
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periods and Class X rations during 
tactical phases. 

• Terminate the first training week 
with the completion of preventive 
maintenance on Friday aft~rnoon. 
Move back into the field Sunday af
ternoon if troops were dismissed from 
the cantonment area. The extra late 
morning sleep makes it a preferred 
schedule, and training can start first 
thing Monday morning. With tents 
and most equipment left under guard 
in the field over the weekend, time can 
be better spent preparing for the next 
day's training rather than organizing 
another bivouac-we never had 
problems getting volunteer guards 
either. 

These r.onsiderations, together with 
well-prepared and timely meals and 
water that isn't overchlorinated, make 
the little guy in the rear rank believe 
that, in fact, someone cares! 

Other simple techniques for im· 
proving individual involvement in 
training are: 

• Briefing everyone on the daily 
training highlights, its objectives and 
what is expected of them. Reveille 
formation may be the only time the 
company commander can get everyone 
together. This means the battalion · 
commander must keep his com
manders up to date. 

• Conducting two-sided, minimum. 
control exercises to develop challenge 
and excitement. 

• Scoring activities to enhance indi· 
vidual/unit pride and competition. 
Just counting holes and pasting sil
houette targets add interest and de
velop confidence. 

• Having annual awards for the 
best soldier, squad, platoon and . 
company with a suitable pennant for 
leaders to fly from their radio antenna. 
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I know of a "Squadron Best Trooper" 
saber that is still.being handed down 
and coveted after nearly 20 years. 
Everyone loves recognition· for a job 
well-done-especially if it is given at 
an appropriate formation. 

Personal Recognition 

Personal recognition for superior 
performance of duty is a catalyst for 
job satisfaction and motivation. Few 
enlisted men get awards. Too many 
dedicated career enlisted men have 
retired and even more REP 63s (Re· 
serve Enlistment Program of 1963) 
have left with no recognition for serv· 
ices rendered. Good, exi~;Jting personnel 
policies have been abrogated by de· 
fault because of the paperwork in· 
volved. 12 We should award the Army 
Reserve Components Achievement 
Medal and the Armed Forces Reserve 
Medal on an automatic basis from the 
US Army Reserve Components Per· 
sonnel and Administration Center 
through the company commander, 
subject only to his veto. In the interim, 
he has to follow up, write letters of 
commendation when a medal is not 
authorized, then read them at for· 
mation and post them on the bulletin 
board. 

One of the secrets of Field Marshal 
Montgomery's extraordinary hold over 
the British soldier was that they knew 
he would never throw their lives away 
in some ludicrous, ill-planned and 
shoddily executed military operation. 13 

The training analogy to this combat 
situation is that troop respect for and 
confidence in command authority must· 
be earned by better planning and more 
realistic training. Time wasted, lack of 
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understandable training goals or objec· 
tives, chaos due to mismanagement 
and lack of attention to details af· 
fecting the well-being and minimal 
creature comforts of the soldier all 
undermine the confidence in leadership 
required for success in combat. 

Field Marshal Rommel believed 
that, unless the soldier continually 
receives fresh justification for his con· 
fidence, it is soon lost; he must go into 
combat with his mind at ease and with 
no doubts about the command under 
which he is to fight. 14 If selected Re· 
serve units are to be deployed or ready 
for deployment by M+30, this trust 
must be achieved prior to mobilization 
and will be evident from the retention 
rate. 

We previously alluded to our 
training problems stemming from the 
lack of effective, enthusiastic and loyal 
leadership from many of the officers 
and NCOs in direct contact with the 
young soldiers we want to retain. NCO 
academies (shortened versions of the 
basic NCO course) and junior officer 
schools are mandatory, and, despite 
the obvious administrative, financial 
and logistical problems involved, we 
must train them ourselves. We 
.shouldn't kick that responsibility up· 
stairs. Not only is unit esprit en· 
hanced, but the two-way contact be· 
tween the soldier and the major unit 
commander and the school staff en· 
sures that morale problems are under· 
stood and resolved. Most graduates 
returning to their units provide the 
seed of mutual respect and trust of the 
command which can be nurtured to 
grow among their peers in the ranks. 

With financial support, we have 
con'ducted NCO academies during in· 
active duty training, and the results 
were encouraging for the two years we 



were financed. Distinctive badges and 
promotion to E4 or acting NCO on 
g-raduation provided enthusiasm while 
the command found it an ideal way for 
implementing the "Blue Ribbon" can· 
dida,te concept. 

It is easy to talk about the noncom· 
missioned officer while we overlook the 
many ways we have conspired to ab
rogate his lawful responsibilities and 
detracted from the respect due him. 
This subject is well-presented in an 
article by Captain Halloran, "The 
NCO: Is He an Endangered Species?," 
and should be required reading for 
every leader. If we are going- to make 
promotion and an Army career en
ticing- to the privates, we have to let the 
NCOs do their jobs, by themselves, and 
give them the respect and privileges 
that go with the job. 15 We have to make 
noncommissioned service enviable, one 
worth working and re-enlisting- for. 

Personal Interest 

Poor "retention" reflects the morale 
of the unit. The attributes of a good 
retention program are intertwined with 
the principles of leadership and 
morale-building techniques. The 
company commander, in particular, 
must take a close personal interest in 
the well-being of each of his soldiers. 
While men must be trained collectively, 
they must always be treated as indi
viduals.16 

The big difference between the Re
serve prior and just subsequent to the 
Vietnam War is that, with larger troop 
strengths, the personal touch was lost 
and' retention suffered since many 
individuals were treated as statis'fics or 
draft evaders. Prior to Vietnam, when 
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strengths were 30 to 40-percent TOE 
(table of organization and equipment), 
even with some unpaid training assem
blies, retention was good and strength 
stable. Each company commander 
knew each of his men well and, in 
effect, ran his own career guidance and 
pers·onnel management program. 

Current efforts to formalize respon
sibilities and procedures for a compre
hensive retention program, with all' 
their good il)tentions, have tended to 
estrange the commander from his men. 
The commander has to maintain per
sonal contact, even at the expense of 
talking to them informally during ad
ministrative drills-everyone likes to 
be given an opportunity to talk to the 
boss. Army Regulation 140-3, Army 
Reserve Junior Leader's Councils, en
deavors to provide a formal link be
tween the commander and his men. 
Even if such councils can adequately 
represent those leaving the program 
after one hitch, the arrangement is 
stiff and impersonal. It may only 
provide lip service to what is needed
more intimate involvement by the 
company commander and his support 
by the battalion commander. 

What we need even more than 
Junior Leader's Councils is an in
formal enlisted personnel manag-ement 
prog-ram to assure that talents are not 
being- wasted and to provide the in
centive to advance free from clique 
influences. There must be early identi
fication of "Blue Ribbon" candidates 
for promotion so they can be g-roomed 
as future leaders as rapidly as possible. 
Once time-in-g-rade requirements have 
been fulfilled, every qualified potential 
leader must be promoted without delay, 
even if it is just suspected that he has 
latent leadership abilities. Full use 
must be made of promotion re-
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quirement waivers, or the candidate 
made an "acting NCO" on company 
orders, given stripes and put in charge. 
Only by giving these young soldiers an 
early -taste of the challenges of lead
ership can we retain them. 

Retention of Commanders 

While we are on the subject of 
company commanders, we should 
discuss their retention. In the Reserve, 
their role is even more important than 
in the Active Army. More than any 
other commander, they make or break 
a Reserve unit. While the active com
mander and his assistants can spend 
up to 24 hours a day performing their 
duties, this is impossible for the re
servist. Yet the work required, except 
for training, is almost the same. Fur
thermore, a Reserve infantry company 
commander has 150 men, five lieuten
ants, two ARTs and several million 
dollars worth of equipment to account 
for. He gets little support from higher 
headquarters and must wonder some
times why he is beating his brains out, 
especially 'when he observes some units 
with more officers than men, mostly 
field grade, . and with little or no 
equipment to worry about. 

Somehow we have to protect, 
strengthen and stabilize the delicate 
infrastructure of the typical Reserve 
company organization that depends so 
heavily on the strength of its com
mander. Relief from recruiting activ
ities, more company ARTs, assigned 
maintenance techniques, training'read
iness NCOs and less paperwork are 
surely the ways to go. With the current' 
US Army Training and Doctrine 
Command Division Restr~'cturing 
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Study considering an increase in the 
officer ratio to increase effectiveness, 17 

the study also should consider making 
the company commanders majors, as 
in the British army, in recognition of 
their importance. For what he does, the 
company commander is the most over
worked, underpaid and least appre
ciated officer in the Army. We must 
turn this situation around since the 
retention program hinges on him more 
than anyone else. 

The foregoing discussion of morale, 
training and retention does not en
compass yet another roadblock to an 
effective Reserve. This problem is one 
of our own making, one that every 
command headquarters through the 
Department of the Army has had a 
hand in-frequent Reserve reorganiza
tions. These have had a serious impact 
by reducing individual qualifications, 
morale and, subsequently, retention. It 
has been proven time and again that 
reorganizations coldly calculated to 
increase unit strength by consolidation 
or relocation have proven to be 
counterproductive-a pet illusion of onr 
Active Army partners. 

These reorganizations changed 
branches and MOSs of the reservists 
who were the experienC'ed foundation 
of the Reserve program, some as many 
as three or four times. This instability 
discouraged many reservists, and they 
left the program prematurely. The 
MOS qualifications of many of the 
remainder were so seriously affected 
that the Reserve has never been able to 
reach, honestly, the 90-percent MOS 
qualification objective established by 
the US Army Forces Command. Realis
tically, it takes 5 to 10 years to branch 
qualify a Reserve officer, and, during 
this time, he is only partially effective 
as an instructor and leader. Reorgani-
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:r:ations pose the greatest obstacle to a 
good retention program. Organiza
tional stability, insofar as practical, is 
the very backbone of retention. 

As an example of well-intentioned 
plans going awry, one separate brigade 
was reorganized last year by r~location 
and consolidation of units to improve 
objective strength from 55 to 70 
percent. For approximately six 
months, its paper strength increased to 
60 percent, but, approximately one 
year after reorganization, actual 
strength was lower than before, and 
many fine soldiers were lost during the 
shuffle. Again, the Active Army 
planners did not work through the 
lowest Reserve commands to use their 
firsthand knowledge of the units and 
the people involved. It became more of 
a map exercise in shifting command 
post pins around. 
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If the Army Reserve concept is to 
survive, we must stop the decline in 
strength by making significant im
provements in retention. Already, the 
Congress has reduced authorized paid 
strength by nine percent, from 660,000 
to 602,400. 18 With retention, morale 
and €sprit de corps so intertwined with 
.leadership, our efforts must be concen
trated at the grass roots level-the 
company. With the soldier mentally· 
and physically fit and MOS and 
weapons-qualified, he will derive the 
job satisfaction that accompanies dy
namic training and be the best re
cruiter among his peers as a result. 
Motivated by good leadership and ex
ample to extend his capabilities and to 
accept increased responsibility, early 
promotion leads to improved retention, 
increased strength and higher Reserve 
readiness! 
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NATO and the Warsaw Pact--

An Assessment 

Colonel Phil Stevens, US Army, Retired 

For many years, military analysts have punched out long 
lists which invariably showed the United States lagging far 
behind the Warsaw Pact in numbers of men and war 
equipment. Only infrequently have the analyses shown 
anything other than a purely mathematical assessment of 
the balance .. To obtain a truer picture, other factors such as 
the training levels of the troops, weapons capabilities, 
availability of reinforcement and lines of communication 
must also be plugged into the equation. Unfortunately, as 
Stevens points out, once this is done, NATO still appears to 
be on the short end. Qur best solution is a higher state of 
readiness-one which will be able to force a rapid stalemate 
hopefully not escalated by the introduction of nuclear 
weapons. 

SINCE the birth of the Atlantic 
Alliance, the European balance of 

power, as represented by the opposing 
NATO and Warsaw Pact forces, has 
ebbed and flowed, but the tide has 
generally favored the pact nations. 

In the 1950s, NATO's ground 
combat power was considered in
capable 0f being more than a 
"tripwire" that would trigger a full 
nuclear response against an invader 
with superior conventional forces. The 
entry of West Germany into the al-

liance in 1955 began .an upward trend 
in conventional capability, but, despite 
the addition of German divisions, the 
NATO forces have never balanced 
their Warsaw Pact counterparts. 

For some 29 years, military an
alysts have punched out long adding 
machine tapes which invariably 
showed the Warsaw Pact had more 
men, more divisions, more tanks
more of just about everything that 
contributes to a purely mathematical 
assessment of the balances. Only infre-

Excerpted from The Shrmkmg Wor/d-1971-A Year·End Assessment, a Special Report by the Assoc1at10n of the 
Un1ted States Army 
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" quently did those analyses take a deep 
look at the meaning of the numbers. 

There are many factors to be con
sidered other than pure numbers. The 
training level of the troops, the capabil
ities of individual and crew-served 
weapons, the availability of rein
forcement and the security of lines of 
communication-all these and more 
must be plugged into the balance 
equation. This assessment of our most 
essential alliance will attempt to add 
as many of these qualitative judg
ments as possible. 

Ground Combat Forces 

A cursory glance at the numbers of 
major ground combat elements likely 
to be involved in the early stages of a 
war in Northern and Central Europe 
shows a more than 2-to-1 advantage 
for the Warsaw Pact forces. It is 
unquestionably true that the 70 divi
sions on the pact side of the ledger are 
in varying degrees of readiness, but so 
are the opposing NATO divisions. 
Also, the NATO total does not reflect 
the 10 divisions that France could 
commit to battle if it chose to partic
ipate in what surely would be in its 
national interest at the ultimate hour 
of truth. 

The same glance indicates that 
NATO has an appreciable edge in the 
number of divisions availaiJle in the 
Southern part of the area, but it may 
miss the fact that those divisions are 

Colonel Phzl Stevens. US Army, Retired. zs 
the asszstant dzrector, Publzc Affazrs, for the 
Assoczatzon of the Unzted States Army. 
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scattered from Italy through Greece to 
the Turkish/Soviet border (see Table 
1). 

Many analyses also ignore the fact 
that most of the smaller countries in 
NATO have less-than-division-sized 
units that can contribute to the ground 
war. Lumped together on the basis of 
two brigades plus support troops equal
ing a division, these forces total 
about 10 division equivalents. Also · 
ignored in these purely numerical com
parisons is the fact that the Soviets 
and their allies get a much higher ratio 
of tanks to men in their combat divi
sions. This is the most obvious re
flection of differences in what has been 
called the "tooth to tail" ratio, but it is 
more reflective of differences in the 
philosophy for organization for combat 
than it is of the efficiency of the units 
involved. When a US division takes 
heavy casualties, it usually stays in 
the line and gets individual replace
ments. Under the same circumstances, 
a Soviet division would probably be 
replaced. Also, most of the support 
found within a US division is provided 
to <1 Soviet division by corps troops. 
Over the past few years, the combat to 
support ratio in a US division has 
moved closer to the Soviet ratio but, 
barring a complete revision of Amer
ican tactical doctrine, will probably not 
get much closer (see TaGle 2). 

The Weaponry Balance 

Warsaw Pact superiority in conven
tional weapons can be attributed to 
two straightforward factors-they 
have more of them and, with the Soviet 
Union as the prime supplier to all pact 
armies, they have almost total com-
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Ground Forces Available in Peacetime 
(Division Equivalents) 

Northern and Central Europe Southern Europe 

Infantry, Infantry, 
Armored Mechan1zed Total Armored Mechanized Total 

and Airborne and Airborne 

NATO 10 17 27 NATO 4 33 37 

Warsaw Pact 32 38 70 Warsaw Pact 6 27 33 

(Of Wh1ch 
22 23 45 !OfWh1ch 2 9 11 USSR} USSR} 

Table 1 

monality. In the early days of NATO, 
the United States was the common 
supplier, but, as member nations re
covered from the destruction of World 
War II and were able to rebuild their 
own arms-making industries, common
ality suffered. While some progress has 
been made to avoid duplication of 

US Divisions 

Armored. MechaniZed 

~, .. , 
324 16.346 216 15.845 

superiority in artillery and rockets in 
the Southern zone, but more than a 
third of the NATO weapons are con
centrated in Italy and not readily 
available to reinforce in Greece or 
Turkey (see Table 3). Generally 
speaking, the Warsaw Pact artillery is 
superior in range capability, but the 

Soviet Divisions 

Tanks Motonzed 

316 8.400 188 10.500 

Table 2 

effort, the NATO logistics structure 
would have to bear the load of han- , 
dling many different kinds of ammu: 
nition, spare parts, and so forth. 

The NATO forces enjoy a numerical 
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NATO fire support is considered su
perior in lethality. New types of ar
tillery rounds entering the NATO in
ventory are extending the range 
somewhat, and there is even a prom-
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Southern Europe 

0~--~~--~--.... L-~--~ 
NATO 

Table 3 

ising project which will soon permit 
firing guided artillery projectiles 
against moving targets like tanks (the 
cannon-launched guided projectile, 
MR, June 1976, p 93). 

The huge discrepancy in the 
numbers of tanks available to the 
potential adversaries cannot be ration· 
alized away entirely by the expla
nation that the pact forces are or· 
ganized to take the offensive while 
NATO envisions a purely defensive 
action or by wishfully thinking that 
the wide variety of antitank missiles, 
both under development and already in 
the hands of troops, offset the im
balance. The fact remains that nothing 
else can match the maneuverability 
and shock action of a tank. 

And, in the meantime, the tank gap 
seems to be growing. Between 1972 and 
1976, the Soviet Union produced an 
average of 2,770 tanks per year while 
the United States produced an average 
of 469. Other NATO nations are pro
ducing tanks, to be sure, but their 
output, when combined with US pro
duction, does not close or even stabilize 
the gap. 

Most of recent Soviet tank pro
duction has been devoted to its latest 
model, the T72. Few NATO tanks can 
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match it, the notable exceptions being 
the latest model of the US M60 tank 
and perhaps the German Leopard II 
which is not yet in production. The US 
XMI, now in advanced development 
and early preparation for production, 

· is expected to be a superior combat 
vehicle, but it will be several years 
before it will be available in significant 
numbers. In the meantime, the United 
States will produce 780 new-model 
M60s in Fiscal Year 1978. 

Another weaponry advantage to the 
Warsaw Pact is derived from Soviet 
doctrine on the use of chemical warfare 
(CW). Their weapons and countering 
protective devices are no better than 
those available to NATO, but the So- · 
viets do not have the hangups about 
the use of CW that prevails in most 
Western countries. CW is a standard 
part of their offensive doctrine-their 
troops are exposed to concentrated CW 
training and accept it as a standard 
part of their arsenal. Western coun
tries, to the contrary, tend to look on 
CW as "dirty pool"-scmething they 
do not even like to think about. While 
NATO commanders are putting in
creased emphasis on CW training, it is• 
doubtful that they can ever completely 
overcome the ingrained rejection of 
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CW. It may take a heavy dose of 
casualties to finally bring reality 
home. 

The NATO allies have a clear 
margin of superiority in the number of 
tactical nuclear weapons available for 
use (see Table 4). It is estimated that 
NATO has about twice as many tac
tical nuclear weapons on hand as the 

Warsaw Pact, but neither side has 
much universality in distribution of 
the weapons. The Soviet Union con
trols all of the weapons available to the 
Warsaw Pact and has shown little 
inclination to make them available to 
their allies. On the NATO side, Great 
Britain and the United States have all 
the weapons (France, the nonpartic-

TACTICAL NUCLEAR DELIVERY SYSTEMS 

Sovtet Unton 
Arttllery 

Un1tPd State<; 

Artdlery 

Mrsstles 

An craft 

Kl tess than 1 megaton 

'[<;loi""'31E'd 

Type 

M55 Gun Howttzer 18 tn) 

Scud A 
Scud 8 
Scaleboard 
Frog 3 7 

II 28 tBeagleJ 
Su 7 (filter AJ 
Tu 22 rBimderJ 
MIG21 (FrshbedJ 
MIG23 tFioggerJ 
Su 17 (fl[[er C) 
Su 19 (fencer AI 

M110 Howttzer (8-rn) 
M109 Howttzer (155mm) 
M115 Howrtzer 18-m) 

Pe,shmg 
Lance 

F1050 
F4CJ 
F111A £ 
A7D 

'Onl~ lhuSt deployed'" Eu'OP<' 

Range 
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18 

50 
185 
500 

10·45 

2 500 
900 

1400 
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1 800 
1 100 
1 800 

10 
10 
10 

450 
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2.100 
2.300 
3 800 
3 400 

Table 4 
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Warhead Ymld 

KT' 

KT 
KT 

MT 
KT 

4.850 (Payload lbsl 
4 500 

12,000 
2 000 
2 800 
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8 000 

KT 
2 KT 

KT 

KT 
KT 

16.500 {Payload lbs) 
16.500 
25 000 
15,000 

Number Deployed 
{As of July 1976) 

Unknown 

300 
3001 

300 
600 

2 5001 

200 
300 

Unk.nown 

18 
36 

14003 



ipant, has some too), and many US 
weapons would be made available for · 
employment by other national foraes 
once the decision is made to use them. 
The US development of the enhanced 
radiation or "neutron" weapons, which 
will cause casualties among enemy 
troops without excessive damage to 
surrounding structures, has received 
growing support from NATO allies and 
could add to the nuclear weapons edge. 

The maintenance of air superiority 
is vital to the successful defense of 
Western Europe. The side whose troops 
can maneuver freely and resupply 
themselves readily without unac
ceptable harassment by enemy aircraft 
will have a big advantage. At the onset 
of hostilities, the Warsaw Pact would 
have the advantage in numbers of 
tactical fighters and interceptors, but 
the NATO air fleet is more capable 
from the standpoint of range, payload 
and t"rhnical sophistication. NATO 
also has the greater reinforcement 
capability (primarily from the United 
States) with an aggregate total of 
about 5,000 combat aircraft reinforce
m~ts (without stripping US air de
fense or training), compared to an all
out Soviet diversion of assets totaling 
about 4,000. 

In ground-based air defense, the 
balance swings once again to the 
Warsaw Pact. Soviet, and therefore 
Warsaw Pact, doctrine makes a delib
erate trade-off of front-line combat 
troops for forward area air defense 
units. NATO air defenses do not 
thicken until in the combat support 
areas, and, even then, they do not have 
comparable numbers of weapons. This 
shortcoming is an item of close at
tention for US elements in particular. 
There are many new developments pn 
the way to close the gap and to make 
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air attacks on NATO combat elements 
more costly to the enemy. 

Reinforcements 

Obviously, the side that is best able 
to reinforce itself will have a large 
advantage in bringing the war to an. 
end on its own terms. Allied intelli
gence credits the Soviets with a total of 
168 divisions, 31 deployed in Central 
and Eastern Europe satellites and the 
balance stretched out across the vast 
expanse of Russia to the Sino-Soviet 
border. About 66 of these divisions are 
estimated to meet the Soviet Category I 
readiness condition-at least 75-
percent manning and all equipment. 
The balance is in Category II
between 50 and 75-percent manning 
and all equipment, or Category III
about 30-percent manned but probably 
with all combat vehicles. The general 
location and condition of these divi
sions are: 

• Eastern Europe-31, all Category 
I. 

• European Russia-64, about 20 
Category I. 

• Central and Southern Russia-30, 
all Category II or III. 

• Sino-Soviet Border-43, about 20 
Category I. 

No Red army reserves are organized 
into units, but former conscripts are 
obligated to serve until age 50. This 
pool of trained manpower probably 
exceeds 25 million. 

The United States is the only 
NATO partner with a major rein
forcement capability. There are 10 US 
Active Army divisions and eight Army 
National Guard divisions in the Conti
nental United States. Three of the 
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Active Army divisions are specifically 
earmarked for immediate or early rein
forcement in Europe, and heavy 
equipment for two of them (one ar
mored and one mechanized) plus that 
for an armored cavalry regiment is 
already stockpiled in Germany. Also, 
the US Marine Corps (three active 
divisions plus one reserve division) is 
paying increased attention to the possi
bility of employment in Europe. 

While the total of 18 Army divisions 
sounds good, there are some very fun
damental problems that diminish their 
reinforcing value. Only two of the 
earmarked divisions have equipment 
on the ground in Europe, and that 
equipment plus expendable supplies 
such as ammunition still bears the 
mark of drawdowns to support Israel 
in the 1973 October War. The National 
Guard divisions are short of equipment 
and personnel which would delay their 
deployment substantially. A scarcity of 
sealift would delay the arrival of all 
but the first two divisions. 

This is not to say that the other 
NATO countries are totally lacking in 
reserve army units. Belgium can 
muster two infantry brigades. Great 
Britain has a substantial number of 
regimental and battalion-sized reserve 
units. The Federal Republic of 
Germany is forming six brigade-sized 
units for home defense, and Norway 
can field 11 ·regimental combat teams 
of about 5,000 men each. In most cases, 
however, the bulk of the NATO re
serves is in the form of pools of former 
conscriptees. 

Supreme Allied Commander 
General Alexander M. Haig Jr. has 
been warning for some time about the 
need to achieve a better balance in the 
assets available to him for the defense 
of Western Europe (see Table 5). H~ 
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says, in essence, that two-thirds of the 
Triad of deterrents he has available
strategic and tactical nuclear 
weapons-are in good shape, but the 
other part-conventional force-is in 
trouble. General Haig recently told the 
US Senate Armed Services Committee: 

... deficiencies in our conventional 
posture are currently the most 
grievous. To correct them, we are 
placing priority on the improvement of 
the readiness of inplace forces, to guar
antee their capacity on short notice to 
move rapidly to their defensive posi
tions materially and psychologically 
prepared to fight; on the rational
ization of our forward defense, to 
insure that our multinational, multi
service forces are able to operate effec
tively in concert; and on the en
hancement of our reinforcement 
capabilities, to insure that the external 
and rapidly-mobilizable theater forces 
which underwrite our forward defense 
are enabled to close rapidly and 
smoothly with forces already engaged. 

But Haig maintains that improve
ments in the management of existing 
resources will not be enough. 

Nothing our European commanders 
can do will compensate for insufficient 
levels of manpower and equipment; for 
sustaining capabilities inadequate to 
the demands of" today's intense and 
lethal battlefield; or for the density and 
availability of reinforcement through 
which to guard against the high rates 
of attrition our assessment tells us we 
can anticipate. For these basic re
sources we must rely on the vigorous 
and active support of our member gov
ernments. 

The· United States has, in fact, 
increased its forces in Europe by 
almost 18,000 in the past year. 

Senator Sam Nunn (Democrat, 
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X 
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X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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Table 5 

Georgia), a member of the Armed Serv
ices Committee, is so concerned over 
the conventional imbalance that he 
believes the Warsaw Pact is being 
presented with a low-risk option for a 
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successful conventional attack with 
little or no warning. Following an 
inspection trip to Europe, Nunn and 
Senator Dewey Bartlett (Repu_blican, 
Oklahoma) issued a report highly 
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critical of the level of readiness they 
found in US forces there and ques
tioning the longf;tanding NATO 
strategy of trading space Tor time to 
bring up reinforcements. 

"As an alternative for consider
ation," Nunn asked, "why not force the 
Pact to wage the main battle along the 
intra-German border?" 

Whether the NATO forces are able 
to hold at the border or must fall back 
through the Federal Republic of 
Germany, they must give a good ac
count of themselves from the very 
outset, or the availability of reinforce
ments and resupply is merely aca
demic. Indeed, the answer to the sec
ondary question of whether the war 
would be long or short also seems to 

hinge on the way the first few days 
go-perhaps even the first few hours. If 
NATO does not at least bring the 
Warsaw Pact aggressors to a rapid 
stalemate, the war will indeed be short. 

Once the Soviet Union and its allies 
have committed themselves to the 
attack, it is most unlikely that they 
would withdraw in the face of effective 
resistance. It seems more likely that 
they would step upward from a purely 
conventional attack to some level of 
nuclear warfare in order to regain the 
initiative. However they react, the in
volvement of both antagonists will be 
complete. Nothing short of a com
mitment to all-out, long-term war will 
assure victory for either side. 

"'1.. 

Peru Receives Soviet Missiles. Peru recently received a shipment of 
SA3 surface-to-air missile's from the Soviet Union, thus becoming the 
first Laton Amencan country to deploy this type of system. The SA3s 
furnished Peru are the twin-ramp vers1on mounted on SILT 51 trucks. As 
part of the system. Peru also received the "flat face" target acquisition 
radar.-Strategy & Tactics, © 1977 

And Argentina Won't Get Anymore US Help. Military sales to 
Argentona have been banned by Congress after this month. The sale of a 
sigmf1cant air defense system being discussed earlier with the Argen
tines also got caught 1n the ban. The prohibition against US a1d, sales, 
traonong and fonancing was included in the International Security 
Assistance Act of August 1977.-DMS Intelligence, © 1978. 
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Rear Area Security 

With a:r,. 

"Elastic FEBA'' 
Lieutenant Colonel Moorad Mooradi!ln, US Army 

Within the European context, the Soviets have the capability 
to land mobile combat troops in the rear of NATO divisions 
and corps by parachute, helicopter and by sea. US doctrine 
for rear area security calls for Rear Area Operations 
Centers to control such matters. However, there are no 
RAOC units on active duty. Can we honestly expect reaction
type forces composed of combat support and combat service 
support personnel to counter first-line Soviet combat troops 
effectively? It will mean more training and more equipment 
and mission, degradation while these reaction forces are off 
fighting instead of doing their jobs. Perhaps we should 
designate combat units as the primary reaction forces in 
RAS. The German army learned a hard lesson in World War 
II when rear area security against the Russians was not 
taken seriousl:•. Remember the Soviets now have the tech
nology to insert sizable, mobile combat forces into our rear 
areas in Europe. With this capability, our rear areas could 
become another "front" rapidly. 

SOPH.ISTICATED intelligence ac
tivity is not necessary to ferret out 

significant aspects of Soviet military 
plans. They have practiced strategic 
and tactical heliborne operations into 
an enemy rear, their leaders have 
written about and openly discussed it 
and the allocation of Soviet resources 
to increasing their helicopter fleet has 
substantiated their candor.' 

Within a European context, it 
means that the Soviets intend to land 
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mobile combat troops in the rear of 
divisions and corps. They have the 
wherewithal to insert their troops by • · 
parachute, helicopter and by sea. 2 

Soviets are advocates of airborne 
operations, and their Eighth Guards 
Army airborne divisions are a main 
striking force. 3 However, they consider 
reinforced motorized rifle battalions 
(MRBs) ideal for heliborne operations 
and continue to develop the helicopter 
capability to support their plans.• In 
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either case, the impact upon rear area 
security (RAS) plans for divisions and 
corps is awesome.' 

As early as 1968. the Soviets 
showed a preference toward the use of 
MRBs in airmobile operations. Soviet 
tacticians are convinced that infantry 
tFoops require no more than 10 hours' 
instruction in airmobile tactics to qual
ify them for airmobile missions.6 

A statement made by General V. F. 
Margelov, chief of the Soviet airborne 
troops, illustrates succinctly the philo
sophical underpinning of their airmo
bile doctrine: 

But perhaps the main distinction of 
the helicopter landing is that personnel 
who have been trained for just a few 
hours can be used in it. Thus, marines, 
combat engineers, mortarmen, the mo· 
torized riflemen, that is, representa
tives of the various arms of troops, can 
be readily moved to the enemy rear 
using helicopters and begin active 
combat operations there." 

Though rumors purport that the 
Soviets are thinking about activating 
troops specifically geared for airmobile 
operations, their convictions mitigate 
against such a move. As a conse
quence, the helicopters remain in the 
inventory of the military transpor
tation regiments of the air army. Heli
copter units are apportioned to Army 
fronts for the front commander to 
distribute according to his priority. 
They may be used in a logistics role or 
the assets may be parceled out to 
armies or divisions for tactical assault 
missions. 

Flexibility allows the Soviets to 
preplan heliborne strikes or to devise 
operations during the course of events. 
The latter is suited to exploit targets pf 
opportunity.s 

One should anticipate a Soviet 
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airmobile force to be well-manned and 
equipped to satisfy the needs of partic
ular missions. Tailored task forces by 
objective is the keystone behind the 10-
hour block of airmobile instruction for 
all soldiers. A tailor-made striking 
force can be assembled in quick order. 

The logical extension of this doc
trine is no surprise. They have as
sumed world dominance in heavy lift 
helicopter capability. A unique heli
copter in the Soviet fleet is the Mi-6 
Hook. The Hook can accommodate 65 
passengers or 33,000 pounds. Capabil
ities of this craft are harmonious with 
the Soviet airmobile philosophy.9 

An MRB is likely to include a 
120mm mortar battery, 122mm how
itzer battery, combat engineer platoon, 
antitank guided missile platoon, 
chemical reconnaissance squad and 
specialists as required. 

As recently as February 1976, the 
Soviets conducted major field exercises 
in the Transcaucasus Military District 
opposite the Turkish/Iranian border. 

Lz.eutenant Colonel Moorad Mooradtan ts 
wtth the Department of Resource Man
agement. USACGSC. He recezued a B.A. 
from Rhode Island College, an M.A. in htstory 
from the Unwers1ty of Rhode Island and IS a 
graduate of the USACGSC. He has served in 
Germany as assistant ch<ef of staff. G4, 3d 
Infantry Dwtswn, and m Vtetnam as opera
twns officer, 75th Support Battahon, 1st 
Bngadc, 5th Infantry Div1s10n I Mechamzed). 
lhs artiCle "D/SCOM m a 'Come as You Are' 
War" appeared m the June 1978 Military 
Revtew. 



The exercise was code-named Kavkaz-
76. In addition to unlimbering the 
extensive use of helicopter gunships, 
they laid the groundwork to practice 
att. into the enemy rear. 

In June, exercises took place op
posite the NATO northern region in 
the Leningrad Military District, code
named Sever-76. This exercise included 
a minimum of two heliborne assault 
operations. Of special note is the fact 
that one tailored motorized rifle bat
talion landed to the rear of the de
fending forces and the other supported 
crossing of a river.IO 

Insertion of mob;le infantry with 
armored vehicles and artillery into the 
rear gives rise to a host of defense 
problems. Soviet rhetoric speaks for 
itself: 

To accomplish such varied missions 
podrazdeleniye (a tailored force) are 
assigned as tactical airmobile forces 
which possess high firepower and 
maneuverability; as a rule they dis
place an armored personnel carrier. 
Such podrazdeleniye are armed with 
combat equipment which can be lifted 
intQ the enemy rear by air transport 
and are supplied with material . .. for 
the conduct of prolonged battle. 11 

US rear area protection (RAP) doc
trine is designed to counter enemy 
interest in the rear areas. It has two 
parts: RAS and area damage control 
(ADC). The first is devoted to inter
vention in the event hostile forces are 
involved while ADC concentrates on 
reduction of damage and to minimize 
its effects. This article is confined to 
RAS albeit both are interrelated. 

Doctrinally, RAS encompasses oper
ations to prevent interruptions to 
combat support (CS) and combat 
service support (CSS) operations vis-a
vis enemy forces. Soviet capabilities 
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and the desant (landing force) doctrine 
expose the fallacy of the definition. 
Indeed, hindrances to CS and CSS 
could be disastrous, but the Russian 
ambitions range far beyond stopping 
support functions. 

The Soviets plan to insert combat 
force·s in the flank and/or rear with the 
purpose of overwhelming the NATO 
defenders at the forward edge of the 
battle area (FEBA). Airborne troops, · 
airmobile motorized infantry, naval 
amphibious troops or a combination of 
all working with Soviet sympathizers 
will be active. Indigenous assistance to 
Warsaw Pact forces should be expected_ 
from the onset of hostilities. 

Soviet desant forces will endeavor 
to seize river-crossing sites, control key 
terrain, isolate beachheads in support 
of amphibious operations, prevent com
mitment of reserve forces into the main 
battle, disrupt a retrograde, control key 
road junctions, destroy nuclear 
weapons capability, isolate command 
and control elements, sever logistics 
routes and strike at targets of oppor
tunity.12 

Since· Warsaw Pact ambitions 
dwarf threats to CS and CSS activity, 
the US definition of RAS should 
mature accordingly. Further, the US 
Army's traditional correlation of RAS 
as a one-to-one relationship with CSS 
has tended to inculcate a philosophy of 
scorn among combat leaders that 'any 
effort to the rear of the "FEBA" is 
second rate and unworthy of dedicated 
combat attention. 

A general review of the current US 
Army RAS doctrine as an integral part 
of RAP may assist in placing the 
circumstances in perspective. Prin
ciples on corps and diviswn are similar 
though the mechanics vary to some 
degree. 
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On the corps level, the commander 
assigns the corps support command 
(COSCOM) the responsibility of imple
menting RAS. Since the COSCOM 
staff is committed fully to logistics 
problems, rear area operations centers 
(RAOCs) are assigned to each support 
group to control RAS matters. 

These centers have approximately 
81 personnel and are the focal points 
for RAP in corps. They are responsive 
to the COSCOM ·commander as 
command centers with the delegated 
responsibility as well as authority to 
n(/utralize an enemy encountered in the 
cdrps area. If required, these centers 
provide the commander to lead 
reaction groups. In addition to RAS, 
the center also has purview over ADC. 

Major Problems 

There are no RAOCs on active 
duty-nor does US Army, Europe, have 
support groups. All of these centers 
have been consigned to Reserve or 
National Guard. In the event that an 
aggressor crosses the borders in 
Europe without prior warning, these 
centers probably will not be available 
at the most crucial time during the first 
days of combat. 

Troops to suppress an enemy in the 
corps area are provided from COSCOM 
assets as reaction teams. This is in 
addition to their regularly assigned 
duties. 

Division support command 
(DISCOM) commanders have the RAP 
mission within the division support 
area (DSA). The G3 has RAS outside 
the DSA, and the G4 handles the ADC 
responsibility. In the DSA, personnel 

·are provided from within DISCOM for 
RAP missions, similar to COSCOM. 

DISCOM is not authorized an 
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RAOC. The security plans and opera
tions section is theoretically staffed to 
assume this mission. 

In some divisions in Europe, the 
DISCOM role {las expanded beyond 
the DSA to inallde RAS for the entire 
division rear. The lack of depth in 
combat troops has caused division 
commanders to go with what is 
available. 

It is judicious to use CSS units as 
the main RAS force if the primary 
threat emanated from harassment-type 
activity. CSS units can and should be 
prepared to counter such threats, and 
all should be trained to defend them
selves irrespective of the source. 

The major difference in the current 
threat from previous wars is the mo
bility provided by the helicopter for 
placing large bodies of combat troops 
quickly, and with tremendous fire
power, behind US lines. It has become 
increasingly evident that the Soviets 
will insert combat troops into the vul
nerable rear areas concomitantly with 
initiation of combat. 

This dangerous juxtaposition ele
vates RAS to a primary combat role 
beyond the reasonable expectations of 
all but combat forces to counter. It 
must be done by defenders equally 
trained and equipped to destroy or 
neutralize the landing force. 

It is important that the RAS force 
be capable of destroying the inserted 
enemy forces. In the event that the 
Soviets launch a no-warning attack, it 
is likely, at least during the very 
critical initial stages, that enemy 
pressure will be extensive across wide 
frontages. It seems implausible that 
combat troops will be shifted to the 
rear for an RAS problem, thereby 
inviting an enemy armor exploitation 
of the weakened zone. 
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The Soviets have launched air
mobile assaults in unison with their 
tank thrusts. Unless the Soviet MRBs 
are dealt with in quick fashion, aNy 
friendly success in the forward areas 
could be abrogated from the rear. 

Currently, US Army rear areas 
(corps and division) have no forces 
capable of neutralizing the Soviet 
threat-excluding any combat forces 
held in reserve. In order to develop a 
viable force from CS or CSS units 
available that can shoot, move and 
communicate on a par with the 
Warsaw Pact MRB, an effort tanta
mount to the development of a pseu
domechanized infantry organization is 
required. Such an organization must 
divest itself from its current duties and 
prepare full time in peace to do battle 
in combat. 

Any effort that is less than whole
hearted to prepare for an encounter 
with an MRB is likely to terminate in 
disaster. It is extremely precarious, 
and the stakes are much too high to 
assign the RAS mission as one of a 
number of other tasks for which a unit 
is to prepare. Trained enemy infantry 
should not be assaulted by part-time 
infl;J.ntry troops. 

A unique situation exists among 
units normally categorized as CS and 
CSS-that is, the presence of female 
soldiers. CS and CSS units are re
ceiving an increasing number of 
women noncommissioned officers 
(NCOs) and enlisted women who have 
never recf!ived even the rudimentary 
training necessary to lead their per
sonnel against an enemy. Fortunately, 
a recent Department of the Army de
cision requires enlisted women to re
ceive the same basic training as en
listed men. Though this does not 
negate the NCO problem, it provides 
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enlisted women skills commensurate 
with their male peers. 

Women, officer and enlisted, will 
play a larger role in division and corps 
support units. Their involvement in 
attacking an enemy bears close 
scrutiny. 

Assaulting a Russian MRB inserted 
by helicopter in the rear area· is a 
different proposition from ,defending 
oneself. If the MRB attacks a. 
command post, the realities of defense 
are clear-cut: everyone fights. But does 
it constitute self-defense if the MRB 
occupies a strategic road junction on· 
the main supply route and the RAS 
force is called upon to clear it? 

A final decision on what constitutes 
authorized combat activity for women 
will have a definite bearing on RAS 
matters. Unless women are authorized 
combat roles or, conversely, they are 
excluded from support units in a 
combat zone, the strength ratio of male 
to female may hinder a unit's ability to 
perform an RAS mission. 

There is ample indication that Eu
ropean NATO countries will assume 
an ever-widening role in a future war, 
but US units cannot surrender RAS 
responsibility to host nations. The 
Federal Republic of Germany Terri
torial Forces (FRGTF) as an example 
are organized and equipped and cer
tainly will strive to satisfy their 
mission. But they have a multitude of 
responsibilities, and their work load is 
such that they must prioritize and one 
or more of the benefits expected by US 
forces may not materialize. 11he total 
peacetime manning of the FRGTF is 
60,000. Most of the units are equipment 
holding at cadre strength requiring 
time for mobilization to reach combat 
readiness with an increased strength 
of 500,000. As a minimum, US forces 
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should count on a slack period when 
the tasks assigned to the FRGTF may 
not be completely fulfilled. 13 Further, 
the FRGTF do not intend to assume 
RAS missions normally assigned to 
field forces. 14 

In the rear areas of the combat 
zone, the FRGTF secure areas and 
objects to assist in allied operational 
freedom of maneuver. However, the 
mission is not to protect friendly forces 
or field forces installations. 

There is much to gain by studying 
German army RAS experiences of 
World War II. The Germans, too, origi
nally mandated that support troops 
could eliminate Russian-induced RAS 
problems. It did not take many months 
of combat for the German army to 
discover that "at times entire divisions 
wen. cut off from their ·supply base for 
a short period." 15 At times, German 
front-line troops were diverted to the 
rear areas to undertake the danger to 
their backs: 

German experience during the 
Russian campaign clearly demon
strated that a passive defense based on 
scattered security strong poznts is not 
sufficient, no matter how well such a 
defense may be organized_I6 

It became evident to the Wehrmacht 
that the Russian effort to the rear 
supported the activity on the FEBA 
perfectly. So successful were these ef
forts that the Germans called it the 
"front behind the front." The un
equivocal conclusion drawn by the 
German army was that regular combat 
forces should be used in RAS if any 
degree of success is expected.17 

There are no easy solutions to the 
RAS problem. This article has not 
addressed the situation in the echelons 
above corps which is included in the 
Soviet desant concept. Yet the situ-
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ation is not hopeless, but it does re
quire a realignment of traditional . 
thinking. 

Foremost, it should be recognized 
that attacks in or beyond the brigade 
rear boundary will occur concomit
antly with an attack at the FEBA by 
well-trained Soviet forces and should 
be evaluated as extensions of the main 
attack. 

Second, the threat to the rear areas 
must be met by a force as well trained 
and equipped as any that may be 
airlifted or parachuted in. Attempts to 
qualify a CS or CSS unit would require 
development of skills equal to the 
attacking force. An inordinate amount 
of peacetime training would be nec
essary at the expense of fulfilling the 
normal mission. This, in essence, is a 
pseudoinfantry organization. Further, 
the need for additional arms and for 
increased mobility to combat an MRB 
may be a duplication of effort. 

Third, the Soviet combat troops 
probably will be assisted by sympa
thizers. 

Fourth, CSS troops must be better 
trained and equipped to defend them
selves. Self-defense will be their 
primary RAS responsibilities. Only in 
extreme cases should CSS troops 
assume the mission as the sole RAS 
force. 

Last, but perhaps most important, 
dogmatic opposition to assigning an 
RAS role to a "traditional FEBA 
fighter" must change. Heavy lift heli
copters, tactical helicopters and the 
Soviet advocacy of airmobile/airborne 
operations have stretched the "forward 
edge" beyond clearly defined limits. It 
is hardly reasonable to expect Russian 
tanks to drop in from the sky via 
helicopters though it is not beyond 
their ca?abilities to insert a limited 



i< 
number if Russian investment in the 
heavy lift helicopter is extensive 
enough. However, not only is it rea
sonable, but one should plan on beipg 
confronted with motorized infantry 
with combat support in the rear areas, 
particularly in division areas of opera
tions. 

The implications are clear. A 
combat force dedicated to fighting at 
the "elastic FEBA" is required to neu
tralize this Soviet potential. This force 
should be highly mobile, thoroughly 
trained and equipped to counter 
combat troops inserted into the rear 
area. This mission is suited ideally to 
an airmobile organization or a unit 
that has rapid reaction capabilities. 

Assigning an RAS role to a highly 
trained combat force lS anathema in 
many quarters. Opponents argue that 
an airmobile infantry or any combat 
organization must be on the "front 
lines." Increased helicopter technology 
and Soviet enthusiasm associated with 
it have blurred any clear-cut "front
line" trace, and the danger increases 
with each year of Russian expansion 
in helicopter technology. 

_The late 1980s is likely to present a 
main battle area that will extend as far 
as the helicop'ter resources can carry 
troops and equipment. Any RAS force 
will have plenty to challenge the best it 
has to offer. Study of this proposition 
could begin with assigning an airmo
bile division a two-corps responsibility 
for RAS; V and VII Corps in 
Europe as an example. An airmobile 
division has the communication and 
command and control to tie in to the 
existing structure. 

The potential for taking advantage 
of an airmobile combat punch to react 
to a higher priority (armor break
through) provides the field commander 
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tremendous flexibility. Any organi
zation already complete with command 
and control obfuscates the need for 
RAOCs. The worth of RAOCs in a no
notice war needs study as do' ADC 
responsibilities which are currently, 
entwined with RAS as part of rear area 
protection. 

German leaders in World War II 
learned quite expensively (lives, 
equipment and defeat) that halfway 
measures are inappropria-te for rear 
area defense. They learned their lesson 
against an enemy that was not as well
equipped, trained or organized as those 
which NATO troops will encounter in a 
future war. The Germans concluded: 

No longer is it appropriate to treat 
this zone (rear areas) as a stepchild or 
to regard it merely as the zone of 
communications in the traditional 
sense. 
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ECHELON MANUAL SIMULATIONS CQMPUTER·SUPPORTEO 

generate simulated battle 
data 'for commanders and 
staffs. ' The commanders 
and staff simulate combat 
operations with their ac· 
tions and orders. The sim
ula"tion system models 
combat. It reacts to the" 
command and staff direc
tives and simulated enemy 
actions to produce simu
lated battlefield situations. 
The command group is 
placed in a simulated 
combat environment. The 
staff, in turn, reacts to the 
"reports" of these situa
tions with · further staff 
and command actions. 

SIMULATIONS 

CORPS WAR EAGLE LANCER 

OIV FIRST BATTLE BROADSWORD 

BDE PEGASUS CAMMS 

CAMMS 

BN PEGASUS CATIS 

BATILE 

co DUNN.KEMPF 

FIREFIGHT 
PLT 

DUNN-KEMPF 

This matrix: identifies the battle simulations currently under 
development at the Combined Arms Center, Fort Leavenworth. 
Kansas. When production is complete.. the commander and 
training manager will have available a wide variety of training 
tools. 

The data provided by 
the simulation system may 
be the input for a 
CPX, ARTEP or famil
iarization st>ssion on unit 
plans and tactics for newly 

in the die roll tables are sound, a 
prolonged period of play should gen· 
erate a plausible sequence of events 
ami reasonable battle outcomes. 

Free play means that the user can 
utilize his own standing operating 
procedures, staff and command proce
dures, and tactics. No single course of 
action is mandated by the scenarios or 
game rules; an infinite variety of re
sponses can be made to the simulation 
results. 

Army battle simulation systems 
vary in flexibility, but there is almost 
always a wide range of possible sce
narios, and the systems usually permit 
the user to develop situational unique 
scenarios. In addition, optional rules 
and modules permit varying levels of 
complexity in most of the simulations. 

Army "war games" are designed to 
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assigned staff officers. Gamesmanship 
(unrealistic interpretations of the rules, 
tactically implausible actions) is dis· 
couraged. In low·level (squad through 
company) simulations, the player/con· 
trollers may be the users of the data 
generated. In higher level simulations, 
the player/controllers are often sep
arate from the staffs using the 
simulation results. Instructions for 
these systems usually emphasize that 
the simulation is being run for the 
benefit of the staff, not the player/con
trollers.* 

'Technocallv tt,r ~lafl<, <He the plavers of rhe combat somulat,on 
and the personnel moae!,ng combat b\1 movong uPl•l counters roll<ng 
doe and so forlt> ;;~rp player CC'rtfro!!erc; 





realism to the player/controllers is less 
important, and a stylized map sheet 
usually will make play simpler and 
faster. Stylized map sheets, howevl!r, 
take time to design and produce, and 
player/controllers must be taught how 
to read them. Topographic sheets us
ually result in more rule disputes (that 
is, "Does that road go from square 1 to 
square 2 without passing through 

BATTLE SIMULATIONS 

square 3?") and, thus, slower play, but 
topographic sheets are readily avail
able and understood by player/ 
controllers. An additional advantage 
of topographic maps is flexibility. The 
user can change the battlefield simply 
by using maps of another area. 

Developing the procedures by which 
the simulation is conducted is the most 
difficult and complex part of the de-

PEGASUS 

• OPFOR 
COORDINATOR 

DIVtCORPS 
CONTROLLER 

0 PLAYERS 

• CONTROLLERS 

INDIRECT FIRE SUPPORT 
CONTROLLER iDS ARTY} 

e FUNCTIONAL CONTROLLERS 

0 CONTROLLER 'PLAYERS 
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signer's task. Rules of movement and 
engagement; the use of tables, con
trollers and umpires; and the sequence 
of game actions must be painstakingly 
designed and carefully explained. The 
simultaneous battlefield events of 
moving, shooting and taking casu
a'lties must be divided into discreet 
segments in order to be simulated. (At 
the playing board, this is then con
verted into tactical language for input 
to the command group). 

A game turn usually is designed to 
simulate a period of re81 time. It may 
be five minutes for a squad tactical 
game or half an hour for a division-size 
simulation. These "turns" are seg
mented into a sequence of actions or 
"phases" that the players follow. For 
example, a turn may start with an air 
strike and indirect fire phase by the 
Red player, followed by a counter
battery phase by the Blue player, and 
so forth. The more complex the game, 
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the more phases there are within a 
game turn. 

Rules must encompass movement, 
fire, casualties and as many other 
events as are required to generate 
useful situations and data. R11les can 
best be designed by a flow chart se
quencing simulated actions and de-

ciding what rules should govern each 
action. 

Simulated movement usually is con
trolled by rules allocating to each unit 
a number of movement factors per turn 
and rules specifying how many 
movement factors are "absorbed" by 
different types of terrain and enemy 
actions. Combat is governed by rules 
allocating different fire (or attack) 



strengths and ranges to units and 
assigning defensive strengths to each 
unit. Outcomes of fire or attack actioqs 
are determined from charts by the roll 
of a die or the selection of random 
numbers. Rules governing the impact 
of terrain and various activities (such 
as entrenchment) on attack and de-

fensive strength help simulate rhanges 
in force ratios from these factors. 

Well-thought-out rules, adequately 
explained and illustrated, will min· 
imize confusion and player disputes. 
However, provision must be made for a 
eontroller to settle disputes and make 
certain that the rules are followed. 
Rules should be clear enough so that 
excessive controller interruption does 
not disrupt the play. Situations re
quiring a "judgment call" by con
trollers should be kept to a minimum; 
experience has shown that controllers 
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in even fairly simple games are very 
busy. Whenever possible, die roll tables 
should be developed to replaee · 
judgment calls. 

Along with the rules, the designer 
should decide on the modes in which 
the game can be played. An open 

Mode, in which the commander and 
staff have free access to the "game 
board" and can observe the simulation 
process, usually is the simplest and 
easiest mode to play. For simulation 
systems where the players are the 
users of the data, such as in DUNN
KEMPF and other small-unit tactical 
games, the open mode will usually be 
the only mode. 

Open mode play for brigade and 
higher staffs, however, does not sim
ulate the "fog of war" which afflicts 
staffs that cannot actually see the 
battlefield. Intelligence activities 
cannot be simulated realistically under 
conditions where the staff has access 
to the playing board. For this reason, 
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simulation may either be retested or 
placed into production. The physical 
components of the game must be du
rable enough for repeated use and the 
rules illustrated as well as possible. 
The designer may have been able to 
brief players during prototype testing. 
This will not be possible for widely 
distributed production models. Ex
amples of game play must be given 
and illustrated. If the users have video 
cassette capabilities, a video-taped 
briefing, including examples of play, 
should be considered for inclusion in 
the final simulation "packet." 

Before the final simulation system 
is sent to the users, a scheme for 
maintaining the system must be oper
ative. The designer or his successor 
must be available to answer questions 
about rules and procedures, and im
provements suggested by users or other 
designers must have a channel for 
incorporation into the game. Therefore, 
complete files on system rationale 
must be maintained. Changes in doc-

II 
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trine, weapons or tactics may be incor
porated into simulations by modifi
cation of existing battle simulation. 
systems rather than the development 
of new systems. Finally, a means of 
replacing or repairing game compo
nents should be set up and the 
procedure for obtaining replacement 

r components sent to the users. The 
current family of simulation systems 
will be maintained by the area training· 
aids support facility. 

What is the future? Refinement and· 
improvement of the battle simulation 
systems discussed here are part of it. 
Studies are underway that will tie 
simulation systems into maneuver 
control for field training exercises 
(FTXs). This is an ambitious and 
thought-provoking enterprise, designed 
to ieduce the subjective nature of the 
current "umpire"-controlled FTX. The 
battle simulations systems now in use 
Armywide have opened the door to 
such ideas. 
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IMAGINE a 60-ton 9130 thundering 
through the air on an evasive, low

level flight plan. Inside, there is no 
way to relax-especially once the load
masters open the doors. This is no 
routine training exercise. Today's air
borne operation is a test of a new 
concept in war-the drop of an armor 
force miles behind enemy lines. 

The aircraft is carrying troops of 
the 2d Platoon, A Company, 4th Bat
talion, 68th Armor, and a few per
sonnel from the battalion command 
group. Three minutes ahead, five other 

CJ30s should have already finished 
delivering their M551 Sheridans to the 
drop zone (DZ). Now, we can feel the 
aircraft rise abruptly to 1,000 feet and 
begin its sudden slowdown. The jump
master leans back inside, after 
stretching out the door to check the 
DZ. "Stand in the door!" he commands. 
The rest of us lean forward as the 
aircraft makes a final corrective lurch 
before settling into the exact course 
predicted by the navigator to place the 
Sheridan crews over their machines. 
There is no more spectacular way to go 
to war! 

The armor battalion of an airborne division has a number of 
crucial roles that it may assume in defense of an airhead. 
The roles of covering force or outpost force are among the 
most critical. Recently, elements of the 4th Battalion, 68th 
Armor, airdropped equipment and then parachuted the 
crews into an area "behind enemy lines." The success of this 
test enhances both the strategic and tactical mobility of the 
airborne division and its armor battalion. Through airdrop, 
the armor battalion can ·be in place as a covering force 
quickly and the range of the covering force from the airhead 
can be extended. 
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Since ancient times, armies have 
tried to combine strategic and tactical 
mobility in one ground combat orgal'li
zation. There were some successes and 
many failures. Genghis Khan's mobile 
hordes dominated Eastern Europe in 
the 13th certtury, but they could not 
win in set-piece battle against the 
Western World. Napoleon's foot-loose 
Grande Armee proved its superiority to 

) the conventional armies of the 18th 
and early 19th centuries but never 
conquered the vast spaces of Russia. In 
the American Civil War, steam
powered rail and sea transport accel
erated strategic maneuvers but hin
dered the tactical mobility of the troops 
they carried who could not determine a 
way to extend their supply lines from 
the rail or beachhead. 

The experience of World Wars I and 
II was an elaboration on the same 
theme-fleets of aircraft and ships 
projected military power into the far
thest corners of the globe, but, immedi
ately after the landings at Salerno, 
Guadalcanal and Normandy, tactical 
mobility generally reverted to the pace 
of the slowest element.* The major 
innovation of the Cold War era-the 
helicopter-restored the capability for 
battlefield maneuvers but created a 
need for enormous logistic bases which 
literally had to be preinstalled before 
the fight. 

How, then, does airborne armor fit 
into the age-old evolution of tactics and 
strategy? 

The green light flashes on, and the 
jumpmaster's shout of "GO!" is hurled 

•even Patton·s dramattc explo1tat1on across France dtd not negm 
until nearly two months after the Normandy landmgs 
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\ 
away by the wind. Within seconds, the 
aircraft has emptied, and we are sus
pended above a dazzling scene. 
Etched sharply against the ground, 
five Sheridans wait, silently for their 
crews. The low-altitude parachute ex
traction system (LAPES) placed them 
on the DZ about 100 meters apart. 
Each has a different-colored panel on 
the turret, and each man now steers · 
his MCJ-1 parachute for a landing 
near his. Sheridan. 

Absorbed in our maneuvers, we 
almost overlook the most vital fact of 
our airborne arrival: Not a shot has 
been fired at us. We are miles from our 
objective, and the enemy cannot afford 
to disperse to cover every open field or 
dirt road we can use for entry into his· 
rear area. 

Steering into the wind, we prepare 
to land. The ground slams up to meet 
us. After spitting dirt and rolling to my 
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feet, I find myself less than 20 meters 
from my target-the platoon leader's 
Sheridan. I see others are already 
moving toward their vehicles. They 
begin derigging at once. In less than 30 
minutes, the entire platoon is derigged, 
and the crews begin mounting 50-
caliber machineguns and conducting 
hasty prefire checks. One Sheridan will 
not start. The platoon sergeant 
switches a battery to replace one ap
parently damaged by the landing. 
Another tank commander reports the 
loss of intercom. These difficulties 
cannot be overcome out in the open. 

The platoon has to move rapidly 
into the cover of the wood line along 
the DZ. There, each crew conducts 
prefire checks on the conventional 
weapons systems and runs complete 
missile check-out procedures. While his 
platoon sergeant supervises these ac
tivities, the platoon leader studies his 
map. His immediate mission is to move 
on a predesignated route and join the 
rest of Alpha Company. The company 
will occupy a portion of the general 
outpost (GOP). Thirty miles forward of 
the division airhead line, the light 
armor task force will execute a classic 
mission-covering force. 

The standard field manuals are 
virtually silent on the role of airborne 
armor. What they should say is this: 

The armor battalion of the airborne 
division is employed in roles that take 
maximum advantage of its ability-to 
deploy rapidly to any part of the world, 
its excellent cross-country mobility 
which allows rapid movement away 

· from the drop zone and its long-range 
antitank capability. The battalion is 
ideally suited for use as a covering 
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force. Attachment of infantry, air de
fense and engineers is most desirable 
and provides a combined arms 'task 
force which, with ,tactical air support, 
can operate at a distance from the' 
airhead and cover a broad sector 
during hours of daylight and darkness. 

Opinions differ as to how far the 
armor forces should advance from the 
airhead. The 'lessons of Vietnam seem 
to prove that no unit should venture 
beyond supporting distance of the divi
sion's organic artillery. However, this 
principle deserves review since the 
range of the 105mm howitzer limits the 
distance of the GOP from the airhead. 
Organic self-propelled 4.2-inch mortars 
and tactical air support will have to 
suffice for protection on the GOP. 

Besides, to accomplish the mission 
effectively, the covering force will 
avoid decisive engagement. Its com
mander will select delay positions that 
afford three principal advantages: 
long-range fields of fire for his 
Shillelagh missiles; covered routes of 
withdrawal; and concealment from 
aerial observation. When the enemy 
closes to conventional 152mm range, 
each team withdraws to the next delay 
position. 

During the delaying action, the 
enemy will make every effort to en
velop and destroy the covering force. 
The task force commander uses obser
vation posts, continuous reconnais
sance by the scout platoon, ground 
radar and air cavalry to ensure that an 
advancing enemy force does not turn 
his flank or surprise him in position. 
Hasty obstacles are created where nec
essary by engineers and by armor 
crewmen using organic pioneer 



" equipment. Selection of primary and 
alternate firing positions at each delay 
position is based on fields of- fire, 
overhead concealment and ground 
cover. Sheridan platoons are trained to 
"rehearse" the delay sequence during 
movement forward to the GOP. Team 
commanders and platoon leaders are 
prepared to act independently if events 
do not occur in accordance with the 
task force plan. Limited counterattacks 
may be used to extricate forces which 
are cut off or become engaged in close 
combat. 

Detailed planning and reconnais
sance for the covering force action are 
of limited value since the task force 
will not have seen its zone of action 
prior to the airborne assault. Therefore, 
independence of mind and under· 
standing of fundamental tactical doc
trine are essential for carrying out the 
mission. 

The Sheridan platoon leader is a 
multipurpose leader. To extract the last 
minute of delay from his assigned 
hilltop or valley, he must be resourceful 
and energetic. He must know how to 
adjust mortar and artillery fire, how to 
create an obstacle or how to improvise 
a stream crossing. He must know 
which routes to take and which ones to 
avoid. He must develop a gambler's in
stinct to reckon the odds on every 
course of action. Once it starts, the 
pace of the action will not forgive a 
wrong turn or a misread map. Every 
Sheridan tank commander must re
member that he is a high-risk leader 
because airborne units never fight for 
anything except important objectives
objectives which, when seized, will 
cause the enemy to turn and fall upon 
the attackers in his rear. 
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Upon completion of its covering 
force role, the armor battalion task 
force executes a passage of lines 
through the reconnaissance and se· 
curity lines uf the brigades on the 
airhead !me. In accordance with in
structions from the division com
mander, the task force must be pre
pared to detach one or more companies 
for use by brigades in defensive opera
tions. The final task organization and· 
posture of the defending brigades are 
not established until the covering force 
.has completed its delay and helped 
identify the main enemy threat. 
Therefore, company/team com
manders must remain prepared for 
employment in· any portion of the 
division area once they have completed 
passage of lines. 

During this portion of the fight for ' 
the airhead, platoon leaders and team 
commanders must look both ways 
simultaneously-toward the enemy to 
their front and to the defensive posi
tions in their rear. If the enemy is 
exerting strong pressure, the passage· 
of lines will be more difficult. Compli
cating the operation will be each 
brigade commander's understandable 
impatience to coordinate with his 
armor attachment before it arrives. 
The armor battalion staff must facil
itate the transition from covering force 
action to defense by active liaison with 
division and brigade headquarters 
even while the covering force action is 
in progress. 

One critical measure must be ac
complished at some point between the 
GOP and the main defensive 
positions-replenishment of the task 
force basic load of ammunition. Aerial 
delivery by use of 8-foot modular plat-
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forms and A22 containers is the fastest 
means. Team commanders must be 
prepared to accept heavy drop resupply 
at intermediate delay positions, imme
diately to the rear of defensive posi
tions on the forward edge of the battle 
area, or in assembly areas in brigade 
or division reserve. 

That portion of the task force which 
remains under division control with
draws to assembly areas and prepares 
to conduct limited counterattacks or 
occupy blocking positions. In view of 
the airborne division's relatively con
stricted airhead line and its immobile 
posture, the division will most likely 
conduct an area defense. Employment 
of the division reserve will, therefore, 
be under control of one of the de
fending brigade commanders rather 
than under division control. 

The armor battalion may remain in 
division reserve for days without-being 
committed, or It may be employed 
minutes after arriving in its assembly 
area. Recovery and repair of disabled 

Sheridans, resupply of ammunition, 
reconnaissance of routes and positions 
and coordination of counterattack 
plans are priority considerations in 
each commander's mind. Improvi
sation again becomes the watchword 
since virtually everything is in short 
supply-repair parts, fuel, ammu
nition, all are brought in on C130 
sorties. The commodity in shortest 
supply, however, is time. If the bat
talion is committed now, it will be the 
division's last wild card. It must be 
played well, without faltering and 
without hesitation, which means that 
Sheridan platoons must move 
promptly and decisively to wherever 
they are needed. 

Enough of doctrine. The 2d Platoon 
is ready to move. It has come a long 
way since the alert began the day 
before. Other CI30s are bringing the 
rest of the task force from the forward 
staging base. Suddenly, the enemy's 
rear area is alive with Sheridans on 
the move to their objective. The first 
battle of the next war is nearly won. "1.. 

Bibliography of M1l1tary Affairs In 1972. Kansas State Un•vers•ty 
publ1shed Doctoral DissertatiOns m Military Affai(S A BibliOgraphy by 
Allan R Millet and Ben1amm F Coolmg The b•bl•ography has been 
updated f1ve t•mes smce then by the ong•nal authors, the annual 
supplement appear~ng m the February 1ssue of the Military Affa"s 
JOurnal The 1978 supplement (VI) was selected and compiled by Calvm 
L Chnstman and Denms E Showalter It contams mformat•on on 
md1tary-onented diSSertations published through September 1977 

The authors presently are m the process of comp1lmg the 1979 
supplement and would apprec1ate 1nformat1on on om•ss1ons m the 1978 
liSting and new diSSertatiOnS WhiCh should appear 1n the next SUp
plement Such notes should be sent to the Military Affa1rs editOrial 
off1ce. E•senhower Hall, Kansas State Umvers1ty. Manhattan. KS 66506 
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Five-Minute 
Leadership 
Summary r:------¥Y~ 

Major Joe C. Creel, US Army 

Read each sentence and circle the punctuation that you feel best describes 
yourself. 

1. I am a soldier ? 
2. I am a professional ? 
3. I give my best effort every day ? ! 
4. The Army is more than a job, it's a profession ? 
5. I know my job ? ! 
6. I know my organization ? 
7. I am the best there is at my job ? 
8. , I will accomplish my mission ? ! 
9. I encourage my subordinates to be honest with me ? 

10. I solicit the views of my subordinates ? ! 
11. I can take criticism ? ! 
1Z: I make the decision that is best for the organization without regard to 

personal interests ? ! 
13. I assign duties based upon a person's ability ? ! 
14. I can change to accept new ideas, new techniques and new organiza-

tions ? ! 
15. I am self-confident ? 
16. I am well-read on current world affairs ? 
17. I am only a small part of the organization ? 
18.. I can leave now and my organization will function ? ! 
19. I am an excellent representative of my service to the civilian com-

munity ? ! 
20. I can discuss a problem without arguing ? 

21. I can correct without alienating ? ! 
22. I can counsel without criticizing ? 

Copyroght ,t: 1978 by MaJOr Joe C Creel, US Army 
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23. I can check without snooping ? ! 
24. I can critique without destroying someone's efforts ? 
25. I accept responsibility for my actions ? ! 
26. I am responsible fm: my organization's effectiveness ? 
27. I trust my subordinates ? ! 
28. I am physically fit ? ! 
29. I maintain government property as if it were my own ? 
BO. I look out for the welfare of my subordinates ? 
31. I maintain an excellent military appearance ? ! 
32. I adhere to the same standards that I require of my subordinates 

? ! 
33. I am an active participant in the local community ? 
34. I practice and encourage creative thinking ? 
35. I make sound decisions ? ! 
36. I can accept other's views on a problem ? ! 
37. I support my superior's decisions as if they were my own 

? ! 
38. I strive to achieve realism in training ? 
39. I eliminate unnecessary work ? ! 
40. I think of my subordinates as people not things ? 
41. I realize that I 'must strive to become a better leader ? ! 
42. 1 know that my organization is a direct reflection of the leadership I 

display ? ! 
43. I adhere to the highest professional and personal code of ethics 

? ! 
44. I set the example '? 
45. I am a leader ? 

Critique: ~umber of responses for each punctuation ? 0 . 0 ! 0 
This reflects how you see yourself. 
Now ask your superior and/or subordinate to complete the same questions as 
they see you. If the responses are the same, congratulations! If not, strive to 
improve. Good leaders are always seeking improvement, but great leaders 
capitalize on their strengths and correct their shortcomings. 

MaJor Joe C. Creel IS w1th the Office of the Deputy 
C'h1ef of Staff for Logistics, US Army. Europe, Heidelberg, 
West Germany. He recewed a B.S from Jacksonville State 
College. an M.B.A. from the Unaws1ty of Alabama and IS 

a 1978 USACGSC graduate. He has served two tours in 
Vzetnam and as an mstructor m teadershzplmanagement 
at the US Army Quartermaster School. Fort Lee, Va. 
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lnteroperability of Allied Forces ·\ 

in Europe: Part II 

Allied lntercperability Between World Wars I and II 

B,D_'fH e~tente and Central Powers c~alitions found that wartime alliances ~ere far.· 
different from peacetime plans and prOmiSes. Yet, when World War I ended 10 1918, 

the victors,· as well as the vanquished, remembered nothing and forgot not.hing. as ·far- as 
lessons of inter,operability were concerned. · 

For one thing. it was never supposed to happen agam; the League of Nat1ons would 
see to that. For .tti~. next 20 years, Europe rested its hopes on a comparatively tranquil 
mternat1onal scene, war weariness, disarmament hopes and "collective security " The 
latter policy meant anYthing but allied 1nteroperab1lity in peacetime. Distance, language 
and nonsupportability reduced France's Eastern alliances to surround Germany to a 
sham. Only in the West might it theoretically count upon partners such as Belg1um and 
Great Britain. · 

Until the advent of Mussolini and Hitler in the wake of world econom1c depression, 
there' literally was no need for anything beyond prom1ses and na1ve expectations of con
tinued P~iJCe. Bntain's focus was imperial not continental France based its hopes on the 

Benjamin Franklin Cooling 
and 

Lieutenant Colonel 
John A. Hixson, US Army 

It appears that the Allies of World War I learned very little in 
the way of military cooperation during the 20 years of 
relative peace on the European continent. On the eve of 
World War II, the interoperability lessons learned in war 
had been "unlearned" again. Differences in language, po
litical views, personalities,. organization, equipment, doc
trine and perceptions of the objective are problems in any 
coalition force, but the paramount problem, through the 
ages, has been the failure to develop cooperation and meas
ures at the operational level during peacetime. Does the 
current NATO military planning reflect any progress in 
solving the problems of interoperability, or must we learn 
the "lessons" again under harsher circumstances? 

Part I of th1s art1cle appeared .n !he August 19/8 M•l•raty Re•new 
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fact that 1914 could be repeated once 
agam m some hour of need. Germany 
m1ght enJOY a bnef honeymoon , with 
Russ1a m order to use the latter's Le
bensraum for German rearmament, but 
ne1ther H1tler nor Stalin truly trusted 
another d1ctator Mostly, however, the 
Citizenry from Amenca to the Rhmeland 
was d•s•llus•oned by arms races, the 
death toll from the trenches and their 
leaders' diplomatiC machmat1ons gone 
sour National nvalnes. only d1mly sub
limated by necessity from 1914-18, once 
more ra1sed the1r heads m peacetime 

Mussolm1's incursion into Abyssm1a, 
as well as Hitler's bluff over the 
Rhmeland m 1935 and 1936. led to 
resumption of mil1tary staff consultations 
between Great Bntam and France 1 Even 
then. "these were ngorously confmed to 
a low level of exchange cit mformat1on by 
mil1tary attaches and consequently were 
of very l1ttle use .. m Bnt•sh eyes 

It was all a repet1t10n of the pre-World 
War I scene Random cnses gene~ated 
cursory, d1scontmuous "staff con
sultations·· As always, the off1c1al Bnt1sh 
government poliCY tned to avo1d any 
formal Contmental comm1tment There 
was a d•plomat1c problem that Bntam 
and France as s•gnatones of the Locarno 
Treaty were not supposed to hold secret 
conversations Without 1nform1ng 
Germany and Italy Th1s became -,,. 
creasmgly transparent after 1935 More 
Importantly, Bnta1n's mil1tary leaders 
shunned not1ons of staff talks W1th the 
French while, paradoxically, mcreasmg 
the1r conv1ct10n that an expeditionary 
force should be re-created and that 11 
would be employed on the European 
contment 

As Major General S1r Henry Pownall. 
the d1rector of military operat1ons. put 11. 
m Apnl 1938 when low-level staff talks 
were agam bemg arranged: 
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We never wanted formal Staff Con
versations. but we do want an in
terchange of mformation so that we can 
settle the administrative problems that 
would occur if Brttish troops had to be 
landed in France. That could easily be put 
tn hand wtthout any sort of pledge 
whatever. 

Such "admm1strat1ve problems" were 
not "easily put m hand" as Bngad1er 
(later MaJor General) L A. Hawes dis
cvvered later m 1938 when he headed a 
War Off1ce act1on team on th1s problem. 2 

Hawes instituted a senes of cross
channel VISits, clandestme negotiations 
with local as well as military officials m 
France and even stud1ed the plans and 
war d1anes of the 1914-18 war In order 
to complete his miSSion "Overt action 
was expressly forbidden," he recalled, 
and the Bnt1sh bngad1er circumvented 
th1s trad1t1onal myop1a of the home 
government by instituting cor
respondence and quest1onna1re lia1son 
With the French 3 As before World War I, 
a small group of staff planners, as well as 
the ch1efs of the serv1ces, handled the 
whole scheme of prewar mteroperabil1ty 
m the Anglo-French sphere. 

It was the same for other partners 
such as Belg•um, France, Poland and 
Czechoslovakia Only the top government 
officials. CIVIlian and mil1tary, plus the1r 
mil1tary staffs earned out allied lia1son. 
Always, they were frustrated or 
channelized by sh1ftmg diplomatic 
pol1c1es and nat1onal pnorit1es. For In

stance. France and England drew closer 
mil•tanly at a t1me when Leopold, king of 
the Belg1ans. and h1s ch1ef m1l1tary ad
VIser. General Robert van Overstraeten, 
were drawmg light the restraints of 
Belg1an neutrality, mcludmg the breakmg 
off of recogmzed military commumcat1on 
channels through general staffs and 
defense mm1sters. 



Political Differences 

AmbJguJtJes of domest1c poiJtJcs m 
Bntain, France and Belgium, the Jmprac
tJcabJiity of Western support for Eastern 
"aiiJes" like Poland and Czechoslovakia 
(as well as alliance credibility once the 
latter "fell" to the Naz1s as a result of 
Munich) and the pitiful state of m1l1tary 
preparedness m all the countnes 
combme With divergent personalitieS 
1mpactmg on the course of events. The 
roles of polJtJCJans IJke Neville 
Chamberlain and h1s secretary of state 
for war, Hore-Bel1sha, or mil1tary chief
tams such as French General Maunce 
Gamelin and the Brit1sh Lord John Gort 
leap from the hJstoncal record because, 
in each case, they affected the d1rect1on 
and character of mterallied operability. It 
was not until 29 March 1 939-barely SIX 
months before Hitler's panzers rolled 1nto 
Poland-that French and Br1t1sh staffs 
could get down to the serious business of 
concerted planmng for defense in the 
West. 

Even then, differences of nat1onal 
aim, command and control, strategy and 
logistics clouded the p1cture. The French 
naturally emphasized pre-emmently 
defense of French soJI. The Bntish took a 
somewhat broader v1ew. Still, British 
leverage on policy and strategy was 
limJted since the British Expeditionary 
Force (B.E.F.) would only put four 
divisions into line 1n the event of war 
Gort, as ch1ef of the lmpenal General 
Staff, was determined that there should 
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be no repetition of the fnction that 
charactenzed Anglo-French military 
relations in the Great War when an 
Allied supreme commander was not 
appointed until the spnng of 1918. The 
B.E.F commander would be no more 
than an army commander under French 
supreme command 1n the next' war 
except that he would have an escape 
valve through . appeal to the hom~ 

government. 
On the other hand, British a1r and sea 

forces, 1ts maJor contnbutions to the 
alliance, were to be under Independent 
nat1onal command. Lacking, however, 
were suffic1ent French airfields to handle 
maJor f1ghter and bomber squadrons of 
the Royal A1r Force. The naval effort was 
overwhelmingly BntJsh. 

The policies, resources and military 
forces of the Belg1ans (the Netherlands 
havmg been Virtually written off as un
supportable) rema1ned nebulous. The 
Belgmns remamed suspicious of subor
dination to the French 1n the event of war 
and. despite professed neutrality, pro
Jected at least a tepid enthusiasm for 
informal IJaJson With the British through 
contacts 1n the Belgian roy<il household. 
But the dnectJOn of prevailing political 
wmds m Belgian fore1gn pol1cy rend~red 
Jt qu1te difficult for Anglo-Fr13nch · 
planners to congeal that aspect of 
alliance negot1at1ons. 

Subtly pervadmg the scene in all 
camps were memories of the direction 
and nature of all1ance f1ghtmg m World 
War I. Several British generals .later 
noted that nearly everyone at the rank of 
lieutenant colonel in the 1939 B.E.F. had 
fought m France in the Great War. Thus, 
terram, all1es and cultural features were 
all qUJte fam11iar-the sense that "we 
had seen it all before." 

But, of course, this was a m1xed bag. 
They remembered both the good and the 
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bad of the1r French CIVilian and military 
fnends, the engendered complacency of 
passmg the same way twice, the 
arrogance of playmg second ffddle to any 
ally. Such factors blinded all partners to 
nationalistic differences between the 
poilu and the tommy of 1 914 and 1 939, 
as ·well as their differing equtpment, 
doctrme and purpose. 

For example, French intelligence es
timates of German mtent1ons remained 
ftxed upon an exact repetition of the 
1914 offenstve desptte strong tndlcattons 
of other options open to the Wehrmacht. 
Whether or not Bntish offtcers really 
knew or understood the nature of the 
French m11!tary in 1939 remams unclear. 
Equally unclear IS the French knowledge 
of tts ally 

One of the most per~epttve students 
of the Anglo-French alliance tn 1939-40, 
Bnan Bond, emphastzes four pomts 
about allted mteroperabtllty pnor to the 
outbreak of the war.4 Ftrst. he says, the 
Bnttsh government's dilatory poltcV on 
rearmament and acceptance of a Con
tmental mtlttary commttment was bound 
to have senous poltttcal and milttary 
repercusstons. It lessened Bntish 
credtbtltty m the eyes of French public 
opm10n, retnforced French army feelmgs 
of supremacy and. coupled wtth 
Belgium's ambtgutty, failed to provide a 
counterwetght to French mfluence. 

Secondly, Anglo-French contmgency 
plannmg tn the summer of 1939 was 
badly adapted to meettng the realtties of 
the political and strategic sttuat10n whtch 
unfolded m September Poland rece1ved 
no support due to Anglo-French un
derestimatiOn of the power and skill of 
the blttzkneg Lack of understandmg with 
the Sovtet Umon rendered economic 
warfare as well as all1ed pol!ctes 1m• 
potent tn Eastern Europe Ironically, un
deresttmatlon of the dec1s1ve posstbliltles 
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of blttzkrteg combtned with an 
overestimatton of Germany's abiltties and 
intention to launch an aerial blitzkrieg on 
Paris and London. Consequently, the 
alltes neglected their other offensive 
mstrument of strategic bombing at the 
outset of the war for fear of devastating 
retaliatiOn. 

Thirdly, observed Bond, Belgtum's 
neutrality caused recnminations and lack 
of confidence both in Britain and France. 
Gamelm's dilemma of how to stop a 
German attack well forward in Belgium 
tn the absence of prior JOint Anglo
French-Belgian planntng and the 
knowledge that the French would be 
mv1ted tn only after the onset of the 
attack was an unre.solved problem dunng 
the prewar and subsequent "phoney 
war" periods. 

Fmally, mterwar dtfferences in' Bntish 
and French defense and foreign pollctes 
were submerged, and no attempt was 
made to reach an accord Such delicate 
matters were scarcely dtscussed during 
the few months of the alliance's wartime 
extstence. 

More Failures 

In any event, the Western all1es might 
have better used the last stx months 
before the mvas1on of Poland to sol1d1fy 
thetr coal1t1on. True, British d1vis1on and 
corps commanders like Sir John Dill, 
Mattland Wtlson and Harold Alexander 
VISited the French capital and toured the 
Mag mot line in May 1 939. Late that 
summer, Gamelin paid a return visit to 
the Bntlsh tattoo at Aldershot. 

"The greatest cordtallty obtained on 



both Sides," observed one of Alexander's 
biographers, "but in the event it was to 
be shown that cordiality alone is a poor 
weapon m modern total warfare."• Top
level coordination obscured the true state 
of conditions within the vanous national 
m1litary forces as well as the operational 
weaknesses between them. Still, the 
nine-month "phoney war" or drole de 
guerre 1n the West after September 1939 
might have permitted rectification of 
many problems. 

When war finally came in September 
1939, the Western allies were able to 
collect Anglo-French forces m northern 
France while Hitler's armies subdued 
Poland. The subsequent wmter of qu1et 
permitted France, Britain and the Low 
Countnes to prepare for the eventual 
invas1on by Germany. 

That the1r preparations proved inade
quate or misdirected m May and June 
1940 was due, in part, to serious chinks 
in the alliance. Despite Belgian 
neutrality, some Intelligence mformat1on 
was shared by that country With both the 
French and British m11itary commanders, 
and clandestine visits by key British 
generals to Belgium to prepare for the 
inevitable push forward to battle the 
Germans on the frontier permilted a 
modicum of learning about defenses, 
roads, lakes, forests and artillery 
positions. Even so, there remained much 
ignorance on the parts of the Bntish and 
French as to Belgian operational plans, 
defensive obstacles and m1l1tary In
stallations. 

Part of the fault lay with the Belgians 
and their neutrality, part with faulty 
intelligence work, poor liaison between 
British and French headquarters and 
excessive secrecy. Most Frenchmen at 
general headquarters had no 1dea how 
the Belgian army's fuel supply service 
was organized. 
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How far official staff conversations 
might have alleviated such problems 
must remain speculative. In fact, major 
imbroglios m1ght have been prevented, 
particularly between the British and the 
Belgians over road use on the outskirts of 
Brussels when both armies were rushing 
forward to fight the Germans in May. 
Elsewhere, French headquarters per
mitted the meager B.E.F. (sandwiched 
between the F1rst and Seventh French· 
armies m the northeast army group) to 
send smaller un1ts to get "bloodied" on 
outpost duty before the Maginot line. 
Cooperation and coordination were ob
ViOusly vaned. 

It was not enough that French army 
commander Gamelin and his subor
dmates had Signally failed to see the true 
intent of German plans despite ac
cumulated intelligence reports. But the 
allies also were handicapped from .the 
start by "an mcredibly cumbersome 
command and staff structure," by made
quate liaison arrangements and by poor 
polit1cal as well as military com
mun1cat10n arrangements. Furthermore, 
senior French Generals Gamelin and 
Georges enjoyed stramed relat1ons, and 
the French prem1er wanted to sack the 
latter. 

Distrust among the Dutch, Belgians, . 
French and Bnt1sh due to numerous false 
alarms from November to Apnl "had 
created a fund of ill-will and prejudice 
which would be speedily drawn upon 
when thmgs began to go wrong." It did 
not help that Belgian King Leopold's 
warmth was offset by his army chief 
Overstraeten's earned reputation as "ev1l 
genius" among his peers of the Anglo
French contmgent. 

When the Germans did stnke in May, 
the allied move into Belgium took place 
fairly smoothly. True, the British and 
Belg1ans hassled about roads; General 
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Alexander played a game of linguistic 
and diplomatic contretemps With 
Overstraeten in an interview With Kmg 
Leopold; and div1s1on commander 
Bernard Montgomery showed h1s usual 
pluck when faced w1th a touchy situation 
whereby his own d1v1s1on and a Belg1an 
d11f1S1on were both situated m the same 
sector and mterfaced one another. 
Montgomery placed h1mself imtially un
der the Belgian's direction. knowmg full 
well how to get the ally out. 

When the Germans came within ar· 
ttllery range and shelling began I had no 
difficulty m takmg over the front from the 
Belg1an division; it moved into reserve 
and then went northwards and ;oined up 
with the mam body of the Belgian Army. 

St1ll. the Brit1sh mamtamed at least 
f1ve army-level lla1son teams, as well as 
MaJor General S1r Edward Spears as 
Pnme Min1ster Wmston Churchill's per
sonal representative w1th French Prime 
Mm1ster Paul Reynaud Obviously, the 
French tongue was no barner at· that 
level, and, 1ndeed. even diVISion com
manders like Alexander had no d1ff1culty 
speak1ng and understanding that 
language-much to the consternatiOn of 
"allies" l1ke General van Overstraeten. 

-"-:-r·'n t--- ";.~~ 

Seeds for Defeat 

r----c=<. 

The unexpected breaching of French 
lmes on the Meuse, complete collapse of 
French morale, the prec1p1tous surrender 
of the Belgians and the unilateral 
Withdrawal of the B.F.F. from Dunk1rk all 
led to months, even years, of squabbles 
and recnmmat10ns between erstwhile 
all1es. The seeds for the defeat of 
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Belgium, France and even all of Western 
Europe but Great Britain lay in the 
prewar years of neglect, political chaos 
and traditional nationalism. 

In the end, liaison missions, a 
common enemy and whatever measure 
of allied mteroperabillty was effected in 
the chaos of a six weeks' war could not 
overcome Anglo-French-Belgian un
preparedness, superior German mart1al 
prof1c1ency and the reluctance of a third 
Great War ally-the United States-to 
rejoin the effort to effect an outcome on a 
Contmental battlefield. 

Actually, there was little that America 
could have done at the time. Committed 
politically to ISolationism in a presidential 
and congressional election year, 
possessmg an understrength and half
prepared Army and Pac1f1c-oriented Navy, 
the Un1ted States, like Great Britain, had 
wa1ted too long behind a maritime moat. 
L1ke the Bnt1sh, American senior serv1ce 
colleges had spent little time studymg the 
pract1cal1t1es of alliances, particularly the 
lower operational expenences of the 
past. The few lectures at the Army War 
College dunng the interwar period, for 
mstance, had been delivered largely by 
Major General Fox Conner, and we know 
h1s att1tude on allies 

Still, Conner's comments in 1939 
were fa1rly typ1cal of professionals 
around the world Scarcely a year and a 
half later, across the Atlantic, other 
Anglo-Saxons were breathing similar 
sentiments. Even George VI, kmg of 
England, wrote after Dunkirk: "Personally 
I feel happ1er now that we have no allies 
to be polite to and pamper ... lromcally, 
w1thin the year, Great Britian was once 
more back into an all1ance of sorts, 
however informal or clandestine that was 
prior to December 1941. But, then, that 
was nght and proper-after all, 
Americans spoke the same language and 
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agreed that defeat of Germany and 
preservation of the United Kingdom was 
of highest pnority. 

The wamng powers of 1941-45 
learned the lessons of World War I all 
over again. Neither Ax1s allies nor the 
Grand' Alliance of Russia, Britam and the 
Un1ted States experienced anythmg new 
with interall1ed operability. It was all 
there in the historical record. After World 
War II, the unsettled conditions of the 
Cold War negated a return to 1920-style 
"normalcy." The North Atlantic Treaty 
Orgamzat1on and the Warsaw Pact in
Jected a new requ1rement for peacetime 
allied interoperab11ity onto the face of 
Europe. After nearly three decades of 
existence (only 22 years for the Warsaw 
Pact), serious questions remam as to the 

· appl1cat1on of wart1me mteroperability 
lessons to a peacetime setting. Today, we 
seem .to be perpetuating traditional 
peacetime neglect 

A study of the h1stoncal tableau, then, 
suggests the followmg conclusions· 

• That the impact of language 
differences: personal, reg1onal and 
national animosities; individual and 
na!lonal political v1ews; personalities; 
organizational, equipment and doctrinal 
differences; and perception of objective 
will vary in direct proportion to the 
number of allies 1n the coalition 

• That little m the way of measures 
to effect functiOnal-level military 
cooperation was ever developed and/or 
adopted by any coalition pnor to the 
commencement of hostilities. 

• That practical military cooperation 
among allied units will be effected in 
some manner because of basic necessity, 
regardless of higher level agreements. 

• That military cooperation in the 
past has occurred on the ground dunng 
the conduct of operations because the 
nature of these operations has generally 
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determined their form and effectiveness. 
• That pnor study of coalition warfare 

problems and a detailed knowledge of 
allied capabilities and limitations could 
have measurably reduced these 
problems. 

• That the more aii1Pd arm1es 
resemble each other in orgamzation and 
equipment, the more likely they are to 
agree on doctnne although tactical 
methods will d1ffer even. when the allied 
forces are Similar m organization, 
equipment and military thought. 

e That coalitiOn warfare Will require 
an increase in liaison with team per
sonnel carefully chosen on the basis of 
language prof1C1ency, tact and mil1tary 
knowledge of the all1es. Such re
quirements would seem highly advisable 
for all echelons of any national military 
organization working in an allied force 
environment. 

• That commanders Will not readily 
g1ve up control over their logiStiCS and 
s1gnal communicatiOns has been a 
"lesson" of two world wars in this 
country, but not comprehended by 
peacetime all1ed planners. 

• That allied cooperation m the ·mitial 
stages of a c'oalit1on effort will be 
characterized by confus1on, miS
understanding and hard feelings. A major . 
catastrophe befalling one of the coalition 
members, especially a weaker one, may 
have a rad1cal political and military effect 
on the ent1re coalition. 

• That although a· coalition may 
intend to conduct operations w1th each 
national force havmg 1ts own separate 
zone of operations, the demands of 
prolonged combat, especially defensive 
combat, will cause the allied force to 
become progressively more integrated in 
1ts compos1t10n 

• That the pnmary factors con
tributing to the effectiveness of Anglo-
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Amencan cooperat•on at all levels in two 
world wars were· a common language, 
clearly defmed goals and a traditional 
cultural and polit1cal heritage. 

• That national political and military 
sovere1gnt1es and policies determine and 
limit what actions can be taken m 
peacetime to effect closer military 
cooperation among all1ed forces. But the 
dommant factor 1n developing effective 
m1litary cooperation-available lead time 
for problem solving-is only truly 
available m peacetime and should be 
explOited accordmgly. 

Perhaps F1eld Manual 1 00·5, 
Operatwns, 1 July 1976, does outline the 
factors affectmg NATO operations But 
coverage IS cursory, human memory 
short and the rotat1on of assignments so 
rapid that all1ed mteroperability lessons 
rece1ve only passmg attent10n at any 
level. The US Army lacks a tradition, and 
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m 1940 HolT Ronehart and W·n~ton fl. '1 1968 L F Elho; The War 
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1ts mil1tary educational system currently 
mm1mizes the factor of functional allied 
interoperability. Yet, since 1941, the US 
m1htary forces have performed mainly as 
part of an allied team. The fields of 
Flanders, as well as the steppes of 
Russia, have been strewn with the 
flotsam and debns of wrecked coalition 
armies which failed to heed in peace the 
wartime lessons of allied interoperab1lity. 

Surely, the historical examples we 
have exammed here and the foregoing 
conclus1ons to wh1ch they have led us 
provide a clear and unmistakable answer 
to our Jn1t1al quest1on of what needs to be 
done now to prepare for international 
m1litary mteroperabihty m a time of war. 
Should we agam fall to heed these 
warnmgs, the result will be equally 
predictable. The only unknown w11l then 
be upon wh1ch battlefield/ the wreckage 
will l1e 

.n World War 11 .n Kent Roberts Greenlteld Command Dec1Stons 
Ott ce of the (h•ef of Mohtary Htstory Washmgton 0 C 1960 

2 L A Hawes The Stor'r ot the W Plan The Move of Our 
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L1eutenant Colonel John A Hn<son IS ch1ef. 
Oral H1story. US Army Mtlltary Htstory lnst1tute. 
Carl1sle Barracks. Pa He recetved a 8 S from 
the USMA, an M A from R1ce UntversJty and IS a 
1977 USACGSC graduate He has served m the 
H1story Department at the USMA and With the 
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~EVIEWS 
R.U.S.I. and Brassey's 

Defence Yearbook, 1977/78 

This is the 88th issue of Brassey's and 
the fourth to be edited by the Royal United 
Services Institute for Defence Studies. 

The period reviewed by this year's 
Brassey's-1976 to mid-1977-saw no major 
wars. However, new governments in the 
United States and China, plus the con· 
tinned growth of the Warsaw Pact military 
forces, made it a time of considerable 
interest. Comment on the period is made by 
some distinguished contributors, among 
which are Field Marshal Lord Carver, 
Great Britain; General Roman, chief of 
staff of the Belgian army; Peter Janke, 
Institute for the Study of Conflict; Winston 
Churchill, British member of Parliament; 
and Alvin Cottrell, Center for Strategic and 
International Studies. 

Lord Carver assesses both the past and 
present role of Britain's forces and surveys 
the problems facing its defense effort. An 
article on the armed forces of Iran, India 
and Pakistan by Cottrell assesses the rei· 
ati ve balance of power between these conn· 
tries and concludes that Pakistan's mil· 
itary weakness could leave it open to 
outside intervention in support of local 
guerrilla groups, paten tially leading to 
regional war. This becomes especially inter· 
eating in light of the recent coup in Af
ghanistan by left-wing army rebels which 
could eventually provide Moscow with the 
long-awaited access to the Arabian Sea. 
The possibility of terrorists using nuclear 
weapons as a threat is discussed by Peter 
Janke, and Winston Churchill looks at 
South Africa. 

Part II of the yearbook is devoted to 
recent developments in weapons tech
nology and includes a special article on 
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strategic weapons by Robert Pfaltzgraff, 
director of the Institute for Foreign Policy 
Analysis. Part III is a selection of titles in 
the field of defense studies published 
during the period June 1976 to May 1977 
and a chronology of main events having 
defense ramifications. The yearbook is 
published by Westview Press, Boulder, Col· 
orado. 

USSR Facts and Figures Annual 
Ed1ted by John l. Scherer 

In contrast to Brassey's 88-year history, 
the USSR Facts and Figures Annual 
(UFFA! began its first year in 1977 with 
Volume I. The publisher, Academic .Inter· 
national Press of Florida, plans a summer 
publication of each new annual. 

UFFA is the only reference work to 
present in one standard format all basic 
relevant and public reference-type infor
mation on the Soyiet Union today. Based 
on a variety of official, private and interna· 
tiona! sources, the data are organized into 
15 main categories: government; party; 
republics; demography; armed forces; 
economy; agriculture; health, education 
and welfare; communications; transport; 
institutions; special topics; and sports. 

Much of the material found in UFFA 
has not appeared elsewhere in English. 
Many of the useful tables found in other 
sources have been updated and corrected. 
The annual probably contains more infor· 
mation about the Soviet Union than can be 
found in any other one reference source. 
Each revised and updated annual will 
present new and substantial information, 
making UFFA a key source for current and 
retrospective data on the USSR. 
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Yearbook on 
International Communist Affairs, 1978 

Edtted by Rtchard F. Staar 

There are no indications that Moscow 
has changed its thesis about the correlation 
of world forces having tilted irreversibly in 
its favor. According to the Hoover Institu
tion's 1978 yearbook, this outlook and 
considerations of prestige as a superpower 
undoubtedly explain continuing efforts to 
strengthen the Soviet military arsenal as 
well as engage by proxy in politico-military 
intervention, especially throughout Africa. 

The Yearbook on International Com
mumst Affairs, now in its 12th year of 
publication, continues to be the most com
plete, authoritative and up-to-date single 
reference work on the ruling Marxist
Leninist organizatwns of the world. The 
current edition, encompassing calendar 
year 1977, discusses such events and devel
opments as the increasing Soviet and 
Cuban involvement with the "libe,ation" 
struggle in Africa and the emergence of 
Communist-dominated governments in 
Angola, Ethiopia and Mozambique; the 
impact of Eurocommunism, spearheaded 
by the Communist parties of Italy, France 
and Spain and its effect upon Hungary and 
Poland; and the consolidation of the re
gimes in Southeast Asia. 

The present edition of the yearbook 
contains contributions by 63 experts on 
Marxist-Leninist movements in 85 coun
tries around the world. Included are au
thors such as Richard Sim, Barbara Reid, 
Douglas Pike, William Ratliff and Paul 
Magnelia to name but a few. Also, much of 
the information comes from primary source 
materials in the native languages. 

Excluded from the yearbook are Marxist 
liberation movements that specifically dis
claim being Communists. 
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World Armaments and Disarmament, 
SIPRI Yearbook, 1978 

It is estimated that the tens of thou
sands of nuclear weapons in the arsenals of 
the world today are equivalent to one 
million Hiroshima-type atomic bombs, ac
cording to the recently published yearbook 
by the Stockholm International Peace 
Research Institute. 

In its review of developments of world 
armaments and disarmament in 1977, the 
yearbook says that global military 
spending is currently about $400,000 
million. Measured at constant prices, the 
trend from the 1950s to the 1970s was a 
doubling of expenditures. The Third 
World's proportion of military spending 
continues to increase, with a major share 
being spe11t by the Middle East countries 
whose expenditure, at constant prices, has 
quadrupled during the past seven years. 

The Geneva-based disarmament nego
tiations produced no treaties in 1977. The 
lack of real progress and the fact that 
member countries are repeatedly faced with 
ready-made draft treaties bilaterally pre
pared by the United States and the USSR 
are the cause of considerable criticism, 
according to SIPRI. 

On the use of outer space, the book says 
that some 75 percent of all satellites 
launched have military uses. Of the 133 
launched during 1977, 95 were military-82 
belonging to the USSR, 12 to the United 
States and one to NATO. Other themes 
dealt with include nuclear weapon devel
opments, the threat of nuclear proliferation, 
international arms trade and disarmament 
and development in the Third World. The 
1978 edition is the ninth in the series and 
published by Taylor and Francis, Ltd., 
London. 



~TUDIES 
Tactical Operations System (TOS) Update. The concept for a division TOS 
was presented to the Army Systems Acquisition Review Council (ASARC) in 
January 1978. The Army position, developed by the ASARC, was to move the TOS 
into engineering development and procure two division sys.tems, one to be fielded 
at Fort Hood, Texas, in 1979 for use in Operational Test (0T) II and the second 
system to be fielded in Europe in 1982. A Defense Systems Acquisition Review 
Council (DSARC) was scheduled for 21 February 1978, but was postponed to allow 
the Army additional time to address certain issues which remained unresolved at 
the time of the pre-DSARC meeting on 17 February. In the interim, development 
activities required to support TOS fielding are continuing in an effort to avert a 
major program slip. 

• The tentative date for the TOS DSARC II was 25 July 1978. 
• The Army Research Institute with contract assistance from Vector Inc. is 

developing a model standing operating procedure (SOP) for division TOS. This 
SOP will be the baseline for personnel training, operational testing and use of the 
fielded system. 

• TRADOC system manager for the TOS has written and is coordinating the 
Individual!Collective Training Plan (ICTP) for division TOS. The ICTP outlines 
the actions required to produce a complement of training TOS users, operators 
and maintainers in conjunction with the development and fielding of the system. 

• Integrated Logistics Support (ILS). The plan for logistic support for the TOS 
is contained in the development plan and decision coordinating paper. Refinement 
of logistic support requirements will rely heavily on the results of TACFIRE OT 
III and development of the ANITSQ73. A contract for the Maintenance Test 
Support Package for TOS OT II will be awarded soon after DSARC II. 

• Outline test plans for DTIOT II have been submitted for inclusion in the five
year test program. The TOS coordinated test program has been drafted ,and will 

-be finalized subsequent to DSARC II. 
• The Command and Control Interactive Display and Experimentation 

System <CCIDES) located with TCATA at Fort Hood, Texas, will be moved to V 
Corps later this year. CCIDES will be used .to display information from the 
Battlefield Information Reporting System (BIRS) in the corps tactical operations 
center. This activity is an extension of Test 271 which has been ongoing at 
TCATA since 1975. . 

• Corps TOS software definition has progressed to include friendly situation 
data. This experimental software was demonstrated to interested observers during 
the summer. 

• A study has been recommended for l<'iscal Year 1979 that would provide the 
system analysis and definition for TOS at corps and subordinate echelons. This 
study, if approved, will effectively merge the division and corps TOS programs 
into one and should permit accelerated fielding of a completely integrated system. 

Items in this department are summ<Htes of studif'.!:l currPntly underway or 
recently completed m the defense commumty. While every effort IS made 
to ensure accuracy, publication lead time may result in d1fferences 
between the summaries and the actual study program 
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~ETTERS 

Predictions for Yugoslavia 

I read with weat interest Lieutenant 
Colonel Frank Allen's article "Yugoslavia 
After Tito: The Soviet Threat," Military 
Review, May 1978. The article was very 
precise and textbook correct. I would like to 
amplify on a number of his basic premises 
and evaluate his conclusion as to the lik· 
lihood of post-Tito Soviet intervention. 

Those who are not on the scene are 
living under the mistaken illusion that 
everything will be just rosy after Tito, that 
the eight-man rotating presidency will rise 
to the challenge for which it was created 
and that Yugoslavian independence from 
the Soviet orbit will be preserved. If I were 
living in Yugoslavia, I would be cashing in 
this false optimism for a weapon o£ some 
sort. 

Let me begin by saying that, yes, I do 
bPiiPve that in time there will be a military 
invasion sponsored by the Soviet Union on 
a Tito-less Yugoslavia. I envision nothing 
overt happening for six months to a year 
after Tito's death while the pot is made to 
boil. If, during that time, there is any 
Westward leaning on Yugoslavia's part, the 
Soviet Union will have its justification: the 
preservation of a brother socialist state 
from impenalist-sponsored destructive 
forces. Their justification is really not im
portant, for, just as in 1968 with Brezhnev's 
Doctrine of Limited Sovereignity for So
cialist States, no one will pay much at· 
tention to it. The act will already have been 
accomplished. _ 

Just what are the ingredients which can 
be stirred up to provide the Soviets with 
this first real opportunity in 30 years to 
bring Yugoslavia under control? 

The economic disparities between the 
northern and southern regions will con
tinue to be a predominant reason for grum
bling and discontent. The northern section 
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of Yugoslavia (north of the Sava River) has 
the bulk of industry, the grain belt of 
Vojvodina, easy access to Western markets 
and a low net birth rate. The lifestyle in 
Slovenia is very similar to that in central 
Italy. The average wage is six to seven 
times greater in the north than in the 
south. 

The southern area has little access to 
the Western World, a high illiteracy rate (90 
percent in Kosovo) and a high net birth 
rate. The standard of living in Kosovo with 
only I 0 percent of its population employed 
is on an equal par with that of the Congo. 

The poorer regions expect assistance in 
the form of subsidized industrialization as 
an earned benefit of socialism. The richer 
republics are understandably hesitant to 
cut themselves short for people who do not 
even speak the same language or worship 
the same god. The gap between the north 
and south is getting larger, contrary to 
party promises, and with it grows dis
content. 

I think we have a tendency to emphasize 
the problems between the Serbs and Croats 
at the expense of ignoring the difficulties 
with the other nationalities. It is very true 
that dislikes between Serbs and Croats are 
deep-rooted and extreme. The fact that the 
Croatian national flag is very seldomly 
allowed to fly in Zagreb, the capital of 
Croatia, is a good indicator of this. But 
little is written about the million Albanians 
living in Kosnet and southern Montenegro 
who would like very much for Albania to 
take over these areas, or the fact that there 
is a radical group in Australia collecting 
money to support Bulgarian irredentist 
designs for once-Bulgaria-owned Mace
donia. 

In 1969 when the more advanced Slo· 
venes were refused a fair share of a Yu
goslav loan received from the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development, 
they held protest meetings which de-



manded that the federal government 
resign. As a result of this "road affair," the 
Slovenians voiced the opinion that they 
would be better off 1 outside of Yugoslavra. 
They still aspire to attaining this indepen· 
dence. 

1 
The most uneducated peasant, who 

knows nothing about politics, and cares 
even less. will tell you that the rotating 
presidency which h[as been created to re
place Tito will not work. Although policy 
and procedure may not be in the realm of 
this peasant's comprehension, he under
stands only too well the differences be
tween Serbs and Croats, Bulgarian designs 
for Macedonia. Albania's eagerly looking 
across the border and Slovenia's dream to 
be independent. 

A rotating presidency will produce an 
'lnnual leader who will promote the ec
onomic and nationalistic considerations 
which will benefit his republic. This will 
shatter any cohesion the ruling body could 
possibly have. Perhaps this is why there 
has been a recent and noticeable shift of 
Yugoslav National Army officers to posi
tions of power and influence outside the 
Federal Secretariat for National Defense. 
This may be Tito's backup plan for unity. 

When the country breaks up because of 
this factionalism, the Soviet Union will 
move militarily by using Hungary. The 
recent upgrading of the Hungarian People's 
Army, to include the forced retirement of 15 
general officers, much improved training 
and closer coordination with the Soviet in· 
country forces, along with the revitali· 
zation of the 70,000 Soviet troops in 
Hungary and tremendous helicopter ac· 
tivity. indicates that something is in the 
air. 

An interesting story was related to me 
on a recent trip to Budapest. A young 
Hungarian school gitl was asked what she 
thought of the Soviet forces in her country. 
She answered that the Russians were her 
brothers. The teacher taken somewhat 
aback asked why she said they were 
brothers rather than 'friends or allies. The 
little girl answeredl. "Friends you can 
choose." Would the Hungarians go along 
with the Soviets in invading neighboring 
Yugoslavia? They answered that in 1968 
when they sent 15,000 troops in support of 
the Czechoslovakian invasion. 
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Militarily, the Pannonian, Plain give.s 
Yugoslavia absolutely no (lefense. From the 
Hungarian border to Belgrade, only an 
overnight air insertion would be required to 
control the area. A secondary force could 
drive through the Ljubljana gap to Rijeka, 
securing the coveted northern Adriatic 
ports. By holding the northern area, the 
Soviets would control anything in· Yugo
slavia which matters, and then sue for 
peace. 

Bulgarian forces could be used for a 
diversion on the east, but for little else 
because of the terrain and the composition 
of their forces. The Rumanians will do little 
more than lock their doors and bolt their 
shutters. After all, they do not want to give 
the Soviets justification to apply the three· 
in-one theory that, after Tito, the Soviets 
will send an army to overcome the Yu
goslav nonconformists, a division to rope 
the Rumanian maverick and a squad to 
tame the Albanian natives. 

What will be the world's response? The 
Yugoslavs will undoubtedly give any in
vader a fight. But as a Soviet general 
observing the Golia '76 exercise replied 
when asked what he thought of the Yu
goslav partisans, "Partisans are a definite 
nuisance, but they do not win wars." 

Who, then, is going to win the war? Ask 
yourself again if you think that a nation 
which is still licking its Vietnam wounds is 
going to send its sons to a country that 
most people do not even know how to spell 
let alone find on a map. Even with his 
back-pedaling after the Ford-Carter de
bates, President Carter did not convince 
anyone that our response to a Soviet in
vasion of Yugoslavia would be any dif. 
ferent than what he has stated. We will not 
commit US troops to a conflict in Yugo
slavia. If we do not, no one else wilL 

As in 1956 and 1968, the world will .not 
take long to forget. Relations will be re
sumed, and trade will continue. The only 
change will be that 22 million people who 
once prided themselves on their relatively 
independent stance will be just as Mihajlo 
Mihajlov was in 1965 for his book Moscow 
Summer-imprisoned. 

Thomas N. Harvey. 
Foreign Area Specialist, 

9th Infantry Division 
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Tricky Russians 

Your article about the Baikal-Amur 
Railway by Major Eugene D. Biitit (MR, 
November 1977) was wonderful, and his 
update in your April 1978 issue (MR 
Letters) was nifty 'too. 

But I have an old citation to Newsweek 
(15 February 1939) which maintains that 
the BAM was begun in 1932 and com
pletion was expected in May of 1937! 

Those Russians are tricky! They've been 
fooling us all those years. 

James Hall 

Problem Solved 

Attached please find my check to renew 
my subscription for the upcoming year. I 
have thoroughly enjoyed your magazine 
this past year and feel I have expanded my 
knowledge of the military through your 
wide rangP of articles. 

About your new format-it presented 
one problem for me. I hke to carry }Vfllitary 
Review m my purse for reading at odd 
moments-like waiting in supermarket 
lines. The new, enlarged size didn't fit. I 
soiVPd the problem in true engineering 
fashion (pardon the pun!)-! bought a 
larger purse! 

Think Metric 

Barbara Stone 
Shalimar, Flonda 

I enjoy reading the Milttary Reuieu· and 
like the way the magazine is constructed. 
But there is one change that I would want 
to see made: All data published should be 
expressed in metric terminology only. 

The continued use of inch-pound 
weights and measures tends to provide a 
"mental crutch" to those who do not want 
to use SI units. Too, mixed systems tend to 
retard the Army's ability to adopt a com
plete "think metric" policy that is now 
being accomplished by many governmental 
and private agencies. 

Steven B. Black 
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A 10 Is Not Enough 

Captain Lonnie 0. ftatley's article "Air 
Power at Kursk: A Lesson for Today?" 
(Military Review, April 1978) was a fine 
discussion of an exciting concept which 
could do much to redress the Soviet conven
tional force superiority in Europe. However, 
in arriving at his conclusion, he has over
looked some key factors which affect his 
thesis. 

One of the basic differences between 
Kursk in 1943 and Europe today lies in the 
Soviets' use of their aviation assets. During 
the Battle of Kursk, the Soviets had a 
quantitative advantage in manpower, 
armor, artillery and aircraft, but these 
advantages were nothing like they are 
today. The German airfields were relatively 
free from Soviet airstrikes due to effective 
air defense which included able use of 
German fighters, flak and radar. This 
enabled the Luftwaffe to employ forward 
air bases during the battle. At that time in 
the war, the Luftwaffe did have some 
measure of air superiority although the 
balance was very soon to tip in favor of the 
Soviets. 

NATO cannot count on secure use of 
forward air bases due to the preponderance 
of the Soviet air force with its numerical 
advantage. Newer Soviet aircraft such as 
the Sukhoi Su-19 Fencer and the MIG23 
Flogger are clearly designed for long-range 
missions against NATO installations. Were 
the Soviets to invade Western Europe, they 
would no doubt target NATO airfields from 
the beginning to destroy as many aircraft 
as possible and to neutralize the bases. 
Without any bases in the eastern part of 
West Germany, employment of the AIOs 
may well be almost impossible. 

Use of the AIO would certainly enhance 
NATO's defense against massed Soviet 
armor, but the AIO is not a wonder weapon 
which can by itself defeat a Warsaw Pact 
invasion. Only effective use of the entire 
combined arms team will result in defeat of 
any Soviet armor offensive. To pin NATO's 
hopes on one weapon system could be fatal 
should the Soviets develop effective coun
termeasures. 

1st Lt Albert J. Golly Jr .. USAR 
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"GHOST" TARGET SYSTEM 

An electronic !.countermeasures 
system des1gned ~o force enemy 
weapons to guide themselves into 
"ghost" targets 1s bemg built for the Navy 
by the Hughes Aircraft Company 1n Cali
fornia. 

The electroniC warfare system IS de
signed to protect earners and other high
value ships against cruise miSSiles and 
other intruders by tak1ng an electronic 
image of the target ship as it IS sensed by 

SADARM BEING DEVELOPED 

SADARM, a "fire and forget" sensor
delivered submumt1on artillery system 
designed to destroy three tanks almost 
simultaneously-by burst1ng three pro
jectiles from a single shell to h1t the 
turret areas-IS bemg continued 1n 

exploratory development. 
Responsibility for thiS effort is as

signed to the large Caliber Weapon 
Systems laboratory of the US Army 
Armament Research and Development 
Command, Dover, New Jersey 

SADARM denotes sense and destroy 
armor. The missile can be fired by 
weapons now in Standard use. Termed a 
"low-cost" system, SADARM IS 
packaged. stored, handled and loaded like 
standard artillery rounds. 
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the enemy's gUidance radar, then off
setting the radar so the weapon guides 
itself mto a false project1on some dis
tance away. 

The system 1s expected to detect, 
track. identify friend or foe, and intercept 
low-fly1ng ant1sh1p attackmg cruise miS
Siles by electronically deceivmg the1r 
guidance systems. The dev1ce, known as 
the ANISLQ17A(V)2, will cost $8.5 
m1ll1on 

lllummat1on of the target. as well as 
external gu1dance and control of the 
proJectile. IS not required. Each submu
nltlon IS equipped w1th a vortex rmg 
parachute. a sensor. a processor. a 
warhead. a power supply and a safe-and
arm (S&A) mechanism. 

After az1muth and range to target are 
determ1ned. the primary fuze 1s set, and 
the correct amount of propellant charge 
IS loaded into the gun to deliver the 
round to an area above the target (photo 
1). 

launch setback activates the S&A 
dev1ce in the round. As the projectile 
speeds on 1ts ballistic path, a preset 
primary fuze triggers a pusher charge to 
eject the submunitions (photo 2). 



MILITARY REVIEW 

A de-spm mechamsm slows the 
speed of each submunit1on to allow 
deployment by the vortex nng parachute. 

Th1s m1t1ates the power turn-on and 
stab1l1zes the submun1t1on to a steady 
drop veloCity of 30 feet per second and a 
rotat1on of about four revolut1ons per 
second (photo 3) 

Parachute shroud lmes are attached 
to the submumt1on can1ster m such a 
way that the camster mamtains a 30-
degree angle (to vert1cal) as 1t descends 
Th1s g1ves the sensor greater scannmg 
coverage and the submun1t1on the de-

s1red ground coverage for use agamst 
multiple targets. When the sensor de
tects a target, 1t fires the armor-

penetratmg warhead (photo 4). 
The new system IS considered un1que 

because it uses a pass1ve millimeter
wave rad1ometnc sensor m a high-spm 
mode at low altitude for ~he f1rst time m a 
mun1t1on; uses a vortex ring parachute 
that mamtams a consta'nt-spm rate and 
drop veloCity and 1s exceptionally stable; 
and del1vers a fragment warhead w1th 
armor-penetratmg capabilities.-Army 
Research and Development. 

The Mtlrtary Rewew. the Department of the Army and the US Army Command and General Staff 
College assume no responstbtltty for accuracy of tnformatton contamed m the NEWS sectton of th1s 
publication Items are pnnted as a serv1ce tO" the readers No official ~ndorsement of the VIews, 
opmtons or factual statements 15 ~~tended -Edttor 
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BETTER FIELQ RATIONS COMING 

A cup and a canteen of water are all a soldier will need to make th1s "meal, ready to eat," a dining delight. 
Packagmg preserves nutnt10nal quality, flavor and aroma. 

Approved by the Food and Drug Ad
ministration; a plastic and alum1num 
packagmg wh1ch makes It poss1ble to 
preserve, store, heat and serve food 1n 

"fresh" condition promises a better 
ready-to-eat meal for combat troops 1n 

the near future 
Thermally processed foods for ration 

packs have been ready for several years. 
The astronauts took them on Apollo 
flights and enjoyed such meals as turkey 
and gravy, barbecued beef. Chicken a Ia 
kmg and chocolate nut cakes. But, unt1l 
th1s year, the plastic-wrapped food could 
not be used for field rat1ons. 

Accordmg to the US Army Natick 
Development Center, which developed 
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the thermorad1at1on process used in 
prepanng the rations, foods retam their 
nutrit1onal qualities, taste, color, ap
pearance and aroma for years without 
refrigeration. 

The new combat meals can be eaten 
as IS or heated in the package which can 
be immersed in boiling water. In add1tion 
to the thermoproCessed (wet pack) and 
ready-to-eat menu Items, the new meal 
will contam some freeze-dried fruit and 
vegetable which can be reconstituted 
w1th water · 

The new meals will not be stocked 
until the present supply of rations IS 
depleted. 
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ECM SYSTEMS UNIT PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT 

Reducmg vulnerab1l1ty and mcreasmg 
the mobi11ty of electroniC countermeas
ures (ECM) systems IS a diviSIOn com
mander's dream Common sense and 
tact1cal doctrme call for ECM deployment 
well forward to enable Jamming Signals 
to reach the enemy commun1cat1ons 
rece1ver effectively, yet many of the 
Army's veh1cles presently carrymg these 
systems are not su1ted for th1s purpose. 
For example, the soft skm of the M885 
and M151A1 carrymg the AN/TL017 
exposes the crew to small arms f1re and 
artillery schrapnel, and the MBBO veh1cle 
mount1ng the AN/GLQ3 was des1gned 
for oper allons on 1m proved roads 

Not to be outdone by the 101 st Air
borne DIVISion m the1r product Im
provement of the AN/TR032 (MR. Feb 
1978, p 1 00), the 8th Infantry DIVISIOn In 

Germany has des1gned and constructed 
track-mounted Jammers from diVISion 
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assets using the M577 A 1 command 
track and the M548 ammunition hauler. 

Personnel of the 415th Army Securrty 
Agency Company ass1gned to the division 
dismounted the AN/TL Q 17 from its 1/•

ton truck and mstalled It along the front 
shelf of the command track. The log 
perrod1c antenna was mounted on the 
roof of the vehicle pivoting on alummum 
support posts Components of the 
AN/TLQ17 were mounted usmg the 
ex1stmg truck mounts, but substituting 
the KYB res1hent rubber shock absorber. 

The AN/GL03, an integrally wired 
shelter electronic component system, 
was easily rrgged m the .M548 ammu
nitiOn hauler and fitted w1th a roof
mounted wh1p antenna. Wh1le mountmg 
the AN/GLQ3 mside an armored vehicle 
was more desirable, a complete rewiring 
and engmeerrng job would have been 
requ1red The component shelter was 

Rear v1ew of GLQ3 jammer 
1n M548 ammumtion car· 
ner 



mounted on rubber, usmg %-ton truck 
t1res when resilient rubber was not 
available. 

The configurations were iested during 
t~e 8th Division's winter f1eld train1ng 
exercise Cardinal Point (7-14 February 
1978). Each track-mounted jammer 
traveled over unimproved terram Without 
injury to the sensitive electronics The 
operational ready rate for available ECM 

AN/GLQ3 Jammer m M548 
ammun1t10n earner 10 wh1p 
antenna mount 
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S1de v1ew of AN/GLQ3 Jammer 
10 M548 ammumtion earner 

systems durmg the exerc1se was 65 
percent, which exceeds the Department 
of the Army norm for ECM systems in 
veh1cle configurations. The tracks are 
able to transport an entire ECM team, 
and a two-vehicle system has been re
duced to one respectively Now, 8th 
Infantry D1v1sion Jammers are mob1le, 
able to take full advantage of terram and 

· keep up with the pace of modern battle. 
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UNITED KINGDOM 

Pains-Wessex and Schermuly (United Kmgdom) have devel
oped a new 51 mm 1llummat1ng rocket system comprising 
the rocket and a spec1ally designed launcher which folds 
flat when not tn use. The rocket 1s des1gned to meet the 
requ1rement for a med1um-range illuminating l1ght source 
and 1s cla1med to be the only one of 1ts ktnd available. It can 
be supplied With e1ther electrical or percussion ign1tion 
Although mll1tary mortars already have an Illumination 
capability. the Schermuly 51 mm rocket is intended to 
prov1de a cost-effective alternative. With a greater range 
than can be achieved by light mfantry mortars currently 1n 
serv1ce With forward infantry un1ts. Several rockets and a 
launcher are sufficiently light and compact for a one-man 
load. and the f1rrng procedure is s1mple, makmg the system 
SUitable for use by even very small tnfantry unrts. 

Flight t1me is stated to be less than half that of a mortar 
bomb. The traJectory is flat so that the flare IS positioned at 
the opt1mum target illumination he1ght Without reveal1ng 
the launch poSitiOn Ground range IS 900 meters
lnternattOnal Defense Rev1ew, r:t: 1978 
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ITALY 

According to Hughes Aircraft Company, the first ·Italian airborne finngs of 
TOW antitank missiles were successful recently when 33 missiles fired from 
an Agusta A109 helicopter scored hits The firings were conducted at an 
Italian miSSile range on Sardinia as part of a program to evaluate the airborne 

TANK HUNTER 

TOW missile system as a possible antitank weapon for the Italian Army. 

TOW, the tube-launched, opt1cally tracked, wire-guided missile system 
developed for the US Army by Hughes, has been deployed with the a1r and 
ground forces of more than 20 nations. 

Each missile was fired from a different attack angle, testing the system 
accuracy while hovering, ascending, descending and banking. Target ranges 
varied from 1, 750 to 3,000 meters. 
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MINE LOCATOR 

·SWEDEN 

ISRAEL 

The Beta Engineering Company of Israel 
1s developtng a new mme locator which 
apparently is in the series production 
stage. The mine detector, powered by 
commerctal nickel cadmium batteries, is 
fully tranststonzed and weighs 1.5 kilo
grams (3.3 pounds). 

The company's primary interest is the 
development and production of medtcal 
electronics, but it also has armament 
contracts. 

The Swedish ftrm Baracudaverken AB, Djursholm, 
has begun production of a new Inflatable hasty 
footbndge for mfantry. The pathway 1s 25 meters 
(81 feet) long and 1.5 meters (4.9 feet) wtde and 
wetghs about 100 kilograms (220 pounds). 

Its construction resembles that of an Inflatable 
rubber ltfe raft. Two mner tubes connected by a 
running mat are filled with a1r to produce buoyancy 
for the footbndge It can be rolled out and blown up 
Within one minute and IS used pri~arily for fordmg 
small bodies of water. 
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USSR 

NEW ULTRALIGHT TRANSPORT VEHICLE IDENTIFIED 

The new Sov1et ultralight transport veh1cle first reported m 
October 1976 has been 1dentif1ed by the East Germans as the 
Sov1et LUAZ967M The vehicle IS produced by the Lutsk Motor 
Vehicle Plant. 

The LUAZ967M IS a cargo earner but IS espec1ally des1gned for 
the med1cal services to use as a front-lme evacuation vehicle. 
The dr1ver, who SitS m the center of the vehicle, can dnve from 
the prone pos1t1on, and the truck's silhouette IS purposely low to 
allow use m combat areas It can carry two seated wounded and 
two litters. 

The most Significant charactenst1C of the LUAZ IS that 1t 1s 
amph1b1ous. Its sw1mmmg speed 1S 5 to 6 kilometers per hour, 
and land speed IS 75 kilometers per hour -AFSTC news item. 
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Keeping the Peace 

NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND WORLD POLITICS Alternatives lor the future by David C Gompert. MIChael Mandelbaum, RIChard L 
Garwin and John H Barton AppendiX by Franklin C Miller 370 Pages McGraw· Hili Book Co. NY 1977 $10 95 clothbound $6 95 
paperbound 

The Council on Foreign Relations, which publishes the journal Forezgn Affairs, has 
initiated the production of a series of studies on international concerns for the next decade 
and beyond as part of their 1980s' project. Nuclear Weapons and World Politics: Alternatives 
for the Future is a part of this effort. The analyses are presented in four essays, one each by 
the listed authors, preceded and succeeded by short introductory and closing essays by Mr. 
Gompert. An appendix by Franklin C. Miller summarizing information on strategic nuclear 
forces in the present world, a short glossary and an index round out the volume. 

Each of the alternatives is presented as a regime, a background of world politics which 
determines the position of nuclear weapons in international affairs. The first essay, by. 
Michael Mandelbaum of Harvard University, presents a regime which is.an extension of the 
present system VIewed with its three-decade history and apparent trend!s in projected and 
current negotiations. Professor Mandelbaum's writing style and exposition make this the 
easiest of the four analyses to follow. A certain uneasy reassurance is experienced in the 
treatment since the author projects a fair degree of stability against nuclear conflict through 
the next decade and into the 1990s. Thereafter, projections from the present are very 
uncertain. 

The second regime, presented by Richard L. Garwin of the IBM research staff, consists of a 
series of agreements and national policies aimed at decreasing the importance of nuclear 
weapons in international affairs. There are various ways this end could be accomplished, and 
Dr. Garwin has highlighted approaches the United States could make unilaterally toward this 
goal. Since a multiplicity of agreements or at least a widespread acceptance of multilateral 
international situations concerning nuclear arms is inherent in this regime, complexity is 
expected Dr. Garwin attempts to persuade that reducing dependence on nuclear weapons is 
more desirable than an extension of the present situation (the first regime) and more 
practically realizable than total proscription (the third regime). This thesis appears difficult to 
prove, and the complexity of the international agreements hypothesized does not assist the 
argument. 

Professor Barton of Stanford University undertakes the examination of the third regime, a 
proscription of nuclear weapons. In proposing this situation, Professor Barton is well aware of 
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the almost insurmountable difficulties which may prevent attaining this regime. In fact, as he 
points out, the most credible approaches to this regime are through the forcing of a world view 
upon national leaders by their citizenry or a recognition by national governments that 
proscription is necessary to their continued existence, due to the impossibility of achieving 
nuclear stability. Unfortunately, the catalyst to produce the third regime may lie in an actual 
nuclear conflict or a narrow escape from one. Despite the improbability of realizing; the third 
regime in the near term, recommendations are made for definite actions which will facilitate a 
noncatastrophic evolution to nuclear weapon proscription. 

Strategic deterioration, the fourth regime, is explored by David C. Gompert, as an in-depth 
disc1,1ssion of the instabilities which may occur in an environment like the present and the 
effects of these instabilities on international relations. Thus, it is an interesting counterpoint 
to the first regime. Actual nuclear conflict on a global scale is not discussed but, rather, the 
r!lmifications of imbalances on the conduct of international affairs. 

This volume makes neither light nor cheerful reading. However, the pictures presented are 
not wholly grim, and the overall goal of providing analyses which point to positive steps 
which policymakers can support is certainly attained. As a group, the essays provide well
organized, interesting analyses of a subject which will remain central to many aspects of 
world politics for the foreseeable future. 

Patnck Crowley, 
Army Foretgn SCience and Technology Center 

SHATIERED PEACE by Dan1el Yerg1n 526 Pages Houghton M1ffhn. Boston Mass 1977 $15 00 

-As the Gotterdammerung of winter/spring 1945 engulfed Germany, SS Colonel Otto 
Gunsche remarked to Hitler, "Berlin will be most .practical as our (military) headquarters: 
we'll soon be able to take the streetcar from the eastern to the western front." The purpose of 
running to ground in Berlin in the face of the advancing Allied armies was to highlight the 
regime's solvency and to await an inevitable disintegration of the great power coalition. · 
Hitler's certainty of a US-Soviet confrontation was soon realized; his legacy of institution· 
alized superpower conflict is expertly explaine,d in th1s latest analysis of the origins of the 
Cold War. 

Shattered Peace is separated from its many predecessors in Cold War reassessment by an 
unusually instructive focus. The author examines the underpinning of what he calls the US 
"national security state" by relating the ongoing emphasis on defense priorities to the Cold 
War personalities and politics which have become a familiar part of American historiography. 

The reasons for the early confrontation across the demarcation lines in Central Europe are 
far more complex, Yergin argues, than the ready picture of two rival states stumbling into the 
classic power vacuum that Hitler fores;>w. T.he intellectual nutrient for US assertiveness in 
postwar policy had already been provided. The fears of hard-line State Department Sovietolo
gists such as Loy Henderson and George Kennan were rooted in the Cheka's purges of the 
1930s. But with the crusade against Hitler, the elusive distinctions between communism and 
fascism were conveniently forgotten. 
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The Yalta axioms that this overoptimism finally spawned unsurprisingly resulted in 
imprudent American accommodation of Soviet "security objectives." The consequences of 
such policy, in turn, led to the Truman administration's belated appreciation of the 
uncompromising ambitions of the wayward Soviet ally. The neglected State Department 
pessimists were then ready to re-emphasize their somber prewar prognoses; a compatible 
correlation of forces-diplomatic, military, legislativc~eagerly fulfilled the need for an 
enhanced US defense posture. 

"Yergin clarifies the reasons for this preoccupation with security in US postwar policy by 
using three valuable approaches: incisive biographical sketches (that is, a superb one of 
James Forrestal), important archival discoveries and a refreshing disdain for the academic 
suspicion of literary style. Shattered Peace is not revisionist history if that is defined as one 
that presents as forcefully as possible the case for policies other than those pursued. Rather, 
the book is a dispassionate assessment of a structural change m American politics-one that 
necessitated expenditures for defense and international matters in 1955 that were 57 times 
what they had been in 1985. 

As the United States questions the extent of its current world role, it is crucial to 
understand the motivations behind the assumption of superpower status. Berlin still stands as 
a focus of great power tension; the dynamics that propelled the United States and the Soviet 
Umon mto the Cold War should continue to receive such authoritative attention. 

Derek leebaert. 
Harvard Umversrty 

WAR Controll•ng Escalatron by R•chard Smoke 419 Pages Harvard UnoverSity Pres>. Cambndge. Mass 1977 $18 50 

Mr. Smoke begms his scholarly work with the supposition that, in the final decades of this 
century, wars are hkely to be at least as frequent and more destructive than ever before. If 
that is so, a study of the dynamics and the ways to reduce escalation would seem to be of 
benefit The author feels that escalation is a feature, actual or possible, in all conflicts and 
that our belief in limited wars naturally leads to a belief in the control of escalation. 

In the first three chapters of the book, Mr. Smoke discusses- such things as actor-initiated 
and phenomenal-image escalation. He also discusses the innate upward dynamics of 
escalation and reciprocal versus step-by-step escalation. His discussions are very theoretical 
and are intended to provide the reader with the framework for the main part of the book which 
is a series of seven case studies of wars. The case studies range from the Seven Years' War to 
the Spanish Civil War and are designed to answer a series of questions concerning the 
dynamics of operational escalation. 

Smoke does not address the nuclear aspect of escalation since he does not think it is 
plausible to use nuclear escalation as a strategy. The last two chapters of the book examine 
the case studies to see how escalation was or was not controlled. l;le sees in the case of 
uncontrolled escalation such things as preconditional analysis, deficient analysis azid poor 
cognitive processing as helping to bring 1!bout the situation. 
· Smoke uses many psychological terms and discussions in his analysis. He offers well
documented conclusions and a series of operational questions for decisionmakers. He has 
included an extensive bibliography and very fine footnotes as well. 
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The book is of scholarly interest if you make your living by studying strategy or the 
dynamics of escalation as connected with war. Otherwise, the price of the book and its 
theoretical subject will be of limited mt~rest to the general readership. 

Lt Col Robert G Clarke. USAWC 

OFFENSE AND DEFENSE IN THE INTERNATIONAL SYSTEM by George H Quester 219 Pages John Wtley & Sons. NY 1977 $10 95 
clothbound $6 95 paperbound 

Of{Pnse and Defense in the lnternatwnal System was written under the auspices of the 
Cornell University Peace Studies Program. A book filled with historical and theoretical 
strategies for international relations, this presentation by Dr. Quester is time-consuming yet 
reasonably rewarding. The practicality for modern circumstances is questionable. Quester's 
approach is a step-by-step presentation of historical development of what we now call 
international relations. The title "Offense and Defense" implies strategic application. 
However, Quester provides little fulfillment here. His development of basic human relations to 
the. complexities of a modern scientific world is deliberate and provides an excellent 
foundation for theoretical examinations. 

Such basic ideas as the international principle of defense Improving as vanous "state's" 
population mcreased, to the assertive balance of power concept of offensive action to preserve 
world political stability are interesting and educational. An obvious weakness in Quester's 
approach 1s the high "fog factor" caused by lengthy sentences and an overpowering 
vocabulary (example above). 

The author provides an excellent analysis of World Wars I and II as relates to strategic 
offensive actiOn and the external pressures applied to both sides. Statmg that the principle of 
offensive power coupled with a human aversion to war had changed the Importance of 
balance of power in international relations, Quester presents a valid discussion that revolves 
around World Wars I and II and Germany's role in both. Advanced technology and the ability 
to mobilize charactenzed the advent of World War II and offered new potentials to exploit 
offensive actions m large landmass warfare (proven hy the invasion and capitulatiOn of 
France to the Germans). 

The nuclear age returned balance of powe!' as a significant consideratiOn in a modern 
world. Limited warfare, negotiation and the fear of catastrophic results of "atomic" war 
increased the intensity of military strategists, heads of state and the world masses to ensure 
that warfare would be controlled and limited. The limited war theqry has resulted in a re· 
emphasiH of the principle of defensive power as being the most advantageous. The threat of 
offensive action has created widely discussed arms limitations talks and arms control, yet the 
.. race" continues. 

Communications and relative military power may help to prevent offensive action-this, 
and the acceptance of status quo, a general satisfaction and realization that risks of war are 
too expensive. In terms of returns, there is a general confidence that the "threat" IS dormant. 
In all, Quester's book is one I recommend to the historian and strategist alike. 

Lt Col Stephen E Featherstone, USA. Ret,red 
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Problems at the Top 

CRISIS IN COMMAND. Mismanagement m the Army by R1chard A Gabnel and Paul L Savage 242 Pages H1ll & Wang, NY 1978 
$10 00 

This book must be read by the officer corps and its leaders. It must not be ignored, nor 
lightly dismissed, for it is a work of crucial importance. It is too convenient to believe that the 
Army has turned the corner, that it has bottomed out and is now embarked on a miraculous 
cure toward heightened professionalism. Indeed, it is dangerous to assert simply that Vietnam 
is behind us, to look forward and find new challenges, to blame the politician, the society, the 
permissiveness of the drug era, the media, the university for the conduct and outcome of the 
war in Vietnam and its attendant ills and mistakes. The military leadership, particularly the 
officer corps, must learn from its own experience. We must be willing to become introspective, 
to undergo a catharsis, in order for us to become a meaningful professional force. 

What crisis in command exists? Who will admit it? If you doubt one exists, read no further, 
and certainly don't bother to read yet another work written by obviously disgruntled, 
dissatisfied former Army officers who assuredly never experienced the "real Army." If, 
however, you have the least doubt about the existence of problems in the Army officer corps, 
then read this book, reflect upon its identification of the problem, evaluate its recommended 
solutions and therefrom select for implementation those which are workable. Jn short, use this 
work. 

Undoubtedly, this work will receive major public exposure. It is a work which is critical of 
today's Army and the Vietnam army. Therefore, it may be seen as a best seller by the press. 
Certainly, it will be boosted through a major promotional effort, it will be reviewed by major 
papers and magazines and it will make a big splash in the headlines. Unfortunately, this may 
work against Savage and Gabriel being widely read by the officer corps. 

With these factors in mind, let me indicate the value of this work. The authors' purpose is 
m one sense extremely simple and in another exceedingly complex. Their assertion of a crisis 
in command is based on the common acceptance of the equation that good management is 
good leadership. But it is deeper than this. Over a number of years, but accelerated by 
Vietnam, the corporate image of management has taken over the uniqueness of Army 
leadership. Corporate management techniques have taken hold to such an extent that men 
were no longer led to their death in combat but, rather, "managed to their death." This is the 
cnsis: There was no leadership in command in combat-management took over-even at the 
small unit leveL 

Has the Army recovered? The authors convincingly argue that we have not. They assert 
that, unttl we admit that there is a central problem, no bottom will have been reached to 
enable us to climb upward. 

What are the authors' recommendatiuns? In the forefront is the obvious: introspectively 
recognize there is a problem and, secondly, recognize that the officer corps-at every level
must be in the vanguard of reform. Several suggestiOns are presented to help the officer corps 
transform itself: an autonomous inspector general, an officer's code, a board of honor, 
discontinuance of the staggering officer rotations, change of the mandatory .. up or out concept 
of officer career development-encouragement of professional company commanders-and, 
lastly, a cut in the number of generals by 200. 

Most significantly, they recommend building unit cohesiveness through unit-level training 
under officers and noncommissioned officers remaining with that unit for an appreciable 
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" time. In other words, abandon the concept of centralized training, of individual replacement 
and rotation. Furthermore, the authors feel that, with unit cohesiveness realized through 
professional officers, training their. units for service, rotatio::t of these units-minus 
dependents-to Europe and other over'leas areas on a Reforger concept could result in 
significant cuts in travel costs.' Unit training would go hand in hand with unit rotation. 
Because this experience would be so beneficial, recruitment difficulties for both officer and 
enlisted personnel would be decreased. 

These suggestions-capsulized as they are-demonstrate that the authors are critical but 
constructive. They seek not to tear an institutional house down without using the bricks at 
hand for a reconstruction effort. 

At the risk of overemphasis, I recommend this work, knowing it will cause pain and 
anguish, but assured that it seeks reform leading to a better Army. 

Ma1 M1chae1 D Krause. 
Olf1ce of the Jomt Chtels of Staff 

CORPS COMMANDER by S~r Bnan Horrocks w1th [,ersley Belf•eld and Ma1or General H Essame 256 Pages Scnbner s. NY 1977 
$14 95 

Lieutenant General Sir Brian Horrocks of the British army has written an unusual memoir 
of his experiences as a corps commander in World War II. Although corps commanders as a 
group have not been prolific writers, it is precisely this level of command that is involved with 
battlefield leadership and tactics. This is General Horrocks' personal account of his "trials, 
tribulations and very occasional triumphs." 

A combat veteran of both World War I and World War II, General Horrocks is extraordi· 
narily forthright. There are some revealing insights on personalities such as: Montgomery 
"might be tactless and difficult . . . but he was a great Commander in the field .... " 
Eisenhower: Was he a great commander? "In the strictly military sense the answer must be 
No ... but he was a superb co-ordinator of Allied armies .... " 

On the question of "interoperability" (getting along), General Horrocks criticizes the 
American corps and division commanders for not visiting the troops in combat, but he 
admires the American system for on-the-spot awards and decorations. 

Although General Horrocks commanded the .British XXX Corps and was thus responsible 
for the ground linkup at Arnhem, the reader will search in vain for a precise explanation of 
the failure of the armored elements to link up with the British airborne troops (if one exists). 
We know that "stubborn German resistance" and "logistical difficulties" delayed the advance. 
But neither the plan nor the concept, nor indeed the fighting courage of the British armored 
troops, is questioned. The enigma remains. 

In short, General Horrocks and his collaborators have produced a concise, well-written 
summary of the command and operational proble_ms of a corps commander. His book deserves 
to be read by the serious military practitioner and the military historian alike. Technology 
rushes on, but the battlefield imperatives, the problems faced by the leaders and the led, 
remain largely unchanged. 

Gen Theodore J Con1'8Y. USA Retired 
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